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ABSTRACT

Rhodnius prolixus is a bloodfeeding hemipteran insect and a vector of

Trypanosoma cruzi, the etiologic agent of Chagas disease. This disease affects

over 18 million people in Latin America, and there are no vaccines or efficacious

drugs. Because of the unique lifecycle of T. cruzi within the vector, and its

avoidance of the hemocoel where the primary immune response occur, we

investigated the role of the innate immune response of R. prolixus to pathogens

and parasites, including T. cruzi. Insect immunity is based on three principles:

pathogen recognition, induction of appropriate regulatory pathways; and the

production of molecules to eliminate the pathogens. In this dissertation, I use

functional genomics (Suppressive Subtractive Hybridization) to identify and

describe genes involved in the immune response of R. prolixus and the

implications for T. cruzi. Initially we identified expressed sequence tags (ESTs)

corresponding to genes that are differentially expressed in response to parasites

and bacteria, and assigned putative gene functions based on sequence

similarities. This thesis focuses on four genes of interest including a transcription

factor (Dorsal), which may function in the regulation of expression of immune

peptides, and three antimicrobial peptides (Defensin, Lysozyme and Prolixin) that

serve directly to eliminate pathogens. Transcriptional factor binding motifs (NF

KB) present in the promoters of two of these genes (lysozyme and defensin)

suggest they are transcriptionally regulated by Dorsal, whereas prolixin is not.

We evaluated the temporal and spatial expression profiles of the antimicrobial

peptide genes, using real time quantitative PCR, to establish molecular

relationships between parasite and vector. Subsequently, we expressed dorsal

and prolixin in bacteria and tested their functions. We concluded that invasion of

the hemocoel of R. prolixus activates components of the immune system and the

production of compounds lethal to T. cruzi, but the pathogen survives by living
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exclusively in the intestine avoiding vector responses. This study contributes to

our overall knowledge of insect immunity, the arsenal of immune molecules

available to different insects, and identifies novel and highly conserved immune

molecules found in higher and lower insects.

Keywords: Rhodnius prolixus, functional genomics, innate immunity, Lysozyme,

Defensin, Dorsal, NF-KB.
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GLOSSARY

AMP Antimicrobial peptide.

Contig A physical map of contiguous genomic DNA assembled
using overlapping cloned segments.

EST Expressed Sequence Tags are small pieces of DNA
sequence (usually 200 to 500 nucleotides long) that are
generated by sequencing either one or both ends of an
expressed gene.

Hemimetabolous Refers to insects that undergo incomplete metamorphosis to
reach the adult stage. They are characterized by three
different life cycle stages: egg, nymph and adult.
Development from nymph to adult takes place through
gradual changes.

Hemolymph Insects have an open circulatory system. The hemolymph is
the blood-like fluid that bathes tissues and is circulated
throughout the body cavity by the dorsal vessel, a functional
equivalent of the heart.

Holometabolous Refers to insects that require complete metamorphosis to
reach the adult stage. They are characterized by four
different life cycle stages: embryo, larva, pupa and adult.

Homolog A gene related to a second gene by descent from a common
ancestral DNA sequence. The term, homolog, may apply to
the relationship between genes separated by the event of
speciation or to the relationship between genes separated by
the event of genetic duplication.

Melanization The deposition of melanin at the site of injury as a result of
the activation of a biochemical cascade involving a key
enzyme, phenol oxidase, which is activated in response to
septic injury. This activation releases toxic reactive oxygen
species that may attack invading microbes.

Ortholog Orthologs are genes in different species that evolved from a
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Paralog

Proteome

RNA
interference

Transcriptome

common ancestral gene by speciation. Normally, orthologs
retain the same function in the course of evolution.
Identification of orthologs is critical for reliable prediction of
gene function in newly sequenced genomes.

Paralogs are genes related by duplication within a genome.
Orthologs retain the same function in the course of evolution,
whereas paralogs evolve new functions, even if these are
related to the original one.

The complete collection of proteins in a particular cell.

The silencing of gene expression by the introduction of
double-stranded RNAs that trigger the specific degradation
of a homologous target mRNA and often subsequently
decrease production of the encoded protein.

The complete collection of mRNAs in a particular cell.
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Arthropod Borne diseases

Arthropod transmitted infectious and parasitic diseases cause severe

human mortality and morbidity throughout the world particularly in developing

countries where health conditions are poor. Malaria, yellow fever, dengue,

African and American trypanosomiasis, encephalitis, leishmaniasis, filariasis, and

onchocerciasis are all transmitted to humans by insects and continue to afflict a

large proportion of the world's population and place enormous burdens on public

health systems. According to the World Health Organization, all combined, these

diseases cause the death of over two million individuals per year (WHO, 2002b),

with malaria being the deadliest of them all.

Malaria, tuberculosis, and HIV/AIDS are the three most devastating diseases as

determined by the World Health Organization, and only malaria is vector-borne.

For more than 80 years, massive spaying of insecticides controlled insect borne

diseases with spectacular results. The discovery of

dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) as an insecticide in the 1930s helped

drastically decrease the number of agricultural pests and disease transmitting

insects (WHO, 1979). Unfortunately, the ban of DDT in the 1970s, the high cost

of long term insecticide vector control, coupled with the increased emergence of

insecticide resistance and parasite resistance to drugs have resulted in a re

emergence of vector-borne diseases worldwide.

Over the past decade, there has been a significant increase in the amount of

public attention and funding given to tropical diseases, especially to malaria by

the Gates foundation, and this has propelled advances in the field of vector

research. In fact, US politicians and private foundations have determined and

pronounced publically that they can, and will eradicate malaria. However, other

diseases (termed neglected diseases) which almost exclusively affect people in

developing countries who are too poor to pay for any kind of treatment have been

ignored by pharmaceutical companies as they do not constitute a market that can
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attract investment in drug research and development. One of the groups of

neglected diseases is those caused by trypanosomes. These include African

sleeping sickness and the American Chagas disease.

Trypanosomes and trypanosomiases

The trypanosomes are protozoans belonging to the order Kinetoplastida

and the family Trypanosomatidae. This family includes genera: Trypanosoma,

Leishmania, Endotrypanum, Phytomonas, Leptomonas, Herpetomonas, Crithidia,

Blastocrithidia and Rhynchoidomonas. Members of the genus Trypanosoma

(single-celled flagellates) are all parasitic, characterized by the presence of an

organelle called the kinetoplast which contains mitochondrial DNA (Marquardt et

al., 2000). Several members of this genus infect mammals and are transmitted

by arthropod vectors. Mammalian trypanosomes are subdivided in two groups

depending where infective forms are produced in the arthropod vector:

• salivaria: infective forms are produced in the salivary glands and

transmitted to the vertebrate host by feeding.

• stercoraria: infective forms are produced in the posterior region of the

digestive tract, and released with the feces and urine.

These organisms are responsible for important veterinary and human diseases

the trypanosomiases (Barrett et al., 2003).

Among the salivaria, three subspecies of Trypanosoma brucei are responsible for

trypanosomiases in the African continent:

• T. b. brucei causes animal trypanosomiases in wild and domestic animal

species. The disease in cattle is named Nagana and represents a major

obstacle to the economic development of impoverished rural areas

affected. Animals can also host the human pathogen parasites.

• T. b. gambiense in West and Central Africa causes 90% of reported cases

of Human African Trypanosomiasis (HAT), a chronic infection affecting the
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central nervous system that can remain asymptomatic for an indefinite

period of time.

• T.b. rhodesiense in East Africa causes the remaining 10% of reported

cases of HAT but is characterized by an acute infection of the central

nervous system which shows symptoms within weeks.

Trypanosoma brucei parasites are transmitted to mammals by both sexes of

Tsetse flies (Diptera, Glossina spp.); large biting flies which are strictly

hematophagous. Tsetse flies cover a large area of sub Saharan Africa and are

closely associated with vegetation found by water sources, in gallery-forests and

wooded savannah. Over 30 species and sub-species have been described but

only 6 of them are recognized as vectors. Tsetse flies acquire T. brucei by blood

feeding from an infected mammal. The parasite migrates to the insect's digestive

tract along with the blood and differentiates into midgut procyclics capable of

perforating the peritrophic matrix, which holds the blood meal. In the space

between the peritrophic matrix and the gut epithelia, parasites divide by binary

fission until they reach a population of 105-106 individuals. Subsequently,

trypanosomes migrate to the proventriculus (anterior midgut), before penetrating

through the peritrophic matrix again, and undergoing further differentiation into

long migratory forms, which migrate and invade the salivary glands of the fly. In

the salivary glands, epimastigote forms attach to the epithelium via the flagellum

and multiply. In the final stage inside the arthropod vector, epimastigotes become

infective metacyclics, which infect the vertebrate host with the saliva during blood

feeding. The metacyclics multiply for a few days at the bite site, and then invade

the bloodstream and lymphatics and subsequently the tissues, causing the most

damage to the central nervous system (CNS) (Fenn and Matthews, 2007). In

addition to vectorial transmission, Human African Trypanosomiasis (HAT) can be

acquired through blood transfusion and from an infected expecting mother to her

unborn child if the trypanosome crosses the placenta and infect the fetus.

HAT is fatal if left untreated. Chemotherapy to treat the disease exists and the

appropriate drug to use depends on the parasite and the stage of the disease
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(Croft et al., 2005). Pentamidine or Suramin are used for the treatment of the first

stage of Tb. gambiense or Tb. rhodesiense HAT respectively. Melarsoprol is

used for the treatment of the second stage of the disease, and alternatively

Eflornithine is used but only against Tb. gambiense. Unfortunately, these drugs,

particularly Melarsoprol have significant toxic side effects for the patient. The

World Health Organization estimates the number of cases is currently between

50,000 and 70,000.

In the Americas, a different type of parasite is found, Trypanosoma cruzi a

stercorarian trypanosome which causes American trypanosomiases.

Trypanosoma cruzi is also transmitted by hematophagous arthropods from a

different insect order: the kissing bugs (Hemiptera). Both of the trypanosomiases

are zoonoses; the infectious agent is naturally transmitted between animal

reservoir hosts and humans. American trypanosomiasis is a complex disease in

part because it involves a heterogeneous parasite population consisting of

multiple strains separated into two major phylogenetic groups. Historically, T

cruzi strains were classified based on two different criteria (Momen, 1999):

• Zymodemes were classified based on different enzymatic profiles of

parasite strains;

• Schizodemes were classified based on different electrophoretic mobility

profiles of kinetoplast mitochondrial DNA.

An important iso-enzymic variability between parasite isolates exists, but three

major groups or zymodemes (Z1, Z2 and Z3) were originally established.

Zymodemes Z1 and Z3 have been associated with the sylvatic cycle and Z2 with

the domestic cycle.

Subsequently, these three original zymodemes were further divided into 43

groups when more parasite stocks and a broader range of enzymes were

studied. Phylogenetic reconstruction of these zymodemes allowed the

identification of two major groups, each exhibiting considerable genetic
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variability. The current hypothesis is that the population structure of T. cruz; is

clonal instead of sexual and that the genetic and biological variability are the

result of the independent evolution of clonal lines (Tibayrenc et al., 1990,

Tibayrenc, 1995).

Nuclear DNA markers such as the 24Sa ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene and the

intergenic region of the mini-exon genes support this dichotomy within the T.

cruz; taxon. Currently, clustering of strains into these two principal groups are

denominated T. cruz; I and II (Buscaglia and Di Noia, 2003). T. cruz; I is

preferentially associated with the sylvatic transmission cycle, although it can also

be found in the domestic one, whereas T. cruz; II is mainly associated with the

domestic cycle.

Strain classification is important because there is significant difference in the

incidence and severity of infections of each strain. Different strains have different

tissue tropism in the vertebrate host. Some strains will preferentially infect

gastrointestinal tissues whereas other will infect cardiac tissues, and mixed

infections will have the most damaging effects for the infected individual (Dutra et

al., 2005). Furthermore, different strains and mixed infections have shown

different responses to treatment with currently available drugs.

In 1994, The World Health Organization's Special Programme for Research and

Training in Tropical Diseases (TDR) launched the T. cruz; genome project.

Recently, the genome of the CL Brener strain of this parasite was completed and

its annotation revealed the preponderance of mucins, surface glycoproteins

containing a varied array of O-liked oligosaccharides. Close to 6% of all predicted

genes encode such molecules highlighting their importance in the biology of the

parasite (EI-Sayed et al., 2005). Trypanosoma cruz; mucins (TcMUC) are

complex and heterogeneous (Buscaglia et al., 2006), however they can be

divided into two major types: those present in the insect stages and those

present in the mammalian stages.
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Inside the insect vector, TcSMUG, (T. cruzi small mucin-like gene family) mature

products from epimastigotes and metacyclic trypomastigotes are 35-50kDa

proteins that contain no repeats, no O-glycosylated Threonine runs, and no

variable regions. Mucins from cell-derived trypomastigotes (tGPI-mucins) are

significantly larger and more complex; their size ranges between 60 and 200kDa.

Although up to 25% of the mucin genes in the T. cruzi genome are non-functional

pseudo genes, the remarkable complexity and variety of these surface molecules

makes them ideal molecules to defeat the host immune system.

American trypanosomiasis is commonly called Chagas disease in memory

of Carlos Chagas, the Brazilian physician who first identified and described the

agent and disease (Chagas, 1909). In 2000, it was estimated that 18 million

people were infected with Chagas disease, 100 million were at risk of acquiring it

and approximately 20,000 per year died because of it (WHO, 2002a). This

disease is highly correlated with poverty and poor housing conditions and thus

affects mostly impoverished rural populations in the Americas. In terms of

morbidity, the disease represents the highest burden of disease among tropical

diseases in the Americas representing close to 700,000 Disability Adjusted Life

Years (DALY: the number of healthy years of life lost due to premature death and

disability) (WHO, 2002a). Total direct and indirect costs, such as medical

treatment and loss in production, of Chagas disease represent a major economic

burden for Latin American countries.

Trypanosoma cruzi, the etiologic agent of Chagas disease infects a broad range

of mammals and is transmitted to humans through blood transfusion, congenital

transmission or by the blood sucking Reduviidae (Hemiptera, sub family

Triatominae) insects. Currently, about 80% of transmission is vector borne,

estimated to be 200,000 new cases annually. Triatome insects feed exclusively

on vertebrate blood, and over 130 species have been described. The most

important species of Chagas' disease vectors are Triatoma infestans, Triatoma
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dimidiata, Triatoma brasiliensis, Triatoma maculata, Triatoma sordida, Rhodnius

prolixus, Rhodnius neglectus, Rhodnius pallescens and Panstrongylus megistus

covering a geographical area spanning from the southern United States to the

south of Argentina (WHO, 2002a).

In contrast to many vector-borne diseases, transmission of T. cruzi does not

occur as the vector injects saliva into its host during blood feeding. Instead, upon

blood feeding, the insect defecates on the host's skin. The feces contain infective

metacyclic trypomastigotes, which reach the host's peripheral blood system via

contamination of conjunctiva, mucous membranes or micro abrasions produced

after scratching of the bite site. In the chronic stage of the disease, essential

organs are irreversibly damaged, thus it is a serious debilitating disease.

The human disease is clinically described in three phases: the acute phase lasts

1-2 months and is characterized by inflammation at and near the site of infection

(Chagoma) and general malaise. During this stage, parasites remain in the

peripheral blood system, thus being the phase which drugs are most effective.

Fatality due to Chagas disease occurs in a minority of cases (2-8%) during the

acute phase mostly affecting young children due to myocarditis or

memingoencephalitic complications (WHO, 2002a).

Following the acute phase, a long asymptomatic phase, termed indeterminate,

which typically lasts 10-20 years begins; the parasite infects tissues intracellularly

and thus remains hidden from the host's immune system. The majority of

infected individuals remain in this stage, however, depending on the endemic

area; 20-30% will advance into the chronic phase. The latter phase is

characterized by serious and irreversible cardiac, neurological or digestive tissue

damage caused by intracellular development of amastigotes. Most of the

morbidity and mortality due to Chagas disease occur during the chronic stage

affecting adults aged 20-50 years old. About half of infected adults develop

cardiac problems, such as arrhythmia or apical aneurysm, leading to heart failure

and premature death. The other half develops digestive problems associated
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with distension of parts of the alimentary tract. Even though the vast majority of

acute infections are asymptomatic, 10 to 30% of these cases become chronic.

Acute infections with Chagas disease affect the digestive tract, but the more

common outcome is a chronic infection of the heart disabling and killing young

adults at the peak of their working life. It is important to point out that there is no

preventive vaccine or effective treatment to cure chronic Chagas disease. The

development of a vaccine for the disease is unlikely because T. cruzi antigens

can stimulate autoimmunity (WHO, 2002a).

Chagas chemotherapy is based on two nitroheterocyclic compounds nifurtimox

and benznidazole. The results obtained with both drugs vary according to the

phase of Chagas disease, the period of treatment and the dose, the age and

geographical origin of the patients. Unfortunately, they have a very limited

efficacy in the prevalent chronic stage, and toxic side effects (Rodriques Coura

and de Castro, 2002). l\Jifurtimox's side effects include anorexia, weight loss,

psychic alterations, excitability or sleepiness and intestinal disturbances, such as

nausea, vomit or diarrhea. The most serious side effects induced by

benznidazole are agranulocytosis, sore throat, fever, septicemia, and mucosal

bleeding. Good results have been achieved in the acute phase, particularly in

children under 12 years of age. Chemotherapy dosage varies with the stage of

the disease but it can last up to 90 consecutive days (Croft et al. 2005). The

prohibitive cost, toxic side effect and prolonged treatment often lead to treatment

cessation.

Several diagnostic tools are available: symptomatic (Romana's sign),

parasitological (xenodiagnosis; blood feeding of uninfected vectors with patient's

blood, followed by microscopic analysis of the insect's feces to detect the

parasite); serological (ELISA, Indirect immunofluorescence and indirect

haemagglutinnation) and molecular (PCR). PCR is likely the most sensitive

technique as it is possible to detect DNA from one parasite in 20 mL of blood

(Avila et al., 1991), but it is difficult to implement its use in the field.
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However, in large part because Chagas disease affects neglected impoverished

rural populations, it often goes undiagnosed and thus untreated (Moncayo, 1999,

WHO, 2002a, Dutra et al., 2005). Chagas is a disease of the poor, mainly

because poor house construction creates habitat for the insect vectors. As such,

it comes as no surprise that Bolivia as one of the poorest countries in South

America where in 1999, 63% of the households were living in poverty (mostly

indigenous rural populations) faces a major challenge in defeating this disease.

Vector biology and control

Vectors of T. cruzi are insect belonging to a well characterized subfamily

of the Reduviidae: the Triatominae. This subfamily is further divided in 6 tribes

(Triatomini, Rhodniini, Cavernicoloni, Bolboderini, Alberproseniini, and

Linschosteini), containing 19 genera and 138 species (Galvao et al., 2003). Two

tribes only, Triatomini and Rhodniini are of medical importance. Most species are

found between the parallels 45°S and 40 0 N, and at altitudes up to 2000 meters

above sea level. They are prevalent in areas between the tropics (WHO, 2002a).

A hallmark of these insects is that they are obligately hematophagous. As such,

all nymphal stages and both sexes of the adults require blood meals for

development and reproduction. In its natural habitat, triatomes acquire their blood

meal from surrounding vertebrates. Depending on the ecology of the species,

three main patterns are distinguishable:

• sylvatic species, which feed on wild animals;

• domestic species, which feed on humans and domesticated animals; and

• sylvatic species in transition to becoming domestic.

From an epidemiological perspective, domestic species are the most relevant

due to their close association with humans and because they are highly

anthropophilic. These include Triatoma infestans, Triatoma brasiliensis and
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Panstrongylus megistus in South America and Rhodnius prolixus and Triatoma

dimidiata in Central America. R. prolixus is the main vector of Chagas disease in

Venezuela, Colombia and limited areas of Central America, whereas T. infestans

is the most widespread vector of Chagas disease in South America.

Triatoma infestans is a strictly domesticated species or, exceptionally, found in

wild ecotopes. This species is a native of Bolivia, the only country where its

existence in the sylvatic environment has been proven (Noireau et al., 2005,

Cortez et al., 2007).

Rhodnius prolixus is morphologically very similar to R. robustus; but R. robustus

appears to be entirely sylvatic, while R. prolixus is a domestic species and is

rarely found in the wild. Rhodnius prolixus has become the model system in

insect physiology despite having a longer life cycle and lower reproductive rate

than other medically-relevant arthropods (Wigglesworth, 1984). Depending on

blood meal frequency and ambient temperature, R. prolixus generally develops

from egg to adult in 3-4 months whereas other species can take up to 12 months

(Pennington et al., 2005).

Given the major socioeconomic burden of Chagas and the omnipresence of its

many vector species, Latin-American governments have recognized the

importance of vector control (Ramsey and Schofield, 2003). Initially, in 1991,

seven South American countries (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay,

Uruguay, and later Peru) formed the Southern Cone Initiative to combat Chagas

disease. The rationale for this initiative was the idea that an international

agreement would encourage the consistency and continuity of national programs

for disease control (Dias et al. 2002). The main objectives of this initiative were:

• to eliminate vectorial transmission by eliminating vectors from domiciliary

and peri-domiciliary areas.

• to reduce disease transmission through blood transfusion by a systematic

screening of blood donors.
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In 1997, Central American and the Andean Pact countries agreed to launch their

own Chagas control programs. Vector control efforts in all of these programs

focus on the application of insecticides; because of their cost, house

improvements to decrease bug infestations are used minimally. Blood bank

screening has had a very positive impact in limiting transmission of the disease

through blood transfusion in the disease-endemic region (Schofield and Dujardin,

1997).

Vector control implementation is based on three main strategies: use of chemical

insecticides, community health education and rural housing improvements, but

insecticide spraying is by far the most commonly used method to combat

vectorial transmission.

Since the early stages of vector control programs, scientists and health

authorities have tried to use different methods to clear infested houses (spraying

kerosene or boiling water over the walls and even a limited trial of military flame

throwers). A major breakthrough for vector control took place in the 1940s with

the discovery of synthetic insecticides. Although DDT was very ineffective in

combating Chagas disease vectors, organochlorides gave satisfactory results at

relatively high doses. Despite leaving an unpleasant smell, spraying

organochlorides over the walls of infested houses became the best method of

vector control. In the early 1980s synthetic pyrethroid insecticides were

introduced marking another improvement in vector control. These insecticides

need fewer doses and less frequent applications, thus making them more cost

effective. From that perspective, they constitute the preferred tool to eliminate

triatominae insects (WHO, 2002a).

From a strategic standpoint, Chagas disease control programs still rely heavily

on massive spraying of pyrethroid insecticides. While this constitutes an

important first step to reduce insect vector populations, it is not a good long-term

strategy.
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Scientists recognize that constant exposure to the insecticide will eventually

create resistance. This has been the case in Anopheles gambiae (malaria

vectors) populations in Sub Saharan Africa, and it is probably just a matter of

time before this phenomenon occurs in Latin American triatominae insects.

Additionally, in order to maintain its activity, spraying with pyrethroid insecticides

must be done on average every six months. For poorer countries (i.e. Bolivia) ,

this constitutes a serious problem, as it is impossible to spray the estimated

700,000 households located on endemic areas on such a frequent basis because

the country is not in the position to assure the financial continuity of such a

strategy, which highlights another major challenge for vector control programs.

From an ecological stand point; insecticide spraying may fail to eliminate

peridomestic species but definitely does not affect sylvatic species. This is a

major concern as re-infestation occurs soon after spraying. For instance, in

Central America where the main vector, T. dimidiata, retains sylvatic and

peridomestic populations in many areas, the vectors gradually re-colonize

houses from which the original domestic population has been eliminated. Similar

predictions have been made throughout the endemic areas.

Chagas disease control programs in the Americas have had very positive results

since their inception and implementation, but it would be premature to assume

the disease has been defeated. Public health agencies and governments in the

Americas must maintain political pressure and commit financial resources to long

term programs. Furthermore, research into novel strategies of vectorial control,

surveillance and treatment should be encouraged.

Triatome - T. cruzi interactions

The transmission of T. cruzi, and most other vector-borne parasites, is

based on the evolution of blood feeding as a strategy to obtain nutrients.

Hematophagy also is a tremendous opportunity for parasitic organisms such as

T. cruzi to be transmitted to a large variety of potential vertebrate hosts, which is
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beneficial to its own survival and dispersal; the parasite depends completely on

the insect vector for its transmission and dissemination.

Trypanosoma cruds life cycle in the invertebrate host starts with the ingestion of

trypomastigotes, found in the blood of the vertebrate host. In the stomach, the

long trypomastigotes transform into rounded flagellates known as

spheromastigotes. These migrate to the intestine and transform into short and

long epimastigotes. Epimastigotes multiply in the intestine, and then transform

into infective trypomastigotes. Trypomastigotes are infective forms that are

released in the feces and urine of the insect during acquisition of a blood meal

from vertebrates (Figure 1-1). Compared to other insect borne pathogens, T.

cruzi uses an inefficient way of transmission to its vertebrate host, as blood

feeding is not enough to infect the vertebrate. After being deposited with the

insect's feces, T. cruzi must still find a way to penetrate the skin, which it is

naturally unable to do and thus requires the participation of the vertebrate host.

By scratching the bite site the host can allow the parasite to come into direct

contact with the blood stream and ensure continuation of its life cycle. This is in

sharp contrast with Plasmodium spp., yellow and dengue viruses, and T. brucei,

all of which are transmitted via the salivary glands upon blood feeding of their

respective insect vectors. Another trypanosome, Trypanosoma rangeli is

transmitted via saliva when Triatomes blood-feed. T. rangeli is capable of

crossing the midgut epithelium, surviving in the hemolymph and infecting the

salivary glands to be transmitted during the next blood meal (Azambuja and

Garcia, 2005). Interestingly, T. rangeli is not a human pathogen, but it is

pathogenic to the insect vector. One can't help wondering what are the genetic

differences that account for such different life cycles and why T. cruzi has not

evolved a salivary transmission?

Understanding the fine details of trypanosome-vector dynamics that determine

host susceptibility is a challenging task. Many factors are involved at the

biochemical and physiological level; including the nutritional state of the vector,
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digestive enzymes, bacterial symbionts and the immune system. Upon blood

feeding, the insect stores the blood bolus in the stomach (anterior midgut) and

then slowly passes fractions into the intestine (posterior midgut) where acid

proteolysis via different cathepsins occurs to digest blood. This is a potentially

very hostile environment for the parasite; however addition of pepstatin (acid

proteinase inhibitor) had no effect on T. cruzi infection rates (Garcia and Gilliam,

1980). Additionally, it appears that different strains of T. cruzi exhibit differential

survival rates; a crop lytic factor can lyse strain Y but not Dm28c or CL which

agglutinate and seem to be protected (Mello et al., 1996).

In terms of the role the immune system of the host plays, artificial injection of T.

cruzi into the hemocoel of potential vectors, showed clearing of the parasite

within a few days, and lysozyme like and phenoloxidase activity were detected

(Mello et al., 1995, Azambuja et al., 1999). More recently, a spatial and temporal

modulation of nitric oxide and nitric oxide synthase activity was reported in

response to injection of T. cruzi, T. rangeli and LPS (Whitten et al., 2007). During

a normal infection via a blood meal; physical interaction between the parasite

and the insect midgut epithelia has been documented (Alves et al., 2007) and are

required for the normal development of the parasite. A local immune response is

likely to occur although no clear evidence of this has been shown.

Insect immunity

The field of insect immunology was pioneered by Louis Pasteur himself in

the mid-nineteenth century when he was commissioned by the French

government to examine "pebrine", a disease decimating silkworms in Southern

France. From 1853 to 1865, France's silk production plummeted from 26,000

tons per year to only 4,000 because of this insect disease caused by, at the time

unknown, microsporidian protozoan pathogen Nosema bombysis. Infected

silkworm larvae died before spinning their cocoons and were covered by black

spots throughout their bodies. Pasteur discovered that he could also induce the

black spots by damaging the cuticle thus discovering melanization. Pasteur's
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work on the silkworm disease established the scientific mindset for the studies

later on carried out by his collaborators and successors at the Pasteur Institute in

Paris in invertebrate and vertebrate immunology (Brey, 1988). Most of the work

done there focused mainly on cellular and vertebrate adaptive immunity.

From a molecular standpoint, insect immunology has received a great deal of

attention in the past 25 years both from basic as well as applied researchers.

Comparative studies in immunology between invertebrates and vertebrates have

revealed the lack of an antibody mediated response in insects, a hallmark of

higher organisms. Thus, invertebrates only have an innate immune response

which still is very efficient in eliminating foreign bodies (non-self). Invading

organisms generally must overcome its host innate immune system at three

different levels: initially, the physical barriers of the integument or gut epithelia;

secondly, cellular defense mechanisms mediated by hemocytes; and finally

humoral components typified by antimicrobial peptides (AMPs).

The first level of defense is normally encountered at the gut epithelial level via

interaction of the pathogen with extracellular adhesion molecules and other

mechanisms not well understood. Such challenge tends to trigger a localized,

relatively weak, epithelial response where AMPs are secreted into the gut lumen.

Once the invading microorganism reaches the insect's hemocoel, pathogen

specific molecular patterns are bound by soluble pathogen-recognition molecules

present in the hemolymph which labels them as non-self.

The activation of the immune system relies on the very basic ability of

recognizing and discriminating self from non-self; this takes place when a set of

highly conserved molecular patterns produced by microorganisms which are

absent from host cells are recognized as non-self by a set of host receptors

(Medzhitov and Janeway, 2002). Microbe-associated molecular patterns

(MAMPs), also known as pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), are

molecular motifs characteristic of certain organisms which are recognized by the
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insect immune response through a series of soluble pattern recognition receptors

(PRRs) which are constitutively expressed and omnipresent in the hemolymph or

as transmembrane cellular receptors. These not only allow the host to recognize

the foreign microorganism but also to discriminate among different

microorganisms. PAMPs include bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS),

peptidoglycan (PGN) and lipoteichoic acid (LTA); fungal ~1 ,3-glucans; and In

mammals: nucleic acids (unmethylated CpG, double stranded RNA). In

invertebrates, microbial septic infection is detected via PRRs from two distinct

families:

• Gram-negative binding proteins (GNBPs)/beta-glucan recognition proteins

(f?>GRPs); characterized by two distinct domains, an N-terminal glucan

binding domain and a C-terminal domain similar to that of bacterial

glucanases. GNBPs are present in most invertebrates, but have not been

found in vertebrates (Kim et al., 2000).

• Peptidoglycan recognition proteins (PGRPs); comprised of 13 members in

Drosophila melanogaster, recognize the inner layer of PGN characteristic

of Gram negative bacteria and contain a conserved domain related to the

bacteriophage II amidase; activity that some members still retain (Werner

et al., 2000).

Non-self recognition by PRRs rapidly results in a cellular and humoral response.

Studies in cellular mediated immune response were pioneered by Elie

Metchnikoff (1845-1916), a Russian zoologist and microbiologist who worked at

the Institut Pasteur. He was awarded in 1908 the Nobel Prize in physiology and

medicine (along with Paul Ehrlich) for his discovery of phagocytes as the basis of

cell-mediated immunity.

An insect's cellular immunity is assumed by hemocytes, the equivalent of our

blood cells, which engage in different defense mechanisms depending on their

lineage (Strand, 2008). The literature is heterogeneous in the nomenclature

describing these cells, and most work has been done in Drosophila
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melanogaster, some Lepidoptera and mosquitoes. In D. melanogaster, three

lineages have been characterized based on their morphology, function and

molecular markers: plasmatocytes (phagocytosis), lamellocytes (encapsulation)

and crystal cells (melanization). Lepidopteran hemocytes are morphologically

and functionally similar but named granulocytes, plasmatocytes and oenocytoids

respectiveIy.

Plasmatocytes are specialized for phagocytosis, the uptake of particulate

materials by engulfment, and are the most abundant type of hemocytes (>90%).

Crystal cells are much less abundant (5%) hemocytes, responsible of initiating

the phenoloxidase (PO) cascade which leads to melanization. Melanization

refers to the deposition of melanin, a dark pigment resulting from the

polymerization of polyphenols at the site of injury and around the pathogen to

limit its movement and proliferation. Activation of the PO cascade also releases

toxic reactive oxygen species (ROS) that may harm invading microbes.

Lamellocytes are large, flat, adhesive hemocytes (to date found only in

Drosophila larvae) specialized for encapsulation of parasitoids and other large

foreign microorganisms which are unable to be eliminated by the previously

described mechanisms (Strand, 2008). In addition to their role in cellular

immunity, hemocytes are also known to participate in the humoral response as

they are capable to produce and secrete antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) into the

hemolymph.

Humoral defenses are characterized by a rapid, de novo production of a

large number of potent antimicrobial peptides, reactive intermediates of nitrogen

or oxygen and a complex enzymatic cascade yielding in clotting or hemolymph

melanization (Hoffmann, 1995, Lowenberger, 2001). Insects have an open

circulatory system, where tissues are bathed in a nutrient-rich liquid termed

hemolymph thus maintaining it free of foreign organism is of foremost importance

for the insect. The induction of the humoral response in D. melanogaster is

regulated by two well characterized cellular pathways, termed Toll and IMD.
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Induction of these two pathways leads to the transcriptional activation of AMPs

(Figure 1-2).

AMPs are evolutionary conserved members of the immune system and they are

found in a diversity of organisms including prokaryotes, invertebrates, vertebrates

and plants. Because of their importance to insect immunity and their

omnipresence in organisms, AMPs will be a major subject in this dissertation.

The first inducible AMP to be described was isolated from hemolymph of the

lepidopteran Hyalophora cecropia after bacterial challenge (Steiner et aI., 1981).

Since that discovery, over 500 different AMPs have been described, most of

which tend to have similar characteristics. AMPs are peptides or polypeptides

under 100 amino acid residues long, with sizes ranging from 2 to 25kDa. Their

secondary structure follow four different conformations: i) linear ii) a-helical, iii) ~

hairpin or loop (single disulfide bond) and iv) ~-stranded (presence of two or

more disulfide bonds) (Boman, 2003, Bulet and Stock/in, 2005). Despite their

numbers and size and structure polymorphism, AMPs have been categorized in

only a small number of families. In humans, only three families exist, defensins,

cathelicidins and histatins (De Smet and Contreras, 2005). Surprisingly, insects

have a larger variety of AMPs. In Drosophila, AMPs have been classified into

eight different classes, depending on their structure and the organism against

which they are active. AMPs have mostly been shown to be active against three

types of organisms, Gram positive and negative bacteria and yeast (Imler and

Bulet, 2005) but have also been shown to be active against larger protozoan

parasites (Boulanger et al., 2006). These peptides are produced by immune

tissues, primarily the fat body but also by the midgut epithelium and hemocytes.

In the hemolymph, their concentrations can range from 1-1001JM (antifungal

Drosomycin) (reviewed in Lemaitre and Hoffmann, 2007)

In addition to AMPs, reactive intermediates of oxygen (ROI) and nitrogen (RNI)

are also present in the hemolymph and contribute to the immune response.

Evidence from various vertebrate and invertebrate models indicates that certain
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ROI and RNI, in particular radical Or, H202, and radical NO, are cytotoxic

molecules induced upon immune challenge, but also important cell-signaling

molecules (Nappi and Christensen, 2005). These molecules have also been

shown to have detrimental effects against parasites; in Anopheles mosquitoes in

response to Plasmodium infections and in trypanosome-infected R. prolixus

(Whitten et al., 2001).

An emerging field of study in insect immunology and vector competence is the

role of programmed cell death (apoptosis) in response to viral and parasitic

infections. Apoptosis is a keystone cellular signaling pathway involved in tissue

homeostasis and development, and DNA damage responses, but also in a

variety of pathological processes. In lepidopteran insects, apoptosis has been

established as a component of the innate immune response against baculovirus

infections (Clem, 2005). The immune role of apoptosis in insects is strengthened

by evidence of cross-talk between innate immunity pathways and apoptotic

pathways. In mosquitoes, apoptosis occurs during Plasmodium and arbovirus

infection in the midgut, suggesting that apoptosis plays a role in mosquito innate

immunity as well; and research is underway to identify and characterize the

different genes involved in this major vector of disease (Cooper et al., 2007a,

Cooper et al., 2007b, Bryant et al., 2008).

Although our knowledge of invertebrate immunity has greatly increased in the

past 25 years, insect innate immunity research has mainly focused on a relatively

narrow, higher order of insects: mostly Diptera (Drosophila and mosquitoes) and

Lepidoptera. Studies in more ancient insects such as hemimetabolous

hemipterans (true bugs) are comparatively scarce. Based on the current

phylogenetic hypothesis for arthropods (Wheeler et al., 2001), hemipterans are

the most primitive hematophagous insects. Given the heterogeneity of

invertebrates, identifying components of the innate immune response In

hemipteran insects provides an invaluable evolutionary view of immunity.

Triatome insects and their trypanosomatid parasites provide, despite limited
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genetic tools available, an excellent case study because of the fundamental

differences in their life cycles and their impact for the immune system of the

insect.

As vector biologists, we hope that studying the vector's immune system and

vector-parasite interactions will make possible the discovery of the biological

determinants that permit such interactions, with the ultimate goal of using this

knowledge to limit, or ideally stop the transmission of human pathogens. Several

research groups worldwide study the molecular interactions between human

pathogens and their insect hosts with the hope of developing vaccines that block

parasite development and transmission or molecules that affect vector immunity,

or to genetically modify vector competence and capacity. When the work

presented in this thesis started, studies between the interactions of T. cruzi and

triatominae were scarce compared to other insect/parasite pairs. If T. cruzi is

injected into the hemocoel of R. prolixus, the parasite dies and cannot be

recovered after 3 days (Azambuja et aI., 1999). Only one previous study

attempted to reveal the interactions occurring in vivo between T. cruzi and the

intestine of the vectors using electron microscopy (Kollien et al., 1998) and which

disclosed probable ultra-structural interactions. Different regions of the intestine

of insects vary in their nutritional, surface conditions and the genes that are

expressed there which may affect T. cruzi development. Other studies on a

closely related organism, Trypanosoma rangeli (which is able to cross the midgut

epithelia and survive in the hemolymph), suggested that this parasite has the

capacity of disabling the pro-phenoloxidase pathway that normally leads to

melanization, and avoids the immune system by infecting hernocytes (Azarnbuja

and Garcia, 2005).

Goal and approach

The objective of my doctoral studies is to test the hypothesis that the

protozoan parasite, T. cruzi, maintains a restricted life cycle in the midgut and

hindgut of Rhodnius prolixus in order to limit its exposure to components of the
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host innate immune system. To address this question, we have identified and

described the genes involved in the innate immune response of hemipteran R.

prolixus, an important vector of Chagas disease.

Of the thousands of genes in a genome, only a small subset are expressed at

any given time and in any given cell type. Furthermore, the cellular concentration

of a given protein is determined by a delicate balance of several cellular

processes:

1. Transcription: synthesis of the primary RNA transcript.

2. Posttranscriptional modification of mRNA

3. Messenger RNA degradation

4. Translation: protein synthesis

5. Posttranslational modification of proteins

6. Protein targeting and transport

7. Protein degradation

In eukaryotes, gene regulation primarily takes place at the transcriptional level

(although new discoveries made in the field of small RNAs could change that

belief). The ability of selectively controlling the induction of genes is termed

differential gene expression which controls a wide rage of essential biological

processes incluiding the immune response (Harshman and James, 1998). Using

differential gene expression, we have determined the repertoire of immune

peptides used by this insect vector, determined the factors that induce and

regulate the immune response, and evaluated the role of these molecules during

normal infection of the insect by T. cruzi. The results were discussed in

connection with studies on innate immunity in three other major orders of insects:

the Lepidoptera, Diptera, and Hymenoptera.

This doctoral dissertation presents the findings of a functional genomics

approach using Suppressive Subtractive Hybridization (SSH) to identify up-
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regulated genes in response to different immune challenges in two different

tissues (gut and fat body) of R. prolixus. Following the initial molecular screening,

we molecularly characterized individual genes, with a strong emphasis on

effector molecules (i.e. antimicrobial peptides) and a transcriptional regulator.

The present dissertation is organized in seven stand alone chapters, written in

publishable format. I start with a general introduction, followed by the molecular

screenings performed, continued by the molecular characterization of an

evolutionary conserved transcription factor of the Rel/NFKB family of proteins.

Subsequently, three different antimicrobial peptides are characterized. A general

conclusion summarizes the main results and discusses their implications.
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Figures
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Figure 1-1 Trypanosoma cruz; life cycle in the invertebrate vector.

The insect feeds on blood infected with trypomastigote forms which transform into epimastigotes
and some spheromastigotes in the stomach (A). In the intestine, the epimastigotes multiply (8)
increasing the population of parasites. In the rectum, the epimastigotes transform into metacyclic
trypomastigotes (C) which are eliminated with the feces and urine. Reprinted, with permission,
from Journal of Insect Physiology, Volume 53 ©2007 by Elsevier Limited (Garcia et aI., 2007).
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Figure 1-2 Drosophila melanogasters Toll and Imd immune pathway activation.

Antimicrobial peptide genes are regulated by a balance between two signaling pathways: the Toll
pathway that is largely activated by fungi and Gram-positive bacteria, and the Imd pathway that is
mainly activated by Gram-negative bacteria. According to the KB sites present in their promoters,
antimicrobial peptide genes are more sensitive to either the Toll cascade (e.g., Drosomycin) or
the Imd cascade (e.g., Diptericin) or are co-regulated. Reprinted, with permission, from the
Annual Review of Immunology. Volume 25 ©2007 by Annual Reviews (Lemaitre and Hoffmann,
2007).
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Connecting statement 1

In the introductory chapter, I presented background information for the

study of Rhodnius prolixus and subsequently described different components of

their immune response that insects use to eliminate parasites and pathogens that

breach the cuticle or enter the intestinal tract and pass through to the hemocoel.

We believe that these innate immune responses, described to date in greatest

detail in modern insects such as Drosophila melanogaster, are equally important

to more ancient organisms such as Rhodnius prolixus. Similarly, while many

studies have used comparisons with D. melanogaster to study immune related

genes and ascribe putative function in holometabolous insects such as the

Diptera and Lepidoptera, there are few studies that have studied similar

phenomena, or studied the global expression of immune related genes, in

hemimetabolous insects such as the hemipterans. In the next chapter we

address this issue by using suppression subtractive hybridization (SSH) to

generate cDNA libraries enriched for differentially expressed genes in response

to infection with bacteria or Trypanosoma cruzi.
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Abstract

We report the identification of immune-related molecules from the fat body

and intestine of Rhodnius prolixus, an important vector of Chagas disease.

Insects were challenged by introducing pathogens or Trypanosoma cruzi, the

parasite that causes Chagas disease, into the hemocoel. RNA from intestines, or

fat body was isolated 24 h after stimulation. We used suppressive subtractive

hybridization to identify immune-related genes; generated three subtracted

libraries, sequenced the clones and assembled the sequences. The functional

annotation revealed expressed sequence tags (ESTs) generated in response to

various stimuli in all tissues, and included pathogen recognition molecules,

regulatory molecules, and effector molecules.
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Introduction

Rhodnius prolixus (family: Reduviidae) is an important vector of

Trypanosoma cruzi, a protozoan parasite and etiological agent of American

trypanosomiasis (Chagas disease) in Northern-South and Central America.

Chagas disease affects an estimated 13 million people in the Americas causing

significant morbidity; most acute infections are asymptomatic, yet 25 to 30% of

these become chronic, leading to approximately 14,000 deaths annually (Mattock

et al., 2005). Currently, there is neither a preventive vaccine nor an effective

treatment to cure chronic Chagas disease as the drugs used, based on nitro

heterocyclic compounds, have a very limited efficacy in the chronic stage and

toxic side effects often lead to treatment cessation.

Transmission of T. cruzi is atypical and shares very little with other major insect

borne diseases in which the parasites invade the salivary glands and are injected

into the vertebrate as it takes a blood meal. Trypanosoma cruzi resides in the

intestine/rectum of triatome insects. As the insect engorges, the insect defecates

and droplets containing the parasites are deposited on the host's skin and may

enter via the bite site or a mucosal membrane. This transmission strategy is

inefficient, and we have hypothesized previously that by remaining exclusively in

the gut, T. cruzi is not exposed directly to the hemolymph which contains the

most potent components of the insects' immune response (Lopez et al., 2003).

The immune response of insects is innate, lacks the acquired component of

vertebrates yet still is very efficient in eliminating pathogens using a combination

of humoral and/or cellular defense responses.

The first step in the immune response requires the recognition of parasites as

non-self. Insects recognize unique pathogen-associated molecular patterns

(PArvlPs) that are characteristic of microbial organisms (Nurnberger et aI., 2004)

using host pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) (Medzhitov and Janeway, 2002).

The two major PRRs in insects are the peptidoglycan recognition proteins
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(PGRPs) and the Gram-negative bacteria binding proteins (GNBPs) (Osta et al.,

2004). Once specific PRRs are activated by the appropriate PAMP, signaling

cascades are initiated. Surface molecules present on Gram-negative bacteria are

PAMPs recognized by the receptors in the IMD pathway which results in the

nuclear translocation of Relish (an NF-KB-like transcription factor), and the

induction of antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) such as Cecropin, Drosocin, Defensin

and Diptericin (Hoffmann and Reichhart, 2002, Meister et al., 2005). In

Drosophila me/anogaster, challenge with fungi and Gram-positive bacteria

activates the Toll pathway, which results in the NF-KB-like transcription factor,

Dif, being translocated to induce expression of Drosomycin. This activation

process also triggers various other proteolytic cascades, including melanization

and coagulation, in which serine proteases and serpins are involved (Osta et al.,

2004) and cellular-mediated mechanisms including phagocytosis, nodulation,

and encapsulation by hemocytes (Lavine and Strand, 2002). This insect immune

system is very efficient and large numbers of bacteria can be removed within

minutes of entry into the hemocoel (Hillyer et al., 2003). In addition, the humoral

response can contribute to the release of reactive intermediates of nitrogen or

oxygen (Nappi et al., 2000) all of which can contribute to the removal of

parasites.

Insect innate immunity against protozoan parasites has been studied mostly in

mosquitoes given their importance as vectors of major human diseases (Michel

and Kafatos, 2005). Approximately two weeks after acquisition of an infected

blood meal, Plasmodium sporozoites are released into the hemocoel and face

both humoral and cellular immune responses. Despite massive parasite

mortality, malaria parasites infect the salivary glands and subsequently are

transmitted to the vertebrate host during a blood meal. It has been demonstrated

in vitro that parasite mortality in mosquitoes is mediated by phagocytosis and the

anti-plasmodial activity of AMPs (Vizioli et al., 2001, Hillyer et al., 2003). The

exact molecular mechanisms by which eukaryotic parasites are recognized and

killed are not well characterized and are an active research area.
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Studies on the molecular interactions between T. cruzi and its triatome vectors

are scarce compared with other insect/parasite combinations. Ultra-structural

studies have revealed potential interactions occurring in vivo between T. cruzi

and the intestinal epithelium of the vectors (Kollien et aI., 1998), but because

different regions of the intestine vary in their nutritional potential and surface

characteristics, we do not know how these differences affect local gene

expression that may affect T. cruzi development. If the parasite is injected into

the hemolymph of R. prolixus, lysozyme, pro-phenoloxidase (proPO), and

agglutination are activated (Mello et aI., 1995), and the parasite is killed and

cannot be recovered (Azambuja et al., 1999). However, T. cruzi normally does

not enter the hemocoel. In vitro studies have demonstrated the susceptibility of T.

cruzi to insect immune peptides (Jaynes et al., 1988, Barr et al., 1995), and in

vivo studies have generated insects refractory to the parasite by engineering the

bacterial gut symbionts to express a potent AMP in the midgut (Durvasula et aI.,

1997). Studies on a closely related organism, Trypanosoma rangeli, which

crosses the midgut epithelia and survives in the hemolymph, suggest that this

parasite avoids the humoral immune system by infecting hemocytes and has the

capacity to disable the proPO pathway that normally leads to melanization

(Gregorio and Ratcliffe, 1991, Gomes et al., 1999). Subsequent studies

(Azambuja et aI., 2005) have demonstrated host immune responses in which

lectins bind to carbohydrate moieties on the surface of T. rangeli thereby

preventing their attachment to midgut and salivary glands. Identifying the specific

pool of genes involved in host-parasite interactions could provide an insight into

molecular mechanisms involved in parasite development and the specificity of

these interactions.

The expression of insect and mammalian immune factors is pathogen specific;

insects such as O. melanogaster discriminate between fungal and bacterial

infections and use two main pathways, the Toll and the Imd pathways, to express

specific molecules involved in their defense (Hoffmann, 2003). In this report, we
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have identified similar pathogen-specific responses in R. prolixus to bacteria and

T. cruzi using Suppressive Subtractive Hybridization. This technique selectively

identifies differentially expressed genes in response to a particular stimulus

rather than a general transcriptome analysis. We report here the generation and

functional annotation of pathogen-specific expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from

three subtracted libraries constructed from fat body and intestinal tissues of R.

prolixus after exposure to bacterial pathogens and the parasite T. cruzi.

Material and Methods

Insect colony maintenance.

A Rhodnius prolixus colony was maintained at Simon Fraser University at

room temperature with a 12h light/dark cycle. The colony was blood fed

approximately every three weeks on guinea pigs.

Immune activation and tissue dissection.

Bacteria (Escherichia coli and Micrococcus luteus) were grown in liquid LB

culture over night at 37°C with vigorous shaking and 0.75mL of each bacterial

culture were mixed together and pelleted by centrifugation for five minutes at

5,000g in a tabletop centrifuge. A sterile minuten pin was dipped in the bacterial

pellet and injected into R. prolixus adults or 5th instar nymphs thoraxes (Lopez et

al., 2003). Narve (non-challenged) insects were used as controls. Trypanosoma

cruzi was obtained from the feces of infected Triatoma infestans. The parasites

were washed with PBS, and centrifuged at 4°C for 5 min at 5000g, and re

suspended in liver infusion tryptose (LIT) media and counted. Five microliters

containing approximately 2500 parasites were inoculated into adult insects with a

sterile syringe. Control insects were inoculated with 51J1 of sterile LIT media.

Twenty-four hours after immune challenge (bacteria, T. cruzi or LIT), fat bodies

and intestinal tissues were dissected and thoroughly rinsed in ice cold PBS to

wash any contaminating faeces and/or blood meal. Tissues were stored in

RNAlater (Ambion, USA) or directly used for subsequent RNA isolation.
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Total RNA and mRNA isolation.

Tissues stored in RNAlater were centrifuged at 14,000g for 5 min at 4°C.

The supernatant was removed and tissues were washed with 1mL of DEPC

treated water and pelleted once again to remove the liquid supernatant. Total

RNA extraction was performed using Triazol (Invitrogen, Canada) according to

manufacturer's specifications. mRNA was isolated using Purist poly A micro spin

columns (Ambion, USA); 1IJg of poly A RNA was used in the construction of each

subtracted library.

Subtractive library construction.

We generated three subtractive libraries: a midgut library in response to

bacterial (Escherichia coli and Micrococcus luteus) injection; a fat body library in

response to bacterial injection and a fat body library in response to T. cruzi

injection. All three subtracted libraries were built using PCR-Select cDNA

Subtraction kit according to manufacturers' recommendations (Clontech,

Canada). Suppressive Subtractive Hybridization (SSH) permitted the enrichment

of differentially expressed sequences by hybridizing a TESTER (pool of cDNAs

from which differentially expressed genes were identified) to a DRIVER (control

cDI\JAs used to remove common sequences) (Diatchenko et al., 1996, Hunt and

Livesey, 2000). Ligation of specific adaptors to both ends of the cDNAs was

performed prior to subtraction hybridization, followed by PCR amplification with

specific primers to the adaptors. Amplification of hybrids corresponding to

common sequences was suppressed, yielding a library enriched for differentially

expressed sequences (Figure 2-1 ).

For gut and fat body subtracted libraries in response to bacterial challenge,

TESTERS cDNAs were constructed with mRNA from bacteria inoculated

samples and DRIVERS with mRNA from na'fve (non-inoculated) insects.

The fat body - T. cruzi subtracted library (forward) was built using mRNA from

immune activated fat bodies as TESTER and mRNA from sterile media (LIT)

inoculated insects as DRIVER. Reverse subtracted libraries were built for fat

body tissue libraries for subsequent differential screening, where TESTER and
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DRIVER designations are inversed. Forward subtracted libraries were ligated

overnight at 4°C into 2IJg of pGemTeasy plasmid vector (Promega, USA) using

3IJl of the secondary PCR products from each library, and transformed by heat

shock into E. coli JM 109 ultra-competent cells (Promega, USA). The resulting

EST library was plated on lB agar supplemented with 1001Jg/ml ampicillin,

80lJg/ml Xgal, 0.5mM IPTG and incubated overnight at 37°C.

Subtractive efficiency analysis and differential screening.

The efficiency of the subtraction of all three libraries was estimated using

PCR by comparing the abundance of known cDNAs before and after subtraction.

~-actin was selected as a non-differentially expressed gene. Internal primers

were used to amplify a portion of this gene

(qActF:5'AATCAAGATCATTGCTCCACCAG3';

ActR:5'TTAGAAGCATTTGCGGTGGAC3') under the following conditions: 94°C

for 1min followed by 33 cycles of 94°C for 20s, 60°C for 20s and 72°C for 30s.

Five microliters aliquots were removed from each reaction after 18, 23, 28 and 33

cycles and examined by electrophoresis on a 2% agarose gel and stained with

ethidium bromide to confirm subtraction success.

Fat body subtracted libraries were screened for differentially expressed ESTs

following manufacturer's instructions using the PCR-select cDNA subtraction

screening kit (Clontech, Canada). Clones from bacteria and T. cruzi libraries (95

and 194 respectively) were selected randomly and grown in 501J1 of lB-ampicillin

(100IJg/ml) for six hours at 37°C with moderate shaking in 96 well plates. Two

microliters of bacterial culture were spotted in duplicate on Hybond+ membranes

(Amersham Biosciences, Canada); allowed to grow for 2 hours at 37°C on a lB

agar plate, denatured in 0.5M NaOH; 1.5M NaCI for 4 min, neutralized in 1.5M

NaCI; 0.5M Tris/HCI pH 7.5 for another 4 min and allowed to dry for 30 min at

room temperature. Nucleic acids were fixed to the membrane by using a UV

crosslinker Xl 1000 (Spectronics corporation, USA).
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One hundred and fifty nanograms from the forward and reverse subtracted

libraries were used to create a 32P-labeled probe by random priming using PCR

Select differential screening kit (Clontech, USA) following manufacturer's

instructions. Forward and reverse subtracted probes were hybridized in individual

tubes with the DNA membrane at 65°C for 2.5 hours in a rotatory oven using

Rapid-Hyb buffer (Amersham Biosciences, Canada). Following hybridization the

membranes were washed with low stringency (2X SSC, 0.5%SDS; three times,

20 min each) and high stringency (0.2X SSC, 0.5% SSC; three times, twenty

minutes each) buffers at 65°C to eliminate nonspecific binding due to excess

probe. Membranes were exposed to a Kodak BioMax MS film (Eastman Kodak,

USA) overnight at room temperature.

Plasmid isolation, DNA sequencing and database search.

Selected colonies (strong signal with the forward and low signal with the

reverse subtracted probe) were grown overnight in 5mL of LB medium with 51J1 of

Ampicillin (100IJg/lJl) and purified using the Wizard Plus Miniprep DNA

Purification System (Promega, USA). Sequencing reactions were performed

using Big Dye v3.1 chemistry and run on an ABI PRISM 377 (Applied

Biosystems, USA) at the DNA sequencing facility of the University of British

Columbia. Analysis of the sequence data, detection of open reading frames and

sequence alignment, were performed using Lasergene's modules Seqman,

Megalign and Editseq (DNAstar, USA). Database search was performed using

BLAST-X against non-redundant database at NCBI with default parameters. The

best annotated hit from the similarity search was retained. For functional

prediction of ESTs found in the database, we used an online gene ontology

annotation tool: GoFigure (Khan et al., 2003) and clustered the ESTs based on

the biological process annotation when available. Novel ESTs were submitted to

dbEST at the US National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) and

assigned accession numbers 37906674 to 37906768 (GenBank accession

EB084319 to EB084413).
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Results

Midgut subtracted library in response to bacteria.

In this study, we assessed the presence of immune related transcripts in

midgut tissues in response to bacterial invasion of the hemocoel of R. prolixus.

These genes represent components of a systemic immune response; genes

induced in the midgut after a stimulation of the fat body. We randomly isolated

and sequenced 90 independent clones from the midgut subtracted library in

response to bacterial injection into the hemocoel. After sequencing, we precluded

from our analysis redundant clones, sequences with inserts under 60bp in length

and clones providing poor quality sequence.

Although, we attempted to minimize the presence of bacterial sequences by

using polyA RNA in the construction of the subtracted library, four clones

contained bacterial DNA, possibly originating from one or more of the midgut

bacterial symbionts that triatome insects naturally harbor and these were

excluded from subsequent analyses.

In total, 66 clones (73%) were analyzed which corresponded to different EST

sequences (Table 2-1). Similarity search by comparison to public database at

NCBI using BLAST-X resulted in 16 clones with no significant match, and 5 to

hypothetical proteins deduced in silico from genome sequencing and annotation

projects.

Housekeeping genes (ribosomal, mitochondrial), whose amplification during the

suppressive subtractive hybridization is normally repressed, also were found in

the library. This was likely because we isolated tissues (gut) from regions distant

from those directly stimulated (fat body) which allowed for fewer overall

differentially expressed genes and therefore more ESTs that corresponded to

non-differentially expressed genes. The efficiency of the subtraction depends on
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the number of genes differentially expressed; larger numbers of these mRNAs

are found in areas of lowest background.

What is most interesting is the identification of seven ESTs corresponding to

genes that have been shown to participate in different immune response

mechanisms. Among this category, we found lysozyme, nitrophorin, transferrin,

defensin and a mucin subunit, corresponding to effector, signaling and possibly

recognition mechanisms. Other ESTs included putative transcriptional regulators

such as transcription factors identified by the presence of DNA binding domains

as well as peptidases (cathepsin B and an aminopeptidase) whose enzymatic

activity can have an effect in the development and establishment of T. cruzi.

Subtracted library from fat body (bacteria inoculation).

Shotgun cloning of secondary PCR products (Figure 2-2) into pGemTeasy

resulted in just over 100 recombinant clones. Ninety-five clones from this

subtracted library from fat body (bacteria inoculation) were spotted and

differentially screened (Figure 2-3) Clones producing a strong hybridization

signal with the forward library probe and simultaneously producing a low

hybridization signal with the reverse library probe have over a 95% probability of

being differentially expressed transcripts in response to the immune challenge.

Twenty randomly picked clones and seven highly up-regulated clones were

sequenced, compared to NCBI database, and their putative function determined

with GoFigure (Khan et a/., 2003) (Table 2-2).

Subtraction efficiency was assessed by amplifying a known housekeeping gene.

A 120bp fragment of Beta actin was amplified by PCR using the subtracted

library or the un-subtracted as templates. Aliquots were taken at different PCR

cycles and analyzed on an agarose gel. The beta actin amplicon is almost

undetectable in the subtracted sample but was detected after 23 amplification

cycles on the unsubtracted sample indicating that the proportion of transcripts for

this housekeeping gene is minimal (Figure 2-4). Subtraction efFiciency analysis

by PCR, and the results obtained after sequencing, demonstrated the high
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quality of this library as housekeeping transcripts were barely detected and three

out of seven up-regulated genes corresponded to all three defensin isoforms

which we identified by an independent HPLC analysis of immune hemolymph

described in chapter 5 (Lopez et al., 2003).

Subtracted library from fat body (T. cruz; inoculation).

Following a secondary PCR (Figure 2-5) and cloning into pGemTeasy,

one hundred and ninety clones randomly picked were spotted on a membrane

and differentially screened by hybridization to either a forward or a reverse 32p_

labeled probe (Figure 2-6). Ten clones producing a strong hybridization signal

with the forward library and simultaneously producing a low hybridization signal

with the reverse library probe were identified and subsequently sequenced and

compared to public databases. Subtraction efficiency analysis by PCR showed

that the efficiency of the subtraction was lower than the other two libraries (Figure

2-7). This probably was due to the use of cDNAs obtained from LIT inoculated

insects as the DRIVER (control). All genes up-regulated in response to wounding

in both DRIVER and TESTER would have been removed leaving only the genes

expressed specifically in response to the presence of T. cruzi in the hemocoel.

Two genes, despite having a differential hybridization profile corresponded to

false positives, encoding for ribosomal genes. Two clones isolated from this

library were of particular interest. Clone C10 with a high similarity to a mucin/

peritrophin receptor molecule and clone H9 corresponding to a partial sequence

of a Dorsal/Rei homologue (Table 2-3).

When combined all three subtracted libraries contain 103 EST sequences (94

are novel) from the hemipteran R. prolixus. A large majority of the sequences

here reported do not have any similarities with other sequences in the databases

or have similarities with sequences encoding for hypothetical proteins obtained

from genome sequencing projects whose functional role is yet unknown (Figure

2-8).
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Discussion

Insect immunity has received a great deal of attention in the past 25 years

both from a basic research as well as applied perspective. However, these

studies have focused mainly on the higher orders of insects: Diptera,

Hymenoptera and Lepidoptera. Studies in more ancient insects such as

hemipterans are scarce. Given the heterogeneity of invertebrates and their

immune systems (Loker et al., 2004), identifying components of the innate

immune response in hemipteran insects provides an invaluable evolutionary view

of immunity. These insects and their trypanosomatid parasites provide, despite

the limited genetic tools available, an excellent case study because of the

fundamental differences in the host life cycles (incomplete versus complete

metamorphosis of higher insects) and the impact of the parasite on the immune

system of the insect. Moreover, two very closely related flagellate parasites may

have very different life cycles in the same insect, ego T. rangeli circumvents the

immune system and survives in the hemolymph whereas T. cruzi is limited to the

intestines of the insect, removed from most immune effector molecules. We do

not know if this is a function of differential recognition or activation processes of

the insect or evasion techniques by the parasite. Prior to testing these different

possibilities we first must identify and characterize the different components of

this vector's immune system. Lysozyme, pro-PO, and agglutination have been

detected after natural infection with T. rangeli and artificial injection of T. cruzi

into the hemolymph of R. prolixus (Mello et al., 1995). Despite these initial

findings, relatively little is known concerning the molecular mechanisms involved

in the recognition, activation and effector molecules of the hemipteran immune

response to parasites.

Many different approaches have been used to identify immune-related molecules

involved in vector-parasite interactions. Complete transcriptome studies have

sequenced large EST libraries from the tsetse fly midgut (Lehane et al., 2003)

and mosquito hemocytes (Bartholomay et al., 2004), and microarrays were used
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to identify transcripts of O. melanogaster expressed in response to viruses,

bacteria, fungi and a protozoan parasite (Roxstrom-Lindquist et al., 2004). We

used SSH and differential screening to identify novel and known R. prolixus

ESTs up-regulated in different tissues after two different challenges. Many

studies have described the role of the fat body in producing potent immune

molecules. Our data indicate that as higher insects, the midgut of hemipterans is

also immuno-competent and produces antimicrobial peptides such as defensin

and lysozyme and likely second messenger molecules (transferrin, nitric oxide).

Our results are consistent with other studies and provide evidence for the

presence of a systemic immune response in which communication molecules

induce the expression of immune factors in cells/tissues distant from the initial

point of infection (Boulanger et at., 2006).

We describe here, in more detail, the identification of 6 molecules belonging to

the three fundamental pillars of immunity: recognition, activation and effector

mechanisms involved in the immune response of R. prolixus.

Transferrin: A protein involved in iron metabolism in both vertebrates and

invertebrates and responsive to juvenile hormone (Nichol et al., 2002), transferrin

is also believed to be a component of the innate immune system by sequestering

iron away from bacterial pathogens (Lowenberger, 2001). Transferrin has been

shown to be up-regulated in vitro in A. aegypti cells treated with heat-killed

bacterial cells and in termites following exposure to an entomopathogenic fungus

(Yoshiga et at., 1999, Thompson et al., 2003). The transferrin gene was recently

cloned and characterized in A. aegypti; its promoter region is rich in putative NF

KB binding sites, consistent with its postulated role in insect innate immunity

(Harizanova et al., 2005). Although the exact role of transferrin in insect innate

immunity has not yet been clearly elucidated, a hint of its possible role comes

from studies in the goldfish Carassius auratus where it functions as an immune

stimulatory signal, when enzymatically cleaved, by activating macrophages

(Stafford et al., 2001, Stafford and Belosevic, 2003, Stafford et al., 2004).
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Nitrophorins: Nitric oxide is a multifunctional molecule; its role in innate

immunity has been reported extensively against bacteria and eukaryotic

parasites (Nappi et aI., 2000, Ascenzi and Gradoni, 2002, Foley and O'Farrell,

2003). Six nitrophorins have been identified in R. prolixus (Champagne et aI.,

1995, Moreira et al., 2003) mainly from salivary gland tissue after blood feeding

where NO is transported to function as a vasodilator and facilitates the blood

meal acquisition. Upon T. rangeli infection of the hemolymph, nitric oxide activity

has been detected and high levels of superoxide seem to limit the H14 strain of

T. rangeli, which fails to complete its life cycle in R. prolixus (Whitten et al.,

2001). We isolated an EST with high sequence similarity to nitrophorin 3 in

midgut tissue after bacterial infection (Table 2-1) and we can only hypothesize

that the presence of NO in the gut may be used to regulate the growth of

bacterial flora and also may have a negative effect of T. cruzi development.

(31-3 glucan recognition protein ((3-GRP): The innate immune system

recognizes microorganisms through a series of pattern recognition receptors that

are highly conserved in evolution. Beta-glucan recognition proteins (I3-GRPs) are

pattern recognition molecules that are conserved from insects to mammals and

recognize foreign organisms and their unique cell wall components. The first

GRP was isolated from the hemolymph of B. mori (Yoshida et al., 1996), and

subsequently GRPs were identified as pathogen recognition molecules in M.

sexta, A. subalbatus and D. melanogaster cells. These molecules activate the

phenoloxidase cascade leading to pathogen encapsulation (Kim et al., 2000, Ma

and Kanost, 2000, Wang et al., 2005).

Hemolymph proteinase (HP): We identified an EST with high homology to a M.

sexta serine proteinase found in the hemolymph (Jiang et al., 2005). Serine

proteinase pathways play a pivotal role in controlling immune processes in

insects. Hemolymph proteinases, secreted into the hemolymph from the fat body

or hemocytes, are responsible for initiating the complex biochemical cascade
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involved in pro-phenoloxidase (proPO) cleavage and activation. Phenoloxidase

(PO), activated from proPO through proteolysis by proPO-activating proteinase

(PAP), is a key enzyme implicated in several defense mechanisms in

invertebrates. Other proteinases were identified (cathepsin B and a leucine

aminopeptidase), albeit from midgut tissue where these molecules aid in blood

meal digestion. Cathepsin D, however, has been linked to the cleavage of

immune related molecules in fish (Cho et al., 2002) and in R. prolixus infected

with T. cruzi, its activity is decreased (Borges et al., 2006). Initial data on

Cathepsin B transcript levels indicate its gut specificity but no differential

expression when compared to non-infected controls (data not shown).

ReI/Dorsal: This molecule belongs to a super family of nuclear factors. In O.

me/anogaster Dorsal plays a central role in the establishment of dorso-ventral

polarity during early embryogenesis, whereas Relish plays a main role in the IMD

pathway by activating the transcription of antimicrobial peptides (Dushay et al.,

1996, Hedengren et al., 1999). Recently, Raikhel and colleagues identified its

homologue in A. aegypti; Relish 1 (REL1) selectively binds to different NF-KB

motifs from insect immune gene promoters and mediates a specific antifungal

immune response against B. bassiana (Shin et al., 2005). Using a transgenic

approach, in combination with RNAi technique, they elucidated its role as a key

downstream regulator of Toll immune pathway in A. aegypti (Bian et aI., 2005).

The dual role of this molecule in such important, yet very different, processes

such as development and immunity makes it a very interesting case study for its

recruitment by one or the other process from an evolutionary perspective.

Expression and functional studies of this molecule should shed light on its role in

R. prolixus as a developmental and/or immune related transcription factor.

Mucin/Peritrophin like: Mucins are surface or free glycoproteins known to bind

lectins (another group of surface glycoproteins). Trypanosoma cruds genome

encodes for large families of surface molecules, which include trans-sialidases,

mucins, gp63s, and a large novel family (>1300 copies) of mucin-associated
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surface protein (MASP) genes (Pollevick et al., 2000, Acosta-Serrano et al.,

2001, El-Sayed et al., 2005). Specific R. prolixus lectins are known to interact

selectively with T. cruzi (Pereira et al., 1981 ), including a hemolymph

galactoside-binding lectin, which could play an important role in the development

of T. rangeli in the hemocoel of the insect vector. This lectin markedly enhanced

the activation of clump formation by T. rangeli in R. prolixus hemocyte

monolayers, with an increase in clump size and hemocyte aggregation (Mello et

al., 1999). More recently, gp150, an ecdysone-regulated mucin found in O.

melanogaster hemocytes, midgut, and salivary glands was shown to be released

from larval hemocytes to become a component of the clot and participate in the

entrapment of bacteria (Korayem et aI., 2004).

Our study did not identify any AMPs other than defensin and lysozyme despite

the fact that more than 250 different AMPs have been described from different

insect orders. This suggests that R. prolixus may have a different arsenal of

AMPs (possibly comprising molecules we have designated as having no known

function), that this insect has not developed a wide variety of defense molecules,

or that the production of these molecules is not transcriptionally regulated.

Interestingly, we found little overlap among the genes up-regulated in our three

subtracted libraries. Defensin was the only AMP found in both fat body and

midgut in response to bacterial injection. It is known that different pathogens elicit

specific immune responses. In O. melanogaster for instance, Gram-positive

bacteria and fungi trigger the Toll pathway, whereas Gram-negative bacteria

trigger the IMD pathway (recently reviewed in Lemaitre and Hoffmann, 2007).

The immune response in insects to large foreign organisms such as parasites is

mediated by nodulation and encapsulation and not solely by AMPs. Therefore, it

is not surprising that genes found in response to bacterial challenge differ from

the genes found in response to a protozoan parasite such as T. cruzi. It is

worthwhile to note that lysozyme was found only in response to bacterial

challenge and not to T. cruzi, in contrast to a recent microarray-based study in O.
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melanogaster where Iysozymes were found to be the main response to the

protozoan parasite O. muscaedomesticae (Roxstrom-Lindquist et al., 2004).

Our results indicate the activation of several pathogen specific genes in response

to bacterial or parasitic invasion of the hemocoel. Some of these are homologous

to genes described in other insect-parasite systems but the large number of

unidentified genes suggests the possibility of unique immune genes in

hemimetabolous insects. Future studies will characterize these novel immune

related genes in terms of biological activity and their effects on parasite

development and transmission.
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Figure 2-1 Suppressive Subtractive Hybridization overview.

Suppressive Subtractive Hybridization (SSH) permits the enrichment of differentially expressed
sequences by hybridizing a TESTER (pool of cDNAs from which differentially expressed genes
were identified) to a DRIVER (control cDNAs used to remove common sequences). Ligation of
specific adaptors to both ends of the cDNAs was performed prior to subtraction hybridization,
followed by PCR amplification with specific primers to the adaptors, Amplification of hybrids
corresponding to common sequences was suppressed, yielding a library enriched for differentially
expressed sequences,
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Figure 2-2 Fat body SSH library in response to bacterial injection.

Lanes 1&2: Subtracted and un-subtracted R. prolixus fat body 24h post bacterial inoculation,
Lane 3: Control <!>174/Haelll DNA. Lanes 4&5: Un-subtracted and subtracted human skeletal
muscle with <!>174/Haelll DNA, Lane 1 was shotgun cloned into pGemTeasy vector and
transformed into E. coli JM 109,
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Figure 2-3 R. prolixus fat body bacteria injected subtracted library differential screening.

Top: 95 randomly picked clones hybridized to fwd subtracted library probe. Bottom: duplicate
membrane hybridized to rev subtracted library probe. Colonies that produced a strong signal
only in the forward subtracted probe were selected for sequencing.
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Figure 2-4 SSH subtraction efficiency test.

Subtraction efficiency was assessed by amplifying a known housekeeping gene. A 120bp
fragment of Beta actin was amplified by PCR using the subtracted library (left) and the un
subtracted (right) as templates. 5uL aliquots were taken at different PCR cycles and separated on
an agarose gel. The actin amplicon is almost undetectable in the subtracted sample yet it is
detected after 23 cycles on the un-subtracted sample indicating that the proportion of transcripts
for this housekeeping gene is minimal. MWM: 100bp molecular weight marker.
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Figure 2-5 Fat body T. cruz; SSH library.

The subtracted library (forward) was built using mRNA from immune activated fat bodies as
TESTER and mRNA from sterile media (LIT) inoculated insects as DRIVER. Reverse subtracted
libraries were built for fat body tissue libraries for subsequent differential screening, where
TESTER and DRIVER designations are inversed. FWD: forward subtracted library. REV; reverse
subtracted library. Control: S: subtracted; U: un-subtracted. MWM: 100bp molecular weight
marker.
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Figure 2-6 Differential screening of the R. prolixus fat body (T. cruzi injected) subtracted
library.

Top: clones 1-96 hybridized to fwd (left) or rev (right) subtracted probe. Bottom: clones 96-192
hybridized to fwd (left) or rev (right) subtracted probe.
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Figure 2-7 Fat body (T. cruz; injected) SSH library subtraction efficiency test.

Subtraction efficiency was assessed by amplifying a known housekeeping gene. A 120bp
fragment of Beta actin was amplified by PCR using the subtracted library (left) and the un
subtracted (right) as templates. 5uL aliquots were taken at different PCR cycles and separated on
an agarose gel. 1OObp molecular weight marker.
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Figure 2-8 Functional prediction and classification of the generated ESTs.

Classification based on gene ontology using GoFigure. Novel ESTs were submitted to dbEST at
the National Center for Biotechnology Information and assigned accession numbers 37906674
37906768 (GenBank accession EB084319-EB084413).
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Tables

Table 2-1 R. prolixus midgut (bacteria-inoculated) subtraction library.

ESTs classified based on BLAST-X analysis against non-redundant database at NCBI. NSM:No
significant match.

Clone NCBI gi
Length

Blast-X match Accession
E Putative gene

(bp) value function

2.59 37906735 325 Formin like protein NP_035841.1 4e-23 Cytoskeleton

1.48 37906690 333 Kinesin like gi41688591 4e-9 Cytoskeleton

2.61 37906737 325
WW domain binding protein

XP_235648.2 5e-26 Cytoskeleton
3

2.1 37906693 252 Alpha actinin gi7441362 5e-36 Cytoskeleton

2.34 37906719 502 Lysozyme AAN87265.1 1e-7 Defence

2.35 29335960 469 Defensin B AA074625.1 2e-50 Defence

2.22 37906708 317 Transferrin AAW70172.1 1e-17 Defense

1.4 4204973 587 Nitrophorin 3 U61143.1 1e-84 Defense

2.2 37906694 278 Transferrin AAA27820.1 5e-18 Defense

1.42 37906685 603 Hypothetical protein CAH93767.1 0.057 Hypothetical protein

2.9 37906699 189 Hypothetical protein XP_761391.1 0.064 Hypothetical protein

2.32 37906717 301 Hypothetical protein XP_729786.1 0.4 Hypothetical protein

2.47 37906725 389 Hypothetical protein CAD52327.1 069 Hypothetical protein

2.60 37906736 466 Hypothetical protein BAB29490.1 2e-7 Hypothetical protein

2.50 37906728 241 Phosphomannose isomerase AAK69388.1 1e-12 Metabolism

2.3 37906695 563 ATPase subunit 6 AAG31613.1 1e-37 Metabolism

1.3 37906676 291 polyamine oxidase XP_508137.1 1e-8 Metabolism

2.29 37906714 460 ATP synthase f3 subunit AAT06139.1 2e-65 Metabolism

2.15 37906702 238 Poly A binding protein CAA40721.1 3e-29 Metabolism

2.36 37906720 1036 Sugar transporters NP_568494.1 4e-16 Metabolism

2.49 37906727 687 Maltase precursor CAA93821.1 6e-28 Metabolism

2.52 37906730 287 Polyamine oxidase NP_997011.1 7e-14 Metabolism

1.16 20378665 468 Cytochrome oxydase 1 AAM20928.1 2e-60 Mitochondrial

2.40 37906721 439 mitochondrial thioredoxin BAA13447.1 6e-28 Mitochondrial
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Clone NCBI gi
Length

Blast-X match Accession
E Putative gene

(bp) value function

1.45 37906688 486 Cytochrome P450 BAA28946.1 ge-17 Mitochondrial

2.7 37906697 346 Mitochondrial peptidase AB163419.1 1e-8 Peptidase

2.58 37906734 456 Aminopeptidase Gi25311909 2e-6 Peptidase

1.52 37906692 336 Cathepsin B AAT48985,1 5e-46 Peptidase

2,16 37906703 337 Leucine aminopeptidase XP_786205,1 8e-8 Peptidase

2,33 37906718 552 Dipetalogastin CAA10384.1 5e-45 Peptidase inhibitor

2.31 37906716 510 Thrombin inhibitor AAK57342.1 6e-35 Peptidase inhibitor

1,14 37906682 154 CSP CAB65177,1 1e-12 Receptor

228 37906713 484 Growth hormone inducible
AAD44495,1 5e-21 Receptortransmembrane protein

113 37906681 99 membrane-associated ring
NP_005876.2 7e-12 Receptorfinger

2.10 37906700 365 Veph-A XP 342257.1 8e-5 Receptor

227 37906712 635 Mucin subunit AAA85523.1 ge-4 Receptor

2.46 37906724 592 NADH dehydrogenase AAG31614.1 1e-62 Ribosomal

2.17 37906704 370 S24 ribosomal protein AAS91555.1 2e-41 Ribosomal

2.48 37906726 245 Ribosomal protein L26 AAK92162.1 5e-17 Ribosomal

1.46 37906689 173 PRKA1 XP_790232.1 4e-9 Rna binding

2.23 37906709 394 GASZ ABA903961 0,91 Signalling

1.5 37906677 328 Nin one NP_001016830.1 1e-10 Stress response

1.44 37906687 618 UNR CAD52327.1 1e-54 Stress response

1,6 37906678 322 Nin one AAQ16153.1 4e-12 Stress response

2.19 37906706 140 HSP 70 AAP57537.3 4e-18 Stress response

2.55 37906731 377 HSP70 BAB92074.1 4e-42 Stress response

2.18 37906705 150 Chaperonin NP_741154.1 5e-15 Stress response

1.43 37906686 140 HSP70 AAP57537.3 6e-18 Stress response

2.44 37906723 398 Zinc finger containing protein CAD52327.1 0.69 Transcriptional
control

1.7 37906679 618 UNR gi137045 3e-54 Transcriptional
control

1,1 37906674 149 NSM Unknown

115 37906683 180 NSM Unknown

1.2 37906675 185 NSM Unknown
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Clone NCBI gi
Length

Blast-X match Accession
E Putative gene

(bp) value function

1.40 37906684 297 NSM Unknown

1.49 37906691 161 NSM Unknown

1.8 37906680 197 NSM Unknown

2.11 37906701 522 NSM Unknown

2.21 37906707 171 NSM Unknown

2.25 37906710 182 NSM Unknown

2.30 37906715 304 NSM Unknown

2.42 37906722 440 NSM Unknown

2.5 37906696 276 NSM Unknown

2.51 37906729 313 NSM Unknown

2.56 37906732 190 NSM Unknown

2.57 37906733 337 NSM Unknown

2.8 37906698 449 NSM Unknown
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Table 2-2 R. prolixus fat body (bacteria-inoculated) subtraction library.

ESTs classified based on BLAST-X analysis against non-redundant database at NCB I. The first
four clones were randomly picked whereas the rest were selected after differential screening.
Rdm: Randomly picked clone. NSM: No significant match.

Clone NCBI gi
Length

BLAST-X hit Accession
E Putative gene

(bp) value function

Rdm 37906753 681 Kinesin like Gi41688591 ge-62 ATP binding
17

B10 29335958 453 R. prolixus Defensin A AA074624.1 1e-45 Defence

H8 29335960 350 R. prolixus Defensin B AA074625.1 2e-42 Defence

H2 29335960 514 R. prolixus Defensin B AA074625.1 2e-51 Defence

Rdm 2 29335960 628 R. prolixus Defensin B AA074625.1 ge-51 Defence

Rdm 5 37906741 884 P. yoeli Hypothetical protein EEA15590.1 0.062 Hypothetical protein

C11 37906760 465 Unknown protein XP..379325.2 029 Hypothetical protein

F1 37906758 552 Hypothetical protein CAG05504.1 0.82 Hypothetical protein

Rdm
37906756 600

H. sapiens hypothetical
EAL24336.1 3e-7 Hypothetical protein

20 protein

Rdm
37906751 1012 A. mellifera ubiquitin ligase XP_394362.2 6e-46 Ligase

15

Rdm
37906755 348

C.elegans pyruvate
NP_500340.1 2e-38 Metabolism

19 dehydrogenase

Rdm
37906746 573 Dihydropteridine reductase Gi442830 2e-49 Metabolism

10

B9 37906759 438
M. sexta Hemolymph

AAV91014.1 ge-30 Peptidase
proteinase

Rdm 6 37906742 1033 G. gallus metalloprotease XP_4185641.1 ge-54 Peptidase

Rdm 4 37906740 505 A. mellifera Metaxin like XP_624291.1 1e-24 Protein transport

Rdm
37906754 458 B. c1ausii ABC transporter BAD64657.1 0.8 Receptor

18

Rdm 8 37906744 735 p1-3 GRP Gi52782700 1e-22 Receptor

Rdm
37906752 332 M.musculus proteasome 26S AAH19112.1 4e-7 Ribosomal

16

Rdm
37906750 1022 H. sapiens ubiquitin NP_066289.2 5e-160 Ribosomal

14

05 37906757 278
Hypothetical transcription

AAX26421.1 0.36
Transcriptional

factor control

Rdm 1 37906738 424 NSM Unknown
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Clone NCBI gi
Length

BLAST-X hit Accession
E Putative gene

(bp) value function

Rdm 37906747 678 NSM Unknown
11

Rdm
37906749 423 NSM Unknown

13

Rdm 3 37906739 1001 NSM Unknown

Rdm 9 37906745 248 NSM Unknown

Rdm 7 37906743 320 A. gambiae genomic clone XP_312744.2 0.12 Unknown

Rdm 37906748 278 A. mellifera genomic clone XP_394116.1 1e-21 Unknown
12
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Table 2-3 R. prolixus fat body (T. cruz; inoculated) subtracted library.

ESTs classified based on BLAST-X analysis against non-redundant database at NCBI. NSM: no
significant match.

Mb Clone
Length

NCBI gi BLAST-X hit Accession E Putative gene
(bp) value function

1-95 C2 1133 37906764 S. scrofa Flotillin BAD08436.1 ge-96 Cytoskeleton

97-191 F7 507 37906767
B. Taurus Hypothetical

XP_583059.1 7e-14
Hypothetical

protein protein

1-95 C10 536 37906765 C. felis Mucin-Peritrophin AAM21357.1 6e-6 Receptor

1-95 C7 551 16117393 R. prolixus 16S ribosomal AF324519.1 0.0 Ribosomal

97-191 B3 1022 2895883 R. prolixus Ribosomal RNA AF045707.1 7e-180 Ribosomal

1-95 A8 459 37906762 A. mellifera genomic clone XP_394615.2 5e-49 Stress
response

1-95 H9 364 37906768 A. mellifera Dorsal B AAP23056.1 1e-12 Transcriptional
control

1-95 A4 481 37906761 P. troglodytes Formin-like XP_5225631 0.001
Transcriptional
control

1-95 A9 488 37906763 NSM Unknown

1-95 05 1123 37906766 NSM Unknown
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Connecting statement 2

In Chapter two we used a functional genomics approach termed

suppression subtractive hybridization to isolate expressed sequence tags (ESTs)

up-regulated in response to immune challenge from Rhodnius prolixus fat body

and intestinal tissues. Putative functional annotation of these ESTs based on

similarity searches, revealed that the molecules they encode belong to one of the

three different pillars of immunity: recognition, activation or effector mechanisms.

While effectors are important in eliminating microbial pathogens, the expression

must be tightly regulated. In the next chapter, we describe the identification and

characterization of a transcription factor belonging to the Rel/NF-KB family of

proteins, and we identify the potential effector target genes it regulates.
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Abstract

Rhodnius prolixus is an ancient hematophagous hemipteran insect

capable of mounting a powerful immune response. This response, in insects, is

transcriptionally regulated in part by transcription factors of the Rel/NF-KB family.

We have cloned and characterized three members of this transcription factor

family in this insect. Dorsal 1A, and its differentially spliced product dorsal 1B, are

expressed in early developmental stages and in a tissue specific manner in

adults suggesting their dual role in development and immunity. In contrast,

Dorsal 1C is encoded by a different transcript expressed only in the adult fat

body in response to septic injury suggesting its exclusive role in immunity.

Additionally, we identified putative NF-KB binding sites in the promoter regions of

target genes known to be involved in the innate immune response of insects.
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Introduction

Insects are coelomate metazoan hexapods that represent the largest and

most varied group of animals on the planet with an estimated four million different

species, of which only 950,000 have been described and classified (Chapman,

2005). Beetles (order: Coleoptera), butterflies and moths (order: Lepidoptera)

and flies (order: Diptera) are the most numerous members of this class. Such

remarkable diversity accounts for their evolutionary success, and has allowed

them to conquer almost every ecological space on our planet. Insect evolutionary

success cannot be attributed to a single feature of these animals but certainly

their small size, ability to fly; relatively short generation time and potent immune

system have had a positive impact on their survival.

In all of the diverse environments they inhabit, insects have been exposed to

potential parasites and pathogens. Insects defend themselves from harmful

organisms in three ways: first by behavioural avoidance, secondly by

morphological physical defenses (cuticule and epithelia) and third, via a potent

immune response. Over the past 25 years, insect immunology has been the

subject of many mechanistic studies which have characterized the invertebrate

immune response as innate (it lacks the antigen-antibody complex and the

memory component characteristic of higher organisms). This response may be

separated into two main components: cellular and humoral. The activation of the

immune system relies on the very basic ability to recognize and discriminate self

from non-self. In insects, this occurs by recognition of a set of highly-conserved

molecular patterns produced by microorganisms which are absent from host cells

by a set of host receptors. Microbe-associated molecular patterns (MAMPs), also

known as pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), are molecular

motifs characteristic of certain organisms, for instance bacterial

lipopolysaccharide (LPS), peptidoglycan (PGN) and lipoteichoic acid (LTA); or

fungal ~1 ,3-glucans. MAMPs are recognized by the insect immune response

through a series of pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) which are constitutively
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expressed and present in the hemolymph as soluble receptors or as cell surface

transmembrane receptors. PRRs not only allow the host to recognize the foreign

microorganism but also to discriminate among different types of microorganisms.

Non-self recognition by PRRs rapidly results in a cellular and humoral response.

Cellular immunity is assumed by hemocytes, equivalent of our blood cells, which

engage in different defence mechanisms depending on their lineage. In

Drosophila, three lineages have been characterized: plasmatocytes which are

specialized for phagocytosis, crystal cells, responsible for initiating the

phenoloxidase (PO) cascade which leads to melanization, and lamellocytes,

(found only in larvae) specialized for encapsulation of bacteria, parasitoids and

other large foreign microorganisms (Strand, 2008).

Humoral defenses are characterized by a large number of antimicrobial peptides

(AMPs) rapidly produced in the fat body, reactive intermediates of nitrogen or

oxygen and a complex enzymatic cascade yielding in clotting or hemolymph

melanization (Lemaitre and Hoffmann, 2007).

An insect's haemocoelic defence is mediated by a myriad of different tissues and

free cells and biochemical cascades. Mounting such an immune response is

costly and the host must regulate these mechanisms to avoid wasting valuable

energetic resources. As is the case in other eukaryotic organisms, an insect cell

or tissue only expresses a small subset of the genes encoded in its genome at all

times, and is capable of turning on or off the expression of most other genes via

complex signalling pathways. This differential gene expression governs a wide

variety of biological processes including the immune response. In insects, gene

regulation occurs primarily at the transcriptional level (Harshman and James,

1998). Transcription (the generation of rnRNA using gene information from the

genomic DNA as a template) is mainly regulated by two factors: a variety of cis

regulatory DNA sequences found in the proximal 5' flanking sequence adjacent

to the gene of interest; and by trans regulatory proteins named transcription
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factors (TFs). These proteins maintain a modular structure characterized by a

DNA binding domain and an activation domain. TFs bind their DNA target

sequences as monomers, homo- or heterodimers to enhance mRNA generation

mediated by RNA polymerase".

A well characterized family of eukaryotic TFs is that of Nuclear Factor KB (NF

KB), named after the transcriptional activator of the immunoglobulin kappa light

chain in human B-Iymphocytes (Sen and Baltimore, 1986). A functional NF-KB

transcription factor contains two members of the Rei family of proteins,

characterized by a highly conserved 300aa N-terminal region. This portion

contains the ReI Homology Domain (RHD) required for the formation of dimers,

DNA binding, nuclear translocation and inhibitor binding. Rei proteins are

constitutively expressed and are present in the cytoplasm as inactive zymogens

bound to Inhibitor KB protein (IKB family) which masks the nuclear signal

sequence. Upon release from IKB, Rei is translocated into the nucleus where it

dimerizes and activates the transcription of its target genes by binding to a

conserved nucleotide sequence element termed KB (Engstrom et al., 1993).

Members of the Rel/NF-KB family have been conserved through evolution from

insects to mammals; in insects the first member of this family was described in

Drosophila melanogaster and named Dorsal (Steward, 1987). Whereas Dorsal is

involved in regulating the development of the dorsal-ventral axis of the

Drosophila embryo, the two other members of this family of TFs, Dif and Relish

are involved in activating the transcription of AMPs (Ip et al., 1993, Dushay et al.,

1996). Rel/NF-KB members have been also identified in bees, mosquitoes,

beetles and moths (Barillas-Mury et al., 1996, Sagisaka et al., 2004, Shin et al.,

2005, Tanaka et al., 2005, Evans et al., 2006), indicating their presence across

insect orders.

In this study, we describe the molecular cloning of three different genes encoding

members of the Rel/NF-KB family of transcription factors in Rhodnius prolixus, a

hematophagous hemipteran insect and vector of Chagas disease. We also
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evaluated their role in the immune response by evaluating their expression

profile, identifying their putative target genes, confirming the recombinant protein

activity and quantifying their activity in response to challenge with pathogens.

Material and Methods

Molecular cloning.

A 364bp EST from RhP-Dorsal was obtained initially by screening a fat

body suppressive subtractive hybridization library in response to an artificial

injection of Trypanosoma cruzi into the hemocoel of adult insects (Ursie-Bedoya

and Lowenberger, 2007). Full length cDNAs were obtained using 5'-3' Rapid

amplification of eDNA ends (RACE) with the Marathon eDNA synthesis kit

(Clontech, USA) using three different PCR reactions with primers:

RpDoF1 (5'GACCATTGCAATCACGCGG3') - MgdT (5'CGGGCAGTGAGCGCAACGT14

3');

dgF-rhd(5'GRTTTCGSTACGAATGYGARGG3') 

RpDo-caR(5'AAGTTGTTCTAACTCTGACTGACCAC3') and

AP1 (5'CCATCCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGC3' )

RpDo-R5 (5'GAGTTTTATGAATGAATCCGGTCCT3').

Reactions were performed with either Platinum Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen,

USA) or iProof DNA polymerase (Bio-Rad, USA) under the following conditions:

95°C 60s; 95°C 10s; 60-65°C 15s; 72°C 40s. Annealing temperatures were

modified according to the primer pair used. Subsequent cloning into pGem-Teasy

vector, transformation into E. coli JM109 cells by heat shock, plasmid DNA

isolation from recombinant clones using Wizard minipreps (Promega, USA), and

DNA sequencing using BigDye v3.1 chemistry (Applied Biosystems, USA) was

done as described previously (Ursie Bedoya et aI., 2005).

A similar approach was used to obtain the full-length eDNA sequence for ~-GRP

and Hemolymph proteinase using primer sets:

Rp~-GRPF1: (5'AAGATTGAATGGACACCAGG3') - MgdT and
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Rp~-GRP -R3 (S'TGGGAATTCCACCAGACCTCCCAC3')-AP2.

RpHP F1: (S' TAGACAATCGTGACACGTTGCC 3') - MgdT to amplify the 3' end

of the eDNA and RpHP-R1 (S' CGATATGCCTAGAAGTAACGAGC 3') - AP1 to

amplify the S'end.

The overlapping sequences were aligned using the SeqMan II module of

Lasergene® vS software (DNASTAR, USA) to generate the full eDNA sequence

of all genes and to identify all putative open reading frames for all genes.

Transcriptional screening.

We had synthesized previously a panel of cDNAs from fat body and

intestinal tissues in response to injection with bacteria or T. cruzi (Ursie-Bedoya

et al., 2008). We also extracted RNA and generated a eDNA from R. prolixus

eggs using standard protocols as described previously (Ursie Bedoya et al.,

200S).

We screened these cDNAs with forward primers designed against the sequence

in the S'UTR of the three R. prolixus Dorsal-like molecules we found after

sequence alignments of our clones. These primers were:

001 C-F (S'TATTTCGGTGCGCACGTTGTGGTC3';

001 A-F (S'ATGTGATGTGAGGATTAGTGTAGAG3'); and

001 B-F (S'TAAGCTGTCGGTCGTAGGTTCC3').

Each of these forward primers was used with a common reverse primer DoStop

(S'TTAGTTTACTTTTTGTTGTTCGACTG3') to screen the different cDNAs by

PCR under the following conditions: 94°C: 1min, 30 cycles of 94°C: 20s, 6SoC:

1Ss, 72°C: 2.Smin in PCR reactions described above using Platinum Taq DNA

polymerase (Invitrogen, USA). Products were visualized on a 1% agarose gel

stained with ethidium bromide.

Genomic DNA extraction.

Genomic DNA was isolated from five starved adult insects. Insects were

ground in a glass tissue grinder with 1.SmL of fresh DNA extraction buffer
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(0.5%8D8, 0.2M NaCI, 25mM EDTA, 10mM Tris pH 8) and 1.5mL of phenol.

After incubation at room temperature for 15 min, the homogenate was transferred

to a 15mL Corex tube and centrifuged at 9200rpm for 20 min at 4°C. All

centrifugation steps using 15mL Corex tubes were done on an Allegra 64R

(Beckman Coulter, U8A) centrifuge. The aqueous phase was transferred to a

new tube to which an equal volume of phenol:chloroform (1: 1) was added. The

contents were thoroughly homogenized by vortexing followed by centrifugation at

8000rpm for 20 min at 4°C. The supernatant was again transferred to a new tube,

mixed with an equal volume of chloroform, and centrifuged at 8000rpm for 15 min

at 4°C. The resulting supernatant was transferred to a new tube and 1:10 volume

of 4M ammonium acetate plus 2.5 volumes of 95% ethanol were added and then

stored in a freezer at -20°C for 1h to precipitate the genomic DNA. After

incubation, the DNA was pelleted by centrifugation at 8000rpm for 30 min at 4°C.

The resulting pellet was dissolved in 100\-lL of EB buffer (10mM Tris-CI pH 8.5).

RNAse A treatment was done using 50 mg at 37°C for 30 min. After RNAse A

treatment, the genomic DNA was further extracted with 100\-lL of

phenol:chloroform:lso-amyl alcohol (25:25:1); 100\-lL of chloroform and washed

with 95% ethanol. The resulting pellet was resuspended in 100\-lL of 10mM Tris

CI, pH 8.5 buffer and quantified using a Biophotometer (Eppendorf, Germany).

Target gene identification.

Inverse PCR (iPCR) (Triglia, 2000) was used to amplify upstream genomic

regions of immune-related genes to identify potential NFKB binding sites.

Restriction enzymes were chosen based on the cDNA or genomic DNA

sequence of the target genes ([31-3 glucan recognition protein ([3-GRP),

Lysozyme, Defensin and hemolymph proteinase), so that the cut sites were

within the first 500bp of the open reading frame or the available genomic clone.

Restriction digest analysis was done using New England Biolab's NEBcutter v2.0

(http://tools .neb.com/N EBcutter2/index.php).

Inverse oriented primers were designed based on cDNA sequence from

Lysozyme 1A, [3-GRP, Defensin A identified from our suppressive subtractive
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hybridization screening (Chapter 2). The genomic sequence for Hemolymph

proteinase was obtained after sequencing 2kb of a 4.3kb amplicon obtained with

primers RpHPMet 5'ATCATGATTAATCAATTATCC3' and RpHPstopR

5'GTACATCCTCCATAAGTTAGA3'designed to amplify the open reading frame

of the gene.

One microgram of genomic DNA was digested with 10U of a single restriction

enzyme in an air incubator at 37°C for 3h. Restriction enzymes used for each

gene were: Dpnl, EcoRV, Rsal for Lys1A; Dpnl, EcoRI, EcoRV, Rsal for I3-GRP;

Dpnl for Def A and BamHI, Dpnl for Hemolymph proteinase. Restriction enzymes

were heat inactivated whenever possible according to manufacturer's instructions

(New England Biolabs, USA) or DNA was isolated by a phenol:chloroform

extraction. Approximately 200ng of digested genomic DNA were self ligated with

12U of T4 Ligase (Promega, USA) in 1OOIJL reactions at 16°C for 16h in a thermo

cycler. Two microliters of the ligation reaction were used in a PCR reaction using

iProof DNA polymerase (BioRad, USA). Primers pairs used in individual

reactions are listed in Table 6-1. Amplicons obtained for each gene were cloned

into pGemTeasy, transformed into E. coli JM 109 cells, and sequenced or directly

sequenced from the original PCR amplicon with BigDye v3.1 (Applied

Biosystems, USA).

In addition to the molecular approach, we also used bioinformatic tools to confirm

or obtain data iPCR was unable to provide. We searched for genomic clones in

the recently released trace data archives of the Rhodnius prolixus genome

sequencing project using Mega Blast searches

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blastlmmtrace.shtml) with the first 200-300

nucleotides of the open reading frame from every gene investigated. Contigs

containing the identified genomic clones and the remaining of the open reading

frames were constructed using the SeqMan " module of Lasergene® v5 software

with loose assembling parameters to accommodate for large gaps corresponding

to introns. Putative transcription binding sites were identified using Alibaba 2.1
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software with lazy restriction parameters (available at: http://www.gene

regulation.com)

Recombinant protein expression.

RpDorsal 1C open reading frame or the N terminal end containing the rei

homology domain was amplified using the primers:

L1CadF (5'gacgacgacaagatgaaccaatctgttcggaga3') and

LICadR (5'gaggagaagcccggtttagtttactttttgttgttcg3') or

LIC-RHDadR (5'gaggagaagcccggttaagttaataattttgtattcg3')

respectively under the conditions 95°C: 1min, 30 cycles of 94°C: 20s, 60°C: 15s,

72°C: 45s. Amplicons were cloned into pET32 expression vector by ligation

independent cloning (L1C) as described in Novagen's pET System manual.

Recombinant plasmid DNA was first transformed into non expression host E. coli

NovaBlue cells, grown overnight in liquid LB broth containing Carbenicillin

(50mg/mL), and then purified using the WizardPlus Miniprep DNA Purification

System (Promega, USA). DI\JA sequencing of clones was done to confirm cloning

into the correct reading frame prior to transformation into the bacterial expression

host. Five nanograms of plasmid DNA were transformed into E. coli Origami

2(DE3) by heat shock following manufacturer's recommendations (Novagen,

USA). The recombinant bacteria were plated on LB-Carbenicillin (50IJg/mL)

plates and incubated overnight at 37°C.

The next morning a single colony forming unit was used to inoculate 100mL of

fresh LB-carbenicillin (50IJg/mL) liquid media and grown at 37°C with vigorous

shaking until 00600== 0.6. Recombinant protein expression was induced by

adding IPTG to a final concentration of 1mM and bacterial cultures were

incubated at room temperature for 6h with shaking.

The resulting bacteria were isolated by centrifugation at 10,000g for 15 minutes

and washed once with 20mM Tris-CI, pH 7. The pellet was stored at -70°C. The

recombinant protein was released from the bacterial cytoplasm after lysing the

cells with 5 mL per gram of pellet of BugBuster reagent supplemented with 1KU
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of rLysozyme and 0.1 U of Benzonase per mL (all reagents from Novagen, USA)

while shaking at room temperature for 20 min. After incubation the clear cell

lysate was centrifuged 10,OOOg at 4DC for 20 min. The supernatant was

transferred to a clean microcentrifuge or falcon tube while the pellet was

resuspended in Ii supernatant volume of PBS; both samples were stored on ice.

The protein content of each sample was estimated using Bradford reagent

(BioRad, USA). Aliquots of all samples were resolved by SDS-PAGE to confirm

presence of the recombinant protein in comparison to cell extracts from non

induced recombinant bacterial cells.

In vitro activity.

Approximately 10IJg of soluble cell lysate was used to assay the binding of

the recombinant protein to the mammalian core NF-KB site: 5'GGGACTTTCC3';

using NoShift II Transcription Factor Assay System (Novagen, USA), a non

radioactive assay, alternative to standard electrophoretic mobility shift assays

(EMSA). A biotin-labeled DI\JA probe consisting of a double-stranded consensus

transcription factor binding site and a single-stranded capture region was

incubated with the cell lysate containing the recombinant transcription factor. If

functionally active, the transcription factor binds specifically to the double

stranded consensus sequence. Upon addition of a double-stranded DNA specific

nuclease, the DNA probe bound to the transcription factor is protected from

digestion whereas the unbound probe is degraded. The reactions then were

transferred to a 96-well plate coated with the complementary strand to the

capture region of the probe and the probe/transcription factor complex was

captured on the plate. After one wash to remove unbound biotin and digested

probe, streptavidin-alkaline phosphatase was added and allowed to bind to the

biotinylated probe. A second wash step was followed by the addition of a

chemiluminescent Alkaline Phosphatase substrate. Chemiluminescence

detection was performed on a Victor 3V (Perkin Elmer, USA) microplate

luminometer. The assay was replicated two times with every individual sample
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run in triplicate. Assays were validated by ensuring that the percent digestion of

the negative reagent control was above 90% as per manufacturer's suggestion.

Adult R. prolixus were inoculated with Escherichia coli, Micrococcus luteus or

poked with a sterile needle as described (Ursic-Bedoya and Lowenberger, 2007).

Two hours post inoculation; the fat bodies were dissected into approximately

three volumes of NucBuster Extraction Reagent 1 (Novagen, USA). The tissue

was homogenized with a sterile pestle, vortexed for 15s and incubated on ice for

5 minutes. Following a second vortex for 15s, the tissue was centrifuged at

16,000g, 4°C for 5 minutes. The supernatant was removed and the pellet was

resuspended in 1/50 original tissue volume of 100x Protease Inhibitor Cocktail

(Novagen, USA), 1/50 volume of 100mM OTT and 1.5 volumes NucBuster

Extraction Reagent 2. The suspension was vortexed 15s, incubated 5 min. on

ice, vortexed for another 15s and centrifuged at 16,OOOg, 4°C for 5 minutes. The

supernatant, containing nuclear protein extracts was transferred to a new tube

and the protein concentration was quantified by measuring light absorption at

280nm on a ND-1000 Spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, USA). All

extractions were performed on ice. Three to eight micrograms of protein from the

nuclear extractions were used in subsequent NoShift " NF-KB transcription factor

assays that were performed as described above. Samples were assayed in

triplicates and repeated twice independently.

Results

Recently, we isolated a 364bp EST from a suppressive subtractive

hybridization (SSH) cDNA library made from R. prolixus fat body tissue 24h after

injecting T. cruzi into the hemocoel (Ursic-Bedoya and Lowenberger, 2007). One

of the putative reading frames of this EST shared significant amino acid identity

(39%) with Apis mellifera Dorsal protein splice variant B (Blast X, E value: 1e-12
).

We used 5'-3' RACE to obtain the full length cDNA clones. DNA sequencing of

fifteen independent clones revealed three different molecules with different 5' end

sequences, particularly in the 5' UTR. Dorsal 1A rnRNA is 2323bp long, and
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encodes a putative 624 amino acid protein with an apparent molecular weight of

69.4kDa. Dorsal 1B is a differentially spliced version of Dorsal 1A, with a 75bp

deletion within intron 1, which results in the use of an alternative start methionine

codon. Dorsal 1B mRNA encodes for a putative 611 amino acid protein with an

apparent molecular weight of 67.8kDa. Dorsal 1C mRNA has a different 5'UTR

sequence from the other two mRNAs and uses a third methionine codon,

common to all three mRNAs as its initial methionine start codon, and encodes a

579 amino acid protein of an apparent molecular weight of 64.6kDa (Figure 3-1).

The R. prolixus dorsal nucleotide sequences reported in this paper have been

submitted to the GenBank with accession numbers: EF634460, EF634461 and

EF634462.

The deduced amino acid sequences of all three proteins contain conseNed

protein domains characteristic of members of the Rel/NF-KB family of

transcription factors. Analysis with COD (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2005) and

ScanProsite (Hulo et al., 2006) identified three main protein domains common to

all three proteins. The first is the Rei Homology Domain (RHO) (pfam 00554),

characteristic of eukaryotic Rel/NF-KB transcription factors. The second

conseNed domain, C-terminal to RHO is shared by the immunoglobulins, plexins,

and transcription factors and is termed the IPT domain (cd01177). This is an

immunoglobulin-like fold domain, responsible for DNA binding. R. Prolixus Dorsal

also contain a 19 amino acid lysine rich nuclear localization signal (NLS)

responsible for targeting the free Dorsal molecules to the nucleus (Figure 3-2).

Of singular importance is the absence of C-terminal ankyrin (ANK) motifs, a 33

amino acid motif found in other members of the TF family such as Relish,

consisting of two alpha helices separated by loops responsible for mediating

protein-protein interactions. Multiple copies of this motif bind to RHD-IPT to

inhibit its DNA binding activity and must be cleaved proteolytically to obtain an

active TF (Stoven et al.. 2000).

To confirm the predicted protein activity of these molecules, we cloned and

expressed Dorsal 1C in a bacterial expression system and used a non-
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radioactive EMSA alternative assay to show binding to the consensus NF-KB

sequence 5'GGGACTTTCC3'. Results (Figure 3-3) show luminescence levels

resulting from digest protection of the target sequence by protein binding. Cell

Iysates obtained from bacteria expressing Dorsal 1C show luminescence similar

to that of the positive control reagent provided by the manufacturer. Cell Iysates

from cells expressing just the RHD or from non-induced recombinant bacteria

show very weak binding activity comparable to that of the negative control

reagent. Differential splicing of some Rel/NF-KB TFs occur in the C terminal end

before the RHD, suggesting this region is not critical for protein activity. Our

results supports this statement as we expressed Dorsal 1C in pET32, a bacterial

expression vector which adds a 17kDa N terminal tag to the recombinant protein

which enhances its solubility. The addition of this tag did not affect protein

binding to its DNA target sequence, whereas expression of a recombinant protein

missing the IPT domain lacked binding activity (RHD only). These results confirm

the specific ability of R. prolixus Dorsal to bind to an NF-KB consensus site and

suggest that the functional TF is a homodimer which requires the IPT domain for

dimerization and/or DNA binding, in accordance with other members of the

family.

As Rel/NF-KB transcription factors have been shown to be involved in different

insect biological processes such as embryonic development and induction of the

immune system, we screened a variety of cDNAs from different tissues and

developmental stages to identify transcripts of these molecules. A different

expression profile was discovered for each mRNA. Dorsal 1C was found to be

expressed only in fat body tissues after immune challenge; suggesting its

exclusive role in immunity. In contrast, Dorsal 1A and 1B seem to have a dual

role as transcripts were found expressed constitutively in eggs and in midgut and

fat body tissue, and also in response to non-self invasion of the hemocoel (Table

3-1 ).

To investigate the role of these Dorsal-like proteins in R. prolixus immune

response, we searched for putative NF-KB binding sites in promoter regions of
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several immune genes (~1-3 glucan recognition protein m-GRP), Lysozyme,

Defensin and hemolymph proteinase) identified in our SSH libraries (Ursic

Bedoya and Lowenberger, 2007). Inverse PCR gave variable results depending

on the gene of interest (Figure 3-3). Whereas no amplicons were produced for

the hemolymph proteinase molecule, ~-GRP primers resulted in as many as five

and as few as one amplicon per digested genomic DNA sample. However,

sequence analysis and database comparison of the amplicons obtained did not

identify any promoter sequence. The amplicons obtained for lysozyme and

defensin were specific but yielded short «100bp) 5' promoter sequence.

The genome of R. prolixus is being sequenced but some non-annotated

sequence data is available on public databases at the NCBI trace data files.

Genomic clones with high sequence identity for all our genes of interest were

identified. When we assembled and annotated the available genomic sequences

with our corresponding eDNA's into a single contig, we acquired an average of

500bp of DNA sequence upstream of the start ATG codon. These sequences

were then used to search for putative TF binding sites. Bioinformatic analysis of

the promoter regions using Alibaba 2.1 identified several putative TF binding

sites. Of particular interest were NF-KB (5'-GGGAlGAYYYYYY-3') and GATA (5'

T/AGATAA-3') binding sites (Table 3-3). NF-KB sites were identified in the

promoter regions of Lysozyme and Defensin. GATA sites were ubiquitous with

the exception of the Defensin B gene. The orientation of these sites was

sometimes reversed and the consensus sequence was found in the non-coding

strand, suggesting a similar organizational feature to that described in D.

melanogaster (Senger et al., 2004). A third type of putative binding site,

CCAAT/enhancer binding protein B (CEBP). was found abundantly in the

promoter regions of all genes investigated (Data not shown). These sites have

been shown to have immune roles in mammals and in mosquitoes the closely

associated NF-KB and C/EBP sites function cooperatively to activate defensin

genes (Meredith et al., 2006) and possibly other genes.
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Because AMPs with different activities had different putative binding sites in their

promoter regions, we quantified the activity of NF-KB TF in the nucleus of fat

body tissues in response to the injection of either E. coli (Gram -) or M. luteus

(Gram +) by evaluating TF binding to the NF-KB target sequence. Results

obtained with variable amounts of nuclear extracts are reported in Figure 3-5.

The luminescence detected for nuclear extracts isolated from all our

experimental samples were comparable to that of the negative control reagent

which does not allow us to make any statement concerning the protein levels of

NF-KB TF being up-regulated in response to bacterial infection. Such low activity

levels could be explained partially by a low yield of nuclear extracts contaminated

with cytosolic proteins, indicating a need to better optimize our extraction

protocol, originally designed to be used with in vitro cultured cells.

Discussion

Differential splicing seems to be a common occurrence in TFs, including in

the Rel/NF-KB family. In insects, differential splicing has been described for

several members of the family belonging to different insect orders. Drosophila

melanogaster has three different Rel/NF-KB TFs; Dorsal, Dif and Relish

(Lemaitre and Hoffmann, 2007). Initially, the Drosophila transcription factor

Dorsal, was described in playing a key role in the establishment of dorsoventral

polarity in the early embryo. However, its alternatively spliced version, Dorsal-B

has been suggested to be involved in the immune response as it is up-regulated

in response to septic injury (Gross et aI., 1999). Dorsal and Dorsal-B are identical

in the N-terminal region, however, Dorsal-B lacks the nuclear localization signal

at the end of the RHO domain and the C-terminal end is completely different

(Gross et aI., 1999). No differentially spliced versions of Dif and Relish have been

described in O. melanogaster, however the relish gene encodes four transcripts,

which originate from alternative start sites and result in different N terminal

truncated proteins (Hedengren et al., 1999).
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In mosquitoes, no Dif orthologue exists, thus Dorsal is thought to substitute its

immune related role along with differentially spliced versions of their respective

Rel/NF-KB TFs. The malaria vector Anopheles gambiae has only two Rel/I\IF-KB

genes, Rel1 and Re12, which are homologues of Drosophila's Dorsal and Relish

respectively. Re/2 is differentially spliced into a shorter version lacking the

ankyrin repeats and a death domain (Meister et al., 2005). In Aedes aegypti,

Relish has three alternatively spliced transcripts encoding different proteins. The

predominant Aedes Relish protein contains both the RHO domains and the

Inhibitor kappa-B like domain. The second version maintains the RHO domains

but completely lacks the IKB-like domain. In the third transcript, a deletion

replaces most of the N-terminal sequence and RHO however; the IKB-like

domain is intact (Shin et aI., 2002). Aedes aegypti homologues to D.

melanogaster Dorsal and A. gambiae REL1 have been identified and are

encoded by two isoforms: AaREL 1-A and -B. The transcriptional profile of both

transcripts is similar, though their specificity for different NF-KB sites differs and

results in the activation of different AMPs (Shin et al., 2005).

Clearly, differential splicing in dipteran insects has a much more dramatic

consequence for NF-KB TFs than those reported here for R. prolixus Dorsal 1A

and 1B where only thirteen amino acids are lost, all in the 5'UTR region or in the

initial coding region of the proteins, and no major protein domain is affected.

However, a similar phenomenon has been recently described for Bombyx mori

Rei proteins for which two isoforms RelA and B differ in the 5' sequence.

Alternative splicing removes 241 bp of transcript resulting in the loss of 52 amino

acids of RelA (Tanaka et al., 2005). What is noteworthy in these cases is that no

functional domains seem to be removed by differential splicing. As is the case of

Drosophila's Dorsal and Dif and c-Rel, ReIA, and RelB in vertebrates, R. Prolixus

Dorsal proteins have N-terminal RHO and IPT domains while their C-terminal

sequences contain transcriptional activation domains but no ankyrin repeats.

This suggests that they do not require a proteolytic cleavage for activation.
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The in silico approach used to identify promoters regions of target genes resulted

much more efficient and yielded much longer promoter sequence than the in vitro

approach using iPCR. The unsatisfactory results obtained for f3-GRP may be

related to primer design, having primers cross intron/exon junction, or a low

stringency of PCR conditions

Analysis of immune genes involved in recognition (f3-grp), activation (hemolymph

proteinase) and effectors (defensin and lysozyme) revealed the presence of NF

KB sites only in the promoters of antimicrobial peptides (lysozyme and

defensins), whereas GATA sites were present ubiquitously. NF-KB sites in D.

melanogaster were discovered and shown early on to play a role in the

inducibility of AMPs (Engstrom et al., 1993). Now we know that these DNA motifs

are critical for the inducibility of AMPs in both Toll and Imd immune signaling

pathways in this and other insects. The role of GATA binding sites in insect

immunity has always been described as being cooperative to proximal NF-KB

sites (Kadalayil et al., 1997) and required for tissue specificity (Petersen et al.,

1999, Senger et al., 2006); thus finding them isolated in promoter regions of

immune related genes, especially in genes lacking apparent NF-KB sites, is

unusual and warrants further investigation.

The expression profile of R. prolixus Dorsal 1A and 1B was similar to that of O.

melanogaster Dorsal B (Gross et al., 1999) and A. aegypti Rel1 transcripts (Shin

et al., 2005) which are found in larvae and adults challenged with bacteria. In

contrast, Dorsal 1C transcripts were only found in adults after bacterial insult.

However, differential expression of individual Rel/NF-KB TFs may not be as

relevant for the insect's immune response. Reports in the literature paint a blurry

picture concerning the specificity of response and activation of target genes by

Rel/NF-KB TFs. Ectopic expression of Rel/NF-KB TFs to perform promoter

analysis with reporter genes suggest that target gene regulation is based on the

relative binding affinity of the TF for the NF-KB site. Our results indirectly agree

with this as none of the NF-KB sites we identified matched exactly the core
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consensus site sequence used in our functional assay suggesting for a certain

degree of plasticity in this interaction. Moreover, a recent study based on ectopic

expression of O. me/anogasters Dorsal and Dif followed by microarray analysis

suggests that some immune genes may be redundantly induced by different

Rel/NF-KB TFs (Pal et a/., 2008).

The unraveling of immune gene regulation in R. pro/ixus is not as complete as for

other insects, including the well characterized O. me/anogaster, mosquito

disease vectors, or model insects such as Manduca sexta. However, homology

based studies have proven very valuable for the identification of related TFs and

AMPs. The forthcoming release of the R. pro/ixus genome will greatly speed the

discovery or the numerous missing pieces. As more genomes of pterygote,

apterygote, holometabolous and hemimetabolous insects are annotated and

released, we will have more opportunities to compare the evolution and

regulation of immune-related genes and the role of transcription factors in

immune gene regulation.
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Figures

MNQSVRRTSESSGGGVASMPYIKIIEQPASKALRFRYECEGRSAGSIPGVNSTPE
NKTFPTIQIVGYRGRAVVVVSCVTKDSPYRPHPHNLVGKEGCKKGVCTVEINNET
MTAAFANLGIQCVKKKDIEEALRVREEIRVDPFRTGFSHKTQTSGIDLNSVRLCF
QAFLEGPQRGKFTNPLSPIVSEPIYDKKAMADLVICKLSHCSGSVAGGNEIILLC
EKVAKEDISVRFYEEKDGQVVWEGLGDFTPTQVHKQVAISFRTPRYKTLEIEQPV
QVLIQLRRPSDNATSEALPFQITPLDSGRPFFWSLRRSIGQKADYRTFSTILQTN
TKLLTNQERIDDDANNNTNNSNNNNEIKDVEVEDNVVSVADIPQPKVVVVSNQEE
EIKDEEENCGQSELEQLLVKDLENICNNNSDLGIYTSFQMALKNPCQDLLDHESY
EDIAPPRPTAAKPTLLQQPLSPVPHLDDEVLPPLPPKRAKRTGPDTKTLPSPPQK
KTGLFQKLFNTNKRKKNKEVQERPLQSRGSIKSLPAEMIISSNEVDVTEAEHYAL
YTSVAPHATASEFDEMSFYYSSVEQQKVN

Figure 3-1 Deduced amino acid sequence of R. prolixus Dorsal1C.

Dorsal 1C is the shortest isoform, 579 amino acids long with an estimated molecular weight of
64.6kDa. RHO domain in bold; IPT domain is shaded; an Asparagine rich region is in italics;
Nuclear localization signal is underlined. No ankyrin motifs were found.
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1 ~ LE-FDFSLSRMDG NIDfSNSAI II DVIEVIETDCAAGGGL~ SVRRTSES_GGG RhP Do 1
1 ------------- lOG NIDESNSAINI DVIEVIETDCAAGGGL NQSVRRTSESSGGG RhP Do 18
1 ---------------------------------------------MN SVRRTSESSGGG RhP 00 If

Figure 3-2 R. prolixus Dorsal isoforms.

Only the first 60 amino acids are shown. Sequence information for all three molecules has been
submitted to Genbank under accession numbers EF634460, EF634461 and EF634462.
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Figure 3-3 iPCR results.

Genomic DNA was digested with the respective restriction enzymes, self-ligated and then used in
a PCR reaction with inverse oriented primers and a high performance DNA polymerase enzyme
(iProof). Genes investigated were: ~1-3 glucan recognition protein (~-GRP), Lysozyme, Defensin
and hemolymph proteinase (HP). A: Dpnl; B: EcoRI; C: EcoRV; D: Rsal; E: BamHI; 0:No
template control; M: 100bp DNA molecular weight marker.
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Figure 3-4 Recombinant protein binding activity.

Five micrograms of bacterial cell extracts were assayed for binding to the NF-KB sequence
5'GGGACTTTCC3'. 1: positive reagent control; 2: negative reagent control; 3: Un-induced cell
extracts; 4: RHO Induced; 5: Dorsal 1C Induced. Y axis: relative light units (RLUs). Error bars
represent s.d. of 2 independent trials in triplicate wells.
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Figure 3-5 R. prolixus nuclear extract activity.

Nuclear extracts were isolated from fat body and assayed two hours post inoculation to quantify
NF-KB activity. 1: E. coli; 2: M. luteus; 3: Sterile injection; 4: positive control reagent; 5: negative
control reagent. Y axis: relative light units (RLUs). Bars represent s.d. of 3 independent trials with
triplicate wells.
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Tables

Table 3-1 Differential gene expression of R. prolixu5 Dorsal transcription factors.

cDNAs were screened with peR primers designed to the 5' UTR and the stop codon as
described in material and methods. +: presence; -: absence of amplicon.

Egg Midgut Midgut FE FE FB

Nai:.ve 24h Naive 24h 24h Tc
Bact. Bact.

Do Ie - - - - + +

Do 1A + - + + + +

Do 18 + - + + - -
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Table 3-2 iPCR primer pairs.

Oligo Name I Sequence 5' to 3'
iPCR Lys1A F AACTACGACGGAAGCTATGATAATGG
iPCR Lys1A R TAGTGAACACCCTAGC TGTGTGG
iPCR 0GRP F AGAATTAGAATATCTAGAAGCTGGCG
iPCR 0GRP R CAGAACATG TGCTATGAAGAGG
iPCR DefA F AGGTAACCGAAGAACATGTCGC
iPCR DefA R GGCCACCAAGAACAGAGTAACC
i CR HP F ATTCTAGGCATAAACCAGGAGTG
iPCR HP R TCCAAAGCAAACTAATCCGAC
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Table 3-3 Putative transcription factor binding sites.

Putative transcription binding sites were identified using Alibaba 2.1 software using lazy
restriction parameters. Alibaba predicts transcription factor binding sites by context dependent
matrices generated from TRANSFAC 4.0 public sites. Location of the putative binding site is
indicated relative to the methionine start codon. The clone indicators refer to the trace data files
available at the NCBI trace data archives.

Gene Clone NF-KB GATA

~-GRP NAAX-acc45d02 GATATAAAAA -160
CATTAAGATTT -50

Hemo~ymph NAAD-aab82b10 TGATAATGT1'T -35
Pro t E':<. na s e TG_TTCAGATA -18

Defen.sin A NAAX-adj13d02 TTCTTCCTCT -479 CTATAAACAA -276
AAGAAAA":C -372

GGGATT CCCC -162

.)0 fens in B NAAX-abh21d09 TGGAATCCCC -166
GGATATTCCAC -30

Lys 1A iE'CR DpIll GGAACTTT AA -64 TGTT7CAGATC -115
NADD-aee07elO ATTAGGAAATAC -49 CTTATATTTCT -42

Lys 1B NAAX-ady62g11 TAGGAAATGAC -181 TTTGAGCAGAA -356
TTATTATTTTT -302
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Connecting statement 3

In the previous chapter, we reported the cloning and characterization of

three different transcripts homologues of the Drosophila me/anogaster

transcription factor Dorsal. Rhodnius prolixus Dorsal 1A, and 1B were found to

have a dual role in early development and immunity, whereas Dorsal 1C appears

to be involved solely in immunity. Dorsal proteins are known transcriptional

activators of antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), the effector arm of humoral immunity

in insects. Among the AMPs we found that contained the necessary DNA motif to

confer inducibility by Rel/NF-KB transcription factors was defensin. In chapter 4,

we describe a combination of biochemical and molecular methods to

characterize three isoforms of Rhodnius prolixus defensins, perhaps the most

evolutionary conserved AMP as it has been identified in mammals, plants and

insects.
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Abstract

An antimicrobial peptide belonging to the defensin family of small cationic

peptides associated with innate immunity in insects was isolated from the

hemolymph of Rhodnius prolixus, a vector of Chagas disease. This peptide,

designated R. prolixus Defensin A, was purified and sequenced. The active

peptide contains 43 residues and aligns well with other insect defensins.

However the pre-pro region of the sequence has little shared identity with other

insect defensins. We identified 3 isoforms of R. prolixus defensin from cDNA

clones obtained from RNA isolated from the whole bodies of immune activated

insects. Northern analysis and Real-Time Quantitative PCR indicated that there

was a very low baseline transcription of this peptide in naive insects, and that

transcription increased significantly in the fat body of immune-activated insects.

In addition, transcription of this peptide occurred in the intestine 24h post

activation suggesting that the midgut/intestine of this species is active in the

immune response against pathogens.
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Introduction

Insect immunity is the rapid, germ-line encoded anti-infection response

insects use to protect themselves from pathogens and parasites (Boman, 1998).

A major component of this immune response is the production of a potent

arsenal of immune peptides, most of which are produced in the fat body or

hemocytes of the insect and released into the hemolymph. This immune

response is based on the recognition of the pathogen as nonself, the induction of

suitable genes and biochemical pathways that result in the production of potent

antimicrobial peptides (Barillas-Mury et al., 2000, Hoffmann and Reichhart,

2002). Immune peptides are expressed de novo, usually in the fat body and

hemocytes (Dimarcq et al., 1994), and delivered to the appropriate site to defend

the host in a manner that is neither learned nor acquired, unlike the hallmark

characteristics of classical immunology (Boman, 1998).

Innate immunity is not limited to insects; immune peptides are highly conserved

members of the innate response of highly diverse taxa, including single celled

organisms (Leippe, 1999), various classes of invertebrates (for a review see

(Hetru et al., 1998), plants (Broekaert et al., 1995) and vertebrates (Lehrer and

Ganz, 1996). However, the majority of studies over the last 10 years have been

carried out on insects, especially Drosophila me/anogaster in which strong

similarities have been demonstrated between the signal transduction pathways of

the innate immune response of insects and the acute phase response of

vertebrates (Hoffmann et aI., 1999). There are distinct advantages to the innate

response; anti-microbial peptides can act with low specificity against a wide

range of microorganisms, there are no memory requirements, they can be

synthesized at relatively low metabolic cost to their hosts, and can be stored in

high concentrations (Shai, 1998). A keystone element of innate immunity is the

speed with which these responses occur: transcripts can be found within minutes

of stimulation, and proteins found within hours.
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Several studies have suggested that inducible immune peptides can limit

parasite development in vectors (Jaynes et al., 1989, Rodriguez et al., 1995,

Lowenberger et al., 1996, Possani et al., 1998, Shahabuddin et al., 1998,

Lowenberger et al., 1999b, Lowenberger, 2001). Most of these studies have

looked at vectors, such as mosquitoes, in which the parasites have direct contact

with hemolymph factors as they move from their site of development to the

mouthparts or salivary glands for transmission to vertebrates.

In Chagas Disease vectors, however, the parasites never leave the intestinal

tract, and there is no such direct contact between parasite and hemocyte or

hemolymph factors. Instead, the ingested parasites form epimastigotes in the

vector midgut and metacyclic trypomastigotes that inhabit the hindgut and rectum

(Brener, 1973, Garcia and Azambuja, 1991, Azambuja et al., 1999, Garcia et al.,

1999). As the insect feeds and engorges, a fecal droplet containing infective

parasites is deposited on the skin of the host and the parasites then are rubbed

into the puncture or existing skin lesions. We hypothesize that this apparently

inefficient, but successful mode of transmission has evolved to avoid contact with

lethal components of the vectors' immune response. To test this hypothesis, we

first must identify the repertoire and activity spectra of the inducible immune

response in vectors of this parasite. We report here the isolation and

characterization of a member of the insect defensin family from Rhodnius

prolixus, a major vector of Chagas disease.

Material and Methods

Insect maintenance, immune activation and hemolymph collection.

A colony of R. prolixus has been maintained at the Institute of Biology,

Universidad de Antioquia, Medellin, Colombia for over 5 years. Bacteria

(Escherichia coli and Micrococcus luteus) were grown at 3rC as described

previously (Lowenberger et al., 1995). Overnight cultures of each bacterial

culture were combined, pelleted, and the supernatant discarded. A minuten pin

(0.15mm) was dipped into the moist bacterial pellet and inserted into the
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hemocoel of 4th and 5th instar nymphs of R. prolixus. At 6, 12, and 24 h post

inoculation, a minuten pin was inserted through the thoracic pleura of the insects,

and the exuding drop of hemolymph was collected. Approximately 101J1 of

hemolymph was collected from each insect and the hemolymph from 30 animals

was combined. Because there was rapid melanization of hemolymph, the

material was stored in an ammonium acetate buffer pH 3.5 (final concentration

25mM), supplemented with PMSF (final concentration 1.5IJM) as a protease

inhibitor, and phenylthiourea (final concentration 201JM) as a melanization

inhibitor.

Peptide isolation and antimicrobial assay

After gentle stirring for 30 min in an ice-cold water bath the samples were

centrifuged at 10,000g for 20 min at 4ac. The supernatant was loaded onto a

C18 cartridge (Burdick and Jackson) previously equilibrated with acidified water

(0.05% trifluoroacetic acid) and stepwise elution performed with 2, 40, and 80%

Acetonitrile (ACN) in acidified water (Bulet et aI., 1993). The 40% fraction was

analyzed by reverse-phase HPLC on an Aquapore 300 C8 column (250 x

7.Omm) using a linear gradient of 2-100% ACN in acidified water for 160 min at a

flow rate of 1.3 mLlmin. The fractions were collected every minute during the run,

lyophilized, and re-suspended in 100IJL of distilled water. Antimicrobial assays

were carried out in two ways. Initially, sterile discs of Whatman filter paper were

impregnated with each fraction and placed on an agar plate previously overlayed

with either M. luteus or E. coli, and incubated at 3rC. The plates were assessed

for halos of growth inhibition for each fraction 24h later. Subsequently isolated

fractions were assayed for activity in a liquid assay as described previously

(Hetru and Bulet, 1997). Active fractions were further purified using a biphasic

gradient of ACN in acidified water from 2-25% over 10 min and 25-32% over 40

min at a flow rate of 0.2mLlmin. For all HPLC analyses, the effluent was

measured at 225nm and fractions hand collected and concentrated under

vacuum.
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Capillary zone electrophoresis and microsequence analysis.

The purity of peptides was ascertained by capillary zone electrophoresis

as described previously (Lowenberger et a/., 1995) using a 3D Hewlett Packard

Capillary electrophoresis system equipped with silica capillary. Separation was

done from anode to cathode in 20mM citrate buffer at pH 2.5. Detection was

carried out at 30°C, at 200nm. Two very active fractions peaks were transferred

to a PVDF membrane, and submitted to the Medical College of Wisconsin for

peptide sequence analysis via Edman degradation.

RNA isolation and cDNA determination.

Total RNA was collected from whole bodies, fat bodies, or intestinal tracts

of immune activated or non-inoculated (control) R. prolixus at 0, 6, 12, 24h post

inoculation using TRlreagent (Molecular Research Center) following the

manufacturers instructions. Total RNA was quantified using a Biophotometer

(Eppendorf, Germany) and 11-lg of total RNA was reverse transcribed as

described previously (Lowenberger et al., 1999c) using the primer 5'

CGGGCAGTGAGCGCAACGT14- 3'. Degenerate PCR was carried out using the

RT primer and two forward degenerate primers designed to amplify the sequence

encoding the amino acid sequence we obtained via Edman degradation. The

primer sequences were: Primer1: 5'GTNACNCCNAAYCAYGCNGG3';

Primer2: 5'GCNCAYCAYYTNTTYMGNYTNGG3'. PCR conditions were 95°C-3

min, and 30 cycles of 95°C (10 s), 50°C (10 s) 72°C (30 s) followed by a 5 min

extension period at 72°C on an Idaho Technologies Indy Cycler (Idaho

technologies, USA). PCR products were size-fractionated on a 1.2% low melting

point agarose gel and visualized on a BioDoc gel documentation system (UVP,

USA). Bands of the predicted size were excised from the gel, placed at 65°C to

liquefy the fragment, vortexed briefly, and cloned directly into P-GEM-T vector

(Promega, USA) following the manufacturer's instructions. Blue-white screening

of XL1-Blue cells (Stratagene, USA) was used to identify potential transformants.

These colonies were grown overnight in 5mL LB medium with 51-lL ampicillin

(100l-lg/uL) and purified using the Wizard Plus Miniprep DNA Purification System
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(Promega, USA). Sequencing of these clones was carried out on an ABI 310

sequencer (Applied Biosystems, USA) using Big Dye chemistry. Sequences were

compared with known sequences in the NCBI database. We designed specific

primers for the defensin clone based on the sequences obtained from the

degenerate primer PCR. Full length cDNA sequences were obtained using the

Marathon cDNA synthesis kit (Clontech, USA) using our specific primers and the

flanking primers obtained with the kit. PCR amplification, cloning, transformation

and sequencing were carried out as described above. Phylogenetic analysis and

multiple alignment of R. prolixus defensins with defensins from other sources

was carried out using DNA Star software (DNASTAR, Inc USA) using Clustal W

method with PAM 250 matrix.

Northern analysis.

Northern analysis was performed as described previously (Lowenberger et

al., 1999a) using 5I-Jg of total RNA from whole bodies and specific tissues of

control or immune-activated insects. RNA was separated on a formaldehyde

agarose gel (Sambrook et al., 1989), transferred to a nylon membrane, and UV

crosslinked. 32p probes were made using 50ng of the entire coding region (283

bp) of R. prolixus isoform A in a PCR reaction described previously (Severson

and Kassner, 1995). Membranes were hybridized with the probe, and

subsequently with a 32P-labelled probe made from a 200bp fragment of an actin

gene isolated from R. prolixus. Preparation of the probe, removal of free dNTPs,

hybridization conditions and washes were carried out as described previously

(Lowenberger et al., 1999c).

Real time quantitative peR

For a more precise estimation of comparative transcription rates, Real

Time Quantitative PCR (qPCR) was used. Reverse transcription was done as

described above with 1I-Jg of RNA from whole bodies or specific tissues. Initially,

1I-JL of the RT reaction was used in a QPCR reaction using primers to amplify a

partial fragment of a R. prolixus actin (Brackney, Lowenberger, and Wolff
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unpublished) as a control for similar amounts of cDNA in each sample. Samples

were run on a BioRad iCycier machine under the conditions: 95°C (2 min), and

40 cycles of 95°C (0.5 min), 62°C (0.5 min) 72°C (1 min). The PCR reagents

were similar to the regular PCR with the addition of 11J1 of a 1/1000 dilution of

Sybr-Green I (Sigma, USA) to measure the amounts of double stranded DNA

produced in the reaction and 2.51J1 of a 1/1000 dilution of fluorescein to control for

background fluorescence. Sample volumes were adjusted in subsequent PCR

reactions to ensure similar amplification profiles for actin. Subsequently these

volumes of the cDNAs were used to amplify a partial fragment of our defensin

sequence. qPCR was carried out on samples collected from different batches of

immune stimulated or na·lve insects.

Results

In this study, we assessed the hemolymph of immune activated R.

prolixus for the presence of antimicrobial peptides. Based on our previous

studies with mosquito defensins (lowenberger et al., 1995) we concentrated our

analysis on the fractions eluted with 40% ACN. This fraction was subjected to

RP-HPlC analysis (Figure 4-1A).

Fractions (1 ml) were collected each minute during the run, dried, resuspended

in ddH20, and assessed for antibacterial activity using the impregnated

Whatman technique (Figure 4-1 B). Active fractions were subjected to a second

reverse-phase chromatography, and fractions tested against E. coli and M.

luteus. Capillary electrophoresis of one active peak indicated two bands that

were separated on a gel, transferred to PVDF, and sequenced. We obtained a

sequence: VTPNHAGCAHHlFRlGNRG. This was submitted to the NCBI

BLAST program for comparisons with other reported peptides. The highest

match (57% identity, 72% positives) was a segment of the insect defensin from

Pyrrhocoris apterus (Figure 4-2). We performed PCR on the cDNA using the

degenerate primers described in the Materials section. The initial amplification of

a fragment of R. prolixus defensin cDNA using primer 1 produced clones which
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indicated three distinct cDNA sequences (Figure 4-3). We then designed 3

reverse primers that would distinguish between these three isoforms for use

during the 5' RACE protocols, using the Marathon kit (Clontech, USA) to amplify

full length cDNAs. The cDNAs contain a 5'UTR of differing lengths: 46bp (isoform

A), 56bp (isoform B) and 51 bp (isoform C). All isoforms have a pre-pro defensin

of 153bp beginning with the ATG start codon and terminating with AAG AGA,

which translates to the K-R cleavage site present in many insect defensins.

The coding region for the mature defensin is 129bp (that translates to a peptide

of 43 residues) in all isoforms, a stop codon TGA, followed by a 3' UTR of

differing lengths: 117, 113, and 129 bp, respectively, for isoforms A, B, & C. The

cDNAs for isoform A and C have a poly-adenylation consensus sequence

(AATAAA) 16bp before the poly-A tail, whereas isoform B has no such signal

(Figure 4-3).

We aligned the sequences of the mature peptide obtained with sequences

available in GenBank (Figure 4-2A). There is a strong conservation of the size of

defensin within the insects and the position of the conserved 6 cysteines typical

for members of this family of immune peptides. A phylogenetic alignment of the

mature peptides (Figure 4-2B) demonstrated that the phylogenetic relationship of

the Defensins paralleled the relative evolutionary placement of the individual

organisms in the three of life.

Transcriptional Profile: Northern analysis (Figure 4-4) indicates a low level of

transcription in naive insects, and 6 h after inoculation a weak response in the

intestine of R. prolixus. However by 24 h after inoculation there is a strong

transcriptional activity for defensin in the intestine. In contrast, the fat body shows

a high level of transcription 6 h post inoculation and remains high for 24h. In Real

Time quantitative PCR analysis we measured transcript presence as a

percentage of the controls (Figure 4-5). The levels found in naive midguts and fat

bodies were arbitrarily given a value of 1. Whereas transcription in immune

activated midguts did not increase over controls at 6h post stimulation, there was

a 7-fold increase 24h post stimulation. In the fat bodies there was a 25- and 29

fold increase in defensin transcripts at 6 and 24 h, respectively, after immune
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stimulation. These data indicate that the fat body is the major immune organ in

the insect as has been reported in other insect systems. However the midgut,

where pathogens and obligate symbionts reside, is also an immune competent

tissue.

Discussion

The data presented here establish that the cell free hemolymph of

immune-challenged R. protixus contains several compounds with activity against

bacteria. One of these is a member of the Defensin family, which are ubiquitous

immune peptides described from several groups of invertebrates, plants and

vertebrates. In common with all preprodefensin sequences there is a definite

signal peptide region (residues 1-24), a prodefensin region (residues 25-51) that

terminates with a KR cleavage site. This conserved cleavage site is common

among the insects (Hetru et at., 1998, Lowenberger et at., 1999c). A comparison

with established peptides in the databanks established that our sequence is a

member of the insect defensin family. At the mature protein level the R. protixus

peptide A shares 88 and 77% identity with defensins isolated from P. apterus and

Patomena prasina respectively, both of which are members of the same insect

order, the Hemiptera, and 66% shared identity with the Coleopteran, Oryctes

rhinoceros. However we failed to obtain any positive comparisons when we

subjected only the pre-pro region of our peptide to the databases, either as

nucleotide or as the translated peptide sequences. Many of the sequences in the

databases for closely related insects are for the mature peptide sequence only of

the defensins, and this may limit the number of comparisons available. These

data suggest that whereas the mature peptide region has been highly conserved

through evolutionary time, the prepro region of this peptide has been modified

from a precursor molecule, and it is possible that R. protixus, and possibly other

members of the true bugs (Homoptera/Hemiptera), have a different pre-pro

peptide than other insect orders. The exception is the KR cleavage site at the

end of the pre-pro region (Figure 4-3) that is highly conserved in R. prolixus as
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well as in several other very diverse species for which full-length cONAs are

available. These data and the phylogenetic analysis (Figure 4-2B) suggest a very

strong conservation of the mature peptide sequence among all organisms,

especially the location of the 6 cysteine residues that form 3 disulphide bridges.

Such conservation in all likelihood exists due to the importance of defensins as

key components of the very effective immune response of invertebrates to

pathogen invasion that has allowed these organisms to thrive in environments full

of potential pathogens. We tested an antibody raised against A. aegypti (data not

shown) Oefensin A peptide on the hemolymph collected from naive and immune

activated R. prolixus, and found a positive band at the expected location, albeit at

a lower signal intensity that hemolymph collected from immune activated A.

aegypti. The A. aegypti and R. prolixus peptides share approximately 55%

identity, and the positive Western result indicates a high level of conservation of

the peptide structure of defensins from different orders of insects. In addition, we

have isolated, by peR, three genomic sequences containing introns of 90-97bp.

The introns are located in the same position in all three sequences; in all three

sequences introns are found within the codon coding for amino acid 031. This is

similar to the situation with Ae. aegypti in which three isoforms of insect

defensins were isolated (Lowenberger et al., 1995, Lowenberger et at., 1999a).

Similarly, there is a gene cluster encoding three cecropin genes in Hyalophora

cecropia (Gudmundsson et at., 1991), a compact gene cluster for three cecropin

genes in D. melanogaster (Kylsten et aI., 1990) and it is conceivable that the

same situation occurs in R. prolixus defensins as Southern analysis suggests

there are three defensin genes in R. prolixus. We will be able to resolve these

questions by obtaining full length genomic clones through screening a genomic

library. Multiple sequence alignment (Figure 4-2) of mature defensin peptide

amino acid sequences demonstrates a high level of conservation within closely

related phylogenetic groups. Because defensin is such an ancient peptide found

in a wide array of organisms, we would expect that peptides from more c1osely

related organisms would be most similar. However, as we encounter novel

peptides, the similarities exhibited may reflect diet, environment, or previous
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pathogen exposure as opposed to taxonomic associations. Transcription of

defensin in R. prolixus was determined 0-24h after inoculation with bacteria.

Northern analyses were carried out using a probe of the entire 282bp coding

region of our clone. RpDEF-A is contained within a 463bp message that is

detectable 8h after inoculation, and increases in strength by 24 h. Using primers

designed against R. prolixus defensin sequences we evaluated, using Q-PCR,

transcript levels in whole bodies and specific tissues of naive or immune

activated nymphs at various times after immune challenge (Figure 4.5). We can

detect defensin transcripts at very low levels in naive insects as was

demonstrated in mosquitoes (Lowenberger et aI., 1999a). However, there is a

significant increase due to immune activation. Immune activation not only

increases transcription significantly in the fat body as we would expect, but also

increases defensin transcription 4 fold in the midgut/intestine 24h after activation,

whereas there is little increase in midguts/intestine 6h after stimulation

suggesting that indeed the midgut/intestine is an immune responsive tissue.

There is not the speed of transcription, nor the same quantity of message in the

midgut/intestine that we see in the fat body. However, in these insects bacteria

were injected into the hemocoel, and we would expect an extremely rapid and

strong response in this important immune responsive tissue. These data suggest

that there may be a systemic factor in the R. prolixus immune response in which

tissues not stimulated directly by the inoculation (intestine) have a delayed

transcription of immune peptides. This might be due to a cascade of signaling

molecules released in response to the immune activation process. Alternatively,

injected bacteria or other products of bacterial degradation may interact directly

with the hemocoel side of the midgut/intestine inducing the expression of

defensins. Because the transcriptional response in these tissues is less than that

of the fat body, and assuming all transcripts are translated, it is possible that

parasites in the intestine may be protected from lethal concentrations of these

peptides. In addition, high levels of immune peptides in the midgut may be not be

advantageous if the obligate bacterial symbionts that reside there are susceptible

to the immune peptides. We may hypothesize that the relegation of T. cruzi to its
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Iifecycle in the intestine of R. prolixus, and its relatively inefficient mode of

transmission, may be an evolutionary consequence of its susceptibility to insect

immune peptides. Durvasula et al. (1997) demonstrated that the presence of

bacterial symbionts engineered to express cecropin A in the midgut lumen of R.

prolixus had no traces of T. cruzi, whereas individuals containing non-engineered

symbionts were positive for the parasite. However to test this hypothesis requires

that we explore more fully the repertoire of immune molecules in this species,

their ability to be produced in the intestine, or to be transported to this region, and

their ability to affect the development of the parasite in vivo. The characterization

of the defensin described here and the identification of novel immune peptides in

vectors such as R. prolixus will increase our knowledge of general aspects of

insect immunity. In addition, expanding these studies to vectors with different

modes of parasite transmission will allow us a greater understanding of the

mechanisms used by these insects to protect themselves, and the stresses

placed on the parasites within the insect vectors.
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Figures
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Figure 4-1 Biochemical isolation of R. prolixus Defensin.

A: Reverse phase chromatograph of hemolymph collected from immunized (I) or control (C)
Rhodnius prolixus. The peak labeled "0" contains the R. prolixus defensin. Pre-purified samples
were applied to a reverse-phase C18 column and eluted with an acetonitrile gradient. Fractions
(1mL) were collected each minute, dried under vacuum and resuspended in 1001J\ of water.
Sterile discs were impregnated with 251J1 of this liquid and placed on an agar plate previously
seeded with either E. coli or M. luteus.
B: HPLC fractions were collected, dried and resuspended in ddH20 and used in disk diffusion
assays against E. coli and M. luteus as described in Material and Methods. These qualitative
assays were used solely to identify fractions with activity. Fractions demonstrating activity were
reanalyzed and individual peptides obtained.
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Figure 4-2 Rhodnius prolixus defensins amino acid analysis.

A: Amino acid sequence alignments of three R. prolixus defensins. Alignments were compared
with defensins from taxonomically related organisms, Each sequence has the classical loop,
alpha helix and B sheet structure, and the highly conserved 6 cysteines that maintain the correct
conformation.
S: Phylogenetic analysis of defensins from different sources. The defensins isolated from R.
prolixus are most closely aligned with those from other Hemipterans, and then other insect orders
indicating that modifications in the defensin sequence of R. prolixus may have occurred after the
separation of insects in evolutionary time. Sequences were compared using Clustal W method
with PAM 250 residue weight table, Units indicate the number of substitution events.
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Figure 4-3 Alignment of the cDNA sequences encoding three isoforms of Rhodnius
prolixus defensin.

Dashes represent identical nucleotides in each sequence as compared with isoform A. Deduced
amino acids are presented as single letter codes above each codon only when the same amino
acid occurs in all three isoforms. Each sequence terminates with a stop codon (TGA) indicated by
an asterisk. The putative polyadenylation consensus sequence is underlined. The position of the
intron found in genomic clones is indicated by the arrow, and inserts G-intron-AT in amino acid
031 in the signal peptide of all three sequences.
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1 2 3

Figure 4-4 Northern blot of R. prolixu5 Defensin.

Northern blot autoradiography demonstrating transcriptional activity for insect defensins in
specific tissues collected from Rhodnius prolixus at various times after immune stimulation. Each
lane contains 5IJg of total RNA run on a formaldehyde-agarose gel and probed as described in
the Methods. Lower panel: A probe generated from a 300 bp fragment of a R. prolixus actin clone
was used as a control. Lanes: 1) Control RNA from fat body, 2) intestine-6h PI, 3) intestine
24h PI, 4) fat body-6h PI, 5) fat body-24h PI.
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Figure 4-5 Real-Time Quantitative peR of Rhodnius prolixus defensin A.

RNA was isolated from fat bodies and intestines at various times post immune stimulation. The
raw data were compared with known amounts of pure template and the values calculated for
graphical purposes. Values for control lanes (fat body or intestine) were arbitrarily given values of
1 and the vertical axis represents the fold increase in the tissues as compared with the same
tissue controls. Lanes: 1) Control intestine, 2) Control Fat body, 3) Intestine 6 h PI, 4) Intestine 24
h PI. 5) Fat body 6 h PI, 6) Fat body 24 h PI.
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Connecting statement 4

In chapter 4, we described the characterization of an inducible Defensin

antimicrobial peptide. Defensins are mainly active against Gram positive

bacteria, yet insects encounter a much wider variety of potentially pathogenic

microorganisms. For example Drosophila melanogaster expresses 7 different

AMPs, and it is logical that R. prolixus also should express other AMPs. In

contrast to D. melanogaster, R. prolixus is a strictly hematophagous hemipteran

and requires the presence of bacterial syrnbionts in its intestinal tract to reach

adulthood. Indiscriminate growth of these bacterial populations must be regulated

and AMPs expressed in the gut likely playa role in this process. In the next

chapter I describe the identification and characterization of two differentially

expressed lysozyme genes. Real time peR studies showed the

compartmentalized expression of these two genes suggesting that they may

have different roles in immunity and digestion. The presence of Iysozymes in the

intestinal tract has potential implications for the obligate bacterial symbionts and

for the survival of protozoan human pathogen T. cruzi.
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Abstract

Lysozymes have been described in invertebrates as both digestive and

immune molecules. We report here the characterization of two novel c-type

Iysozymes, RpLys-A (EU250274) and RpLys-B (EU250275), isolated from the fat

body and digestive tract of immune-stimulated Rhodnius prolixus, a major vector

of Chagas disease. Transcriptional profiles indicate that the temporal and spatial

expression patterns of these two peptides are very different. RpLys-A was

expressed predominantly in the midgut after ingestion of Trypanosoma cruzi in a

blood meal, or after injection of bacteria into the hemocoel. RpLys-B was

expressed primarily in the fat body after bacterial injection. Phylogenetic

alignments indicated that RpLys-A aligned best with molecules from other

hemipterans whose major expression is found in the intestinal tract whereas

RpLys-B aligned best with mosquito and tick molecules whose expression is

found principally in hemocytes and fat body and whose role has been described

as immune-related. These data suggest a differential tissue distribution and role

of these two closely-related molecules; one for immunity in the hemocoel and the

other for digestion in the midgut.
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Introduction

Chagas disease, or American trypanosomiasis, is caused by the parasitic

protozoan Trypanosoma cruzi that is transmitted to humans principally by

hematophagous triatomine insects such as Rhodnius prolixus. Chagas disease

remains prevalent in many areas of the Americas, ranging from southern

Argentina to the southern United States, and afflicts over 17 million people in

these locations (Dutra et al., 2005). A number of studies have suggested that

inducible immune peptides can limit parasite development in vectors (Jaynes et

al., 1988, Rodriguez et a/., 1995, Lowenberger et al., 1996, Boisbouvier et at.,

1998, Possani et al., 1998, Shahabuddin et al., 1998, Lowenberger et al., 1999,

Lowenberger, 2001, Vizioli et at., 2001). The majority of these studies examined

associations in which the parasites make direct contact with hemolymph factors

as they move from their site of development to the salivary glands for the

subsequent transmission to vertebrates (Lowenberger et al., 1999).

Trypanosoma cruzi, however, never leaves the intestinal tract and is voided in

the faces during blood ingestion, and therefore has no direct contact with

hemolymph factors (Azambuja and Garcia, 1987, Lopez et al., 2003). This

inefficient transmission of T. cruzi may be an evolutionary adaptation by the

parasite to avoid contact with lethal components of the innate immune response

of the vector (Lopez et al., 2003). This concept is supported by studies in which

T. cruzi was injected and subsequently killed and cleared in the hemocoel of R.

prolixus (Azambuja and Garcia, 1987) and by paratransgenic studies, which

demonstrated the susceptibility of T. cruzi, in vivo, to Cecropin A, another AMP

(Durvasula et al., 1997).

Because previous studies had indicated the presence of a -15kDa protein in the

hemolymph of R. prolixus following immune activation that had antibacterial

activity similar to other insect Iysozymes (Lopez, Wolff, Triana, and Lowenberger

unpublished), and because lysozyme-like activity had been reported in this
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species (Ribeiro and Pereira, 1984, Azambuja and Garcia, 1987) we sought to

identify cDNAs encoding Iysozymes from this vector species. Lysozymes

hydrolyze the 1A-Beta-linkage between N-acetylmuramic acid and N

acetylglucosamine of the cell wall peptidoglycans of bacteria (Grunclova et al.,

2003). As such, Iysozymes may function in a digestive role for insects that ingest

large numbers of bacteria (Regel et at., 1998), as immune related molecules to

prevent colonization of the hemocoel by pathogens, and in some insects different

isoforms of Iysozymes may serve both functions (Ursic Bedoya et al., 2005).

In Drosophila me/anogaster, Iysozymes are found in the gastrointestinal tract and

are involved in digestion (Kylsten et at., 1992). In many Lepidoptera and

nematoceran Diptera, Iysozymes are found in the hemolymph but not in the gut

(Lemos and Terra, 1991). The recruitment of Iysozymes as digestive enzymes,

and their adaptation to an acidic midgut, may have occurred after the divergence

of Cyclorrhapha from the Nematocera (Hultmark, 1996).

Lysozymes may be expressed constitutively to regulate gut flora and help initiate

the rapid immune response of the insect. Previous studies have shown that

peptidoglycan fragments, produced by the enzymatic action of Iysozymes on

bacterial cell walls, are very potent inducers of the fat body response (Dunn et

at., 1985). However, the kissing bugs that transmit T. cruzi (such as R. prolixus)

are a much more ancient insect family and the role Iysozymes may play in

digestion and/or immunity is unknown. We report here the isolation and

characterization of two chicken type (c-type) Iysozymes isolated from R. prolixus

and their temporal and spatial expression in response to blood feeding, immune

activation with bacteria, and the ingestion of a blood meal containing the human

pathogen, T. cruzi.
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Material and Methods

Insect maintenance, immune activation, and exposure to Trypanosoma

cruzi.

A colony of R. prolixus has been maintained at the Institute of Biology,

Universidad de Antioquia, Medellin Colombia for over 10 years and at Simon

Fraser University, British Columbia, Canada for 5 years. The bacteria used for

immune activation were grown and maintained as described previously

(Lowen berger et al., 1996). Briefly, Escherichia coli and Micrococcus luteus were

grown in Luria-Bertani's rich nutrient medium (LB medium) overnight at 3rC

while shaking at 350 rpm. Cultures were combined, pelleted by centrifugation,

and insect minuten pins (0.10mm diameter) were dipped into the pellet and

inserted directly into the hemocoel of adult insects as described (Lopez et al.,

2003). Sterilized pins were inserted into the hemocoel of control insects. For

detecting peptide expression in response to ingested parasites, insects were

allowed to feed on mice infected, or not, with the HA strain of T. cruzi at the

Institute of Biology at the University of Antioquia in Medellin, Colombia.

Tissue Collection.

We isolated the intestinal tracts or fat body tissue for RNA extraction from

bacteria-inoculated, blood fed, or T. cruzi-exposed R. prolixus adults at various

times after treatment. Tissues from bacteria-inoculated insects were collected 8

and 24 hours post inoculation. Tissues were collected from blood-fed or T. cruzi

exposed insects at 0, 2, 7 and 14 days post feeding. These times correspond to

different developmental stages and location of the parasite in the insect intestinal

tract.

RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis.

Total RNA was extracted from the selected tissues of immune-activated

and naive insects at various time points after inoculation or blood feeding using

TRI REAGENT (Molecular Research Centre, USA) following manufacturer's
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instructions. RNA was quantified using a Biophotometer (Eppendorf, Germany)

and 2.5 IJg of total RNA was used for reverse transcription as described

previously (Lowenberger et al., 1999) using an oligo dT primer (MG) with a 5'

extension (5'CGGGCAGTGAGCAACGT123'). Degenerate forward primers

(5'GAYAAYGGNYTNTTYCARAT3' and 5'GGNGGNCCNAAYAARAAYGGN3')

were designed against a partial protein sequence obtained previously (Lopez,

Wolff, Triana, and Lowenberger unpublished) and conserved regions of other

insect Iysozymes. These primers were used with the MG primer in a PCR

reaction with the conditions: 95°C (3 min), and 30 cycles of 95°C (10 s), 53°C (10

s), 72°C (2 min) on an Idaho Technologies Rapid Cycler (Salt Lake City, USA).

The products of these reactions were size-fractioned on a 1.2% low melting point

agarose gel. Bands of predicted size were excised from the gel, heated to 65°C,

and cloned directly into pGEM-T vector (Promega, USA) using the

manufacturer's protocols. Transformations using XL1-Blue cells, and blue-white

screening of presumed transformants were done following manufacturer's

protocols. Selected colonies were grown overnight in 5mL LB medium containing

ampicillin (100 IJg/mL) and purified using the Wizard Plus Minipreps DNA

Purification system (Promega, USA). Sequencing of these clones was carried out

on an ABI-310 automated sequencer using Big Dye v3.1 chemistry. Sequences

were compared with available sequences in the NCBI database. Two unique

sequences that aligned well with insect Iysozymes were obtained and specific

primers for each cDNA sequence were designed. The 5'end of each sequence

was obtained using specific reverse primers in a RACE reaction (Marathon cDNA

synthesis kit; Clontech, USA). PCR was done under the conditions: 95°C (3min),

and 30 cycles of 95°C (1 min), 60°C (30 s), 72°C (1 min) and the resulting

products separated, ligated, screened, and sequenced as described above.

SeqMan (DNA STAR, USA) was used to align overlapping sequences of our two

clones. Specific primers then were designed to amplify each of the two-cDNA R.

prolixus sequences: A and B, with no cross amplification.
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Genomic DNA extraction.

Genomic DNA was isolated from five starved adult insects. Insects were

ground in a glass tissue grinder with 1.5ml of fresh DNA extraction buffer (EB)

(0.5% SDS, 0.2 M NaCI, 25 rnM EDTA, 10 mM Tris pH 8) and 1.5ml of phenol.

After incubation at room temperature for 15 min, the homogenate was transferred

to a 15ml Corex tube and centrifuged at 8800g for 20 min at 4°C on an Allegra

64R (Beckman Coulter, USA) centrifuge. The aqueous phase was transferred to

a new tube to which an equal volume of phenol:chloroform (1: 1) was added. The

mixture was homogenized by vortexing and centrifuged at 6650g for 20 min at

4°C. The supernatant was transferred to a new tube, mixed with an equal volume

of chloroform, and centrifuged at 6650g for 15 min at 4°C. The resulting

supernatant was transferred to a new tube and 1:10 volume of 4 M ammonium

acetate plus 2.5 volumes of 95% ethanol were added, and the mixture was

stored at -20°C for 1h. The DNA was pelleted by centrifugation at 6650g for 30

min at 4°C. The resulting pellet was dissolved in 100IJl of EB buffer (10 mM Tris

HCI pH 8.5), treated with RNAse A (50 mg at 3rC for 30 min), and the DNA was

further extracted with 100ul of phenol:chloroform:iso-amylalcohol (25:25:1),

washed with 95% ethanol, dried, resuspended in 100ul of EB buffer and

quantified using a Biophotometer (Eppendorf, Germany).

Target gene identification.

Inverse PCR (iPCR) (Triglia, 2000) was used to amplify regions of

genomic DNA upstream of the coding region of our genes to identify potential

transcription factor binding sites. We used I\JEBcutter v2.0 (New England Biolabs,

USA) restriction digest analysis to identify restriction enzymes that would digest

the eDNA lys 1A gene within the first 500bp of the initial methionine of the

coding region. The enzymes used were: Dpn1, Rsa1 and EcoRV (New England

Biolabs, USA). One microgram of genomic DNA was digested separately with

10U of each restriction enzyme in an air incubator at 3rC for 3h. Restriction

enzymes were heat inactivated according to manufacturer's instructions or the

digested DNA was isolated by a phenol:chloroform extraction. Approximately
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200ng of each digested genomic DNA were self-ligated with 12U of T4 Ligase

(Promega, USA) at 16°C for 16h in 100IJL reactions. Two microliters of the

ligation reaction were used in a PCR reaction using iProof DNA polymerase (Bio-

Rad, USA). The inverse oriented primers used were: F:

5'CCAACTACGACGGAAGCTATGATAATGGA3' and R:

5'CTAGTGAACACCCTAGCTTGTGTGGC3'. Amplicons obtained were cloned

into pGem- T-easy and transformed into E. coli JM109 and sequenced as

described above. In addition to the molecular approach, we also used a

bioinformatic approach to confirm our findings. We searched for contigs from the

recently released trace data from the R. prolixus genome sequencing project

using Mega Blast searches (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blastlmmtrace.shtml)

using the first 200 nucleotides of the open reading frame from our cDNA

sequences. Contigs containing the identified genomic clones and the remaining

regions of the open reading frames were constructed using the SeqManll module

of DNAstar software with loose assembling parameters to accommodate large

gaps corresponding to introns. Putative transcription binding sites were identified

using Alibaba 2.1 software (Grabe, 2002) using lazy restriction parameters.

Alibaba predicts transcription factor binding sites by context dependent matrices

generated from TRANSFAC 4.0 public sites.

Sequence identity analysis.

Multiple sequence alignments of R. prolixus Iysozymes and other

invertebrate Iysozymes were carried out using MegAlign (DNA Star, USA) using

the Clustal W method with PAM 250 matrix. Prediction of the signal peptide was

performed using SignalP v.3.0. Theoretical isoelectric points (pi) and molecular

weights were determined using Expasy ProtParam program.

Transcriptional profile using Quantitative RT-peR.

We have generated a battery of cDNAs from various tissues of R. prolixus

adults after different immune stimulations. We used these cDNAs in a Real-Time

Quantitative-PCR (Q-PCR) analysis using a Rotor-Gene 3000 (Corbett
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Research, Australia) to compare expression patterns of transcripts for both

identified cDNAs. We constructed standard curves with known concentrations of

purified lysozyme cDNAs. A 150bp fragment of R. prolixus ~-actin gene was

used to normalize cDNA samples. Standard 251J1 PCR reactions containing 1.01-J1

of SYBRGreen (Molecular Probes, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and primers that

distinguished between the two lysozyme sequences (RpLys-A-forward:

5'ATGAAAGCTGTTTTCTTACTGGC3' and reverse:

5'AAAGCAAACGTTGATATCTGGTA3' and RpLys-B-forward:

5'ATGATTGCAAATCTAGTTTTAACACTATTGC3' and reverse:

5'TTAACAAACCAATGGAGGCAAC3') were used in a PCR program of 95°C (3

min) and 35 cycles of 95° C (10 s), 58°C for (10 s), and 72°C (30 s).

Quantification, melt curve analysis and sample comparison were done with the

Rotor-Gene version 5 software (Corbett Research). Three independently

synthesized cDNAs for each time point were evaluated in these studies and each

cDNA was analyzed at least 5 times to detect levels of the lysozyme and ~-actin

sequences.

Results

Sequence Analysis.

The R. prolixus lysozyme cDNAs contain deduced open reading frames of

417 and 414 nucleotides for RpLys-A and RpLys-B respectively, that encode

proteins of 139 and 138 residues with predicted sizes of 15.8 and 15.1 kDa

respectively The coding region contains a stop codon and a 3' untranslated

region (UTR) of 96 and 100 nucleotides for RpLys-A and RpLys-B respectively, a

putative polyadenylation consensus signal (AATAAA) and 15 and 19 additional

nucleotides before the poly-A tail for RpLys-A and -B respectively (Figure 5-1).

Each deduced protein sequence contains a putative signal peptide comprising

the first 18 residues that terminates with an alanine residue (Ala18) based on

SignalP v3.0 Expasy tools (Bendtsen et al., 2004). The calculated theoretical pi
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values are 8.5 and 6.84 for the active regions of RpLys-A and RpLys-B

respectively (Expasy ProtParam).

Identification of upstream promoter sites.

iPCR successfully amplified only one amplicon that contained a segment

of the RpLys-A gene (data not shown). This fragment contained only 60bp of

upstream sequence, but nonetheless contained a putative NF-KB site. Initially we

could not find the sequence of RpLys-A in the trace data files but as the R.

prolixus genome is completed and annotated we were able to identify a genomic

clone containing 170bp of upstream sequence. Data mining in this manner

produced a strong match for RpLys-B and we obtained a 415bp sequence

upstream of the start ATG codon. Analysis with Alibaba 2.1 detected several

regions identified as potential transcription factor binding sites. Of particular

interest were GATA-1 and NF-KB sites (Table 5-1) present in the upstream

region of both genes. We cannot eliminate the possibility of other binding factor

sites further upstream.

Multiple alignments and phylogenetic analysis.

Multiple protein sequence alignment with Iysozymes from selected

organisms indicates RpLys-A and RpLys-B share significant identity with other

insect c-type Iysozymes. All Iysozymes documented here have the conserved

Glu50 Asp68 in the active site and 8 structural Cysteine residues. There is a

conserved active functional domain region (FQIND) found in the vast majority of

insect c-type Iysozymes (Figure 5-2). It is apparent from the alignment that while

there is significant conservation of regions and motifs within the active proteins,

there is apparently no such conservation in the signal peptide region. Similarly

there does not appear to be a conserved pattern within the signal peptides of

proteins identified in closely related species or in a specific tissue (e.g. fat body).

Therefore, subsequent analysis only included the sequences of the active

proteins from which the signal peptides had been removed. RpLys-A shares only

49% identity with RpLys-B. RpLys-A shared the greatest identity (79, 61, and
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78%) with Iysozymes from closely related organisms; T. infestans lysozyme -1

(Kollien et al., 2003), 1. infestans lysozyme-2 (Balczun et al., 2008), and T.

brasiliensis (Araujo et al., 2006) respectively. RpLys-B shares 53, 46, and 52%

identity respectively with these same molecules. Therefore the two Iysozymes

identified from R. prolixus are very different from each other. Comparison of the

RpLys-A and -B sequences with other insect Iysozymes using CLUSTAL W

(v.3.2.2) indicated a shared identity with Ae. aegypti-A (41 %), Ae. aegypti-B

(41 %), Ae. aegypti-S (34%), Ae. albopictus (38%), An. gambiae (40%), D.

andersoni (41%), D. variabilis (41%) D. melanogaster B (45%), D. melanogaster

o (45%), D. melanogaster P (42%), H. cecropia (48%), H. virescens (45%), M.

domestica (44%), S. cynthia (51 %), T. ni (48%) (Figure 5-2). A comparison of

selected invertebrate Iysozymes was performed at the amino acid level (Figure 5

3) using only the active regions of the proteins. The c1adogram (Figure 5-3)

shows a general separation of Iysozymes based on function: Iysozymes

described as having a principal role in immune function are separate from those

whose function has been described mainly as digestive. The sequence of the

termite, R. speratus, is significantly different from all of the other sequences used

here, and is appropriately on its own branch. Lysozymes from the Lepidoptera,

mosquitoes, and ticks (Dermacentor sp.), whose molecules have been described

as having more of an immune function, group together. The Iysozymes from the

flies, Triatoma sp. and a tick (0. moubata), whose function has been described

as digestive, group in another major branch. Our molecule, RpLys-A, whose

expression is greatest in the intestine groups with the branch of triatome

Iysozymes found in the clade that contains digestive Iysozymes whereas RpLys

B, found in the fat body, is found in the clade of molecules whose function has

been described as immune related, including molecules from distantly related

Lepidoptera, Diptera, and ticks.

Induction of lysozyme genes.

Real time Quantitative PCR (Q-PCR) was used to compare expression

patterns of RpLys-A and RpLys-B in different tissues, and at various time points,
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after inoculation with bacteria or ingestion of a blood meal containing T. cruzi.

Constitutively expressed transcripts were found in fat body tissues and the

intestinal tract for both lysozyme sequences. After introduction of bacteria into

the hemocoel we found a differential induction of transcription of both molecules.

RpLys-B increased 12 and 18 fold in fat body tissues at 8h and 24h post

inoculation respectively, but showed no significant difference in midgut

expression at these time points (Figure 5-4). In contrast, RpLys-A was up

regulated 24 fold transiently in the midgut of R. prolixus 8h after the inoculation of

bacteria into the hemocoel. Transcript levels decreased to baseline amounts in

midgut tissues 24 h post inoculation (Figure 5-4A). There was no induction of

RpLys-A in the fat body 8 and 24 h post inoculation (Figure 5-4B).

In blood-fed insects we measured minimal differences in expression of RpLys A

between 0 and 48h post ingestion of a sterile blood meal or a meal containing the

parasite T. cruzi. Subsequently, RpLys A transcripts increased >20 fold in midgut

and intestinal tissues extracted 7 and 14 days post ingestion of the parasite

laden blood meal, but no differences were determined after the ingestion of a

parasite free blood meal. The presence or absence of T. cruzi in the blood meal

did not produce significant changes in RpLys-B expression (Figure 5-5).

Discussion

In a previous study (Lopez et aI., 2003) we identified, using HPLC, an

inducible protein approximately 15kDa with lysozyme-like activity in the

hemolymph of immune activated R. prolixus. Lysozyme-like activity had been

reported previously in the hemolymph of this vector, (Azambuja and Garcia,

1987) and in intestinal homogenates obtained from adult insects, with 2 peaks 3

days and 3 weeks after feeding (Ribeiro and Pereira, 1984). A similar activity was

observed in response to M. Iysodeikticus (Azambuja and Garcia, 1987) or T.

cruzi (Mello et al., 1995) injection into the hemolymph but no characterization or

sequencing of these proteins was done (Azambuja and Garcia, 1987). Our data

corroborate the conclusions of these authors that the effects they observed were
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likely due to lysozyme expression. We report here the expression pattern of two

novellysozymes in this vector of Chagas disease.

Lysozymes are ubiquitous proteins described in many groups of invertebrates

and vertebrates and which have been characterized as immune related

molecules (Roxstrom-Lindquist et al., 2004), digestive enzymes (Grunclova et al.,

2003), or multifunctional molecules (Li et al., 2005, Ursic Bedoya et al., 2005). At

the protein level, RpLys-A and RpLys-B share the greatest identity with

Iysozymes isolated from the closely related insects, T. infestans (Kollien et at.,

2003) and T. brasiliensis (Araujo et al., 2006) (Figure 5-3). A sequence analysis

of the active regions of these Iysozymes indicates a general grouping determined

more by function (immune or digestion) or possibly location (hemocytes/fat body

or digestive tract). RpLys-B, found in the fat body, aligns closest to a group

containing immune related Iysozymes isolated from the distantly related

Lepidoptera or the ticks, D. andersoni and D. variabilis (Simser et al., 2004),

rather than organisms that are more closely related taxonomically. RpLys-A,

found mainly in the digestive tract of R. prolixus, aligns best with the lysozyme

found in the digestive tract of the other hemipterans, T. infestans and T.

brasiliensis, and falls within the general grouping of digestive Iysozymes. By

including sequences from termites and the distantly related ticks in the analysis it

appears that the conservation of specific aspects of these very similar molecules

is based on their functional role or tissue origin (fat body/hemocytes) rather than

solely by taxonomic relatedness. All invertebrate Iysozymes compared in this

study share a common theme; 8 cysteine residues that form 4 disulphide bridges,

and, with the exception of 1. infestans-Lys2 (Balczun et al., 2008), all share the

conserved catalytic sites of glutamic and aspartic acid residues. This

conservation of common structural components in all insect and tick Iysozymes

suggests a major role for these molecules in invertebrates.

In Drosophila melanogaster, it has been widely documented that promoter

sequences in antimicrobial peptide (AMP) genes contain combinations of
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transcription factor binding sites responsible for their tissue and signal-dependent

specificities (Uvell and Engstrom, 2007). Two different classes of transcription

factors are implicated in the transcriptional activation of AMPs in the Drosophila

fat body; the NF-KB factors Dorsal, Dif, and Relish (RHO containing proteins),

and the GATA factor Serpent (Senger et al., 2004, Senger et al., 2006).

Generally, GATA sites are located within 20bp of the NF-KB sites in functionally

important promoter regions (Kadalayil et al., 1997). Furthermore, regulatory

regions for Diptericin and Metchnikowin require GATA sites for their activation in

the midgut and a second GATA factor, dGATAe, mediates a Toll-independent

immune response in the midgut (Senger et al., 2006).

Although three other lysozyme genes have been characterized at the molecular

level from kissing bugs (Kollien et aI., 2003, Araujo et al., 2006, Balczun et al.,

2008), no information concerning their regulatory sequences has been published.

Our data concurs with information available from higher order dipteran insects.

Both of the genes we describe in this paper contained both GATA and NF-KB

sites in the promoter's proximal region. No GATA transcription factor homologue

has been identified in triatomes to date and our early attempts using homology

searches to Drosophila's Serpent did not yield any results. However, we have

identified and described in chapter 3 a Dorsal homologue (Ursic-Bedoya and

Lowenberger, 2007) and current work is underway to characterize this gene.

Further work also will focus on mapping regulatory sequences from other

immunity genes in R. prolixus, which we have identified through a series of SSH

libraries (Ursic-Bedoya and Lowenberger, 2007), to conduct a comparative

analysis among different insect orders.

We detected very low baseline transcripts for both sequences in naive insects. In

response to bacteria inoculation in the hemocoel we detected significant

increases in transcription of RpLys-B in the fat body 8h and 24h after stimulation.

This inoculation also produced a spike of expression of RpLys-A in the

midgut/intestine, which indicates that these tissues are immune responsive, and
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that they may be activated by stimuli received elsewhere in the body. These data

suggest a systemic and coordinated immune response, possibly mediated by

cytokines, in which the stimulation of one region results in an increased

expression of peptides in another region as has been reported previously

(Lowenberger et a/., 1996, Dimopoulos et aI., 1997, Ursic Bedoya et a/., 2005).

In blood-fed insects, with or without parasites in the blood meal, we found no

significant changes in the transcriptional profile for RpLys-B, neither in the midgut

nor the fat body, suggesting that the interactions between parasite and digestive

tract do not result in a systemic response in the fat body. In addition, because

this parasite normally does not cross the digestive tract, there is no direct contact

between parasite and hemolymph factors such as hemocytes and fat body cells.

However, we do see a significant increase in RpLys-A expression in the digestive

tract in response to the presence of the T. cruzi, 7 and 14 days post ingestion.

This up-regulation did not occur in insects that ingested a parasite-free blood

meal, suggesting that a specific interaction occurred between T. cruzi and midgut

and intestinal tissues over the first 14 days of parasite development.

Although we have demonstrated an inducible response in R. pro/ixus to T. cruzi

in the digestive tract, these enzymes expressed at normal physiological levels

are not lethal to the parasite. Rhodnius pro/ixus relies on obligate mutualistic

bacterial symbionts in the intestine to provide essential nutrients (Azambuja and

Garcia, 1987, Garcia et a/., 2007). While hemocoel AMPs kill pathogens, AMPs

in the intestine may regulate the proliferation of microbes in the digestive tract but

must not eliminate these essential symbionts by expressing high concentrations

of AMPs to which the symbionts are susceptible. Trypanosoma cruzi is

susceptible to insect AMPs, as demonstrated in vitro and in vivo (Durvasula et

aI., 1997, Beard et aI., 2001, Lopez et a/., 2003) suggested that its exclusive

relegation to the intestine may have evolved to permit development and

multiplication in an area of low AMP expression. Molecules such as Iysozymes

may have evolved to play dual roles in digestion and defense.
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Recently, a number of studies that have examined the expression of Iysozymes

in T. brasiliensis (Araujo et al., 2006) and T. infestans (Kollien et al., 2003,

Balczun et al., 2008) showed significant up-regulation in the digestive tract. The

molecules from T. infestans also showed an up-regulation in response to molting

and feeding. These data are supported by previous studies that demonstrated

lysozyme-like activity in the intestine (Ribeiro and Pereira, 1984) or after

pathogens were injected into the hemocoel (Azambuja and Garcia, 1987, Mello

et al., 1995).

Characterization of the seven c-type Iysozymes found in Anopheles gambiae

suggests that Iysozymes may have been adapted more recently to playa role in

immunity (Li et al., 2005). We have identified two Iysozymes that we propose

may act in a compartmentalized manner to protect the hemocoel or to aid in

digestion and maintain intestinal flora at acceptable levels. Our data suggest that

Iysozymes evolved for important roles in both digestion and immunity in the more

'ancient' hemimetabolous triatominae but also playa role in the 'higher' Diptera

and Lepidoptera. To speculate on the evolution of Iysozymes and to develop a

prediction of which physiological function, digestion or immunity, preceded the

other would require a detailed examination of these molecules throughout the

invertebrates.

The parasite T. cruz; lives in the milieu of the digestive tract and appears not to

be affected by normal physiological levels of Iysozymes, or other molecules,

expressed in these tissues. Further studies will reveal if hemocoel components,

such as RpLys-B, can reduce T. cruzi viability. Whether the molecules described

here originated for a digestive or defense role cannot be determined. Our results

lend support for the dual role of Iysozymes in invertebrates. The identi'fication of

novel immune peptides in vectors such as R. prolixus will increase our

knowledge of general insect immunity, and the evolutionary origins of these and

other immune peptides, and may provide insight into vector-parasite interactions

that affect and regulate parasite transmission.
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Figure 5-1 cDNA and translated amino acid sequences of Rhodnius prolixus Iysozymes.

The termination codons are marked with an asterisk. The bold amino acid sequence and
arrowhead indicate the predicted signal sequence and the N-terminus of the mature protein,
respectively. The putative polyadenylation signal is double underlined. The nucleotide sequences
used as primer sites for Real Time Quantitative peR are underlined. The putative active site
residues are in bold and italic (Glu50 and Asp68).
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Figure 5-2 Multiple sequence alignments of the amino acid sequences of R. prolixu5
Iysozymes and other invertebrate lysozyme precursors.

The shading reflects the level of conservation throughout these molecules. The sequences used
in this analysis were: R. prolixus-A (EU250274) and -B (EU250275); A. albopictus (AY089957); A.
aegypti- A (AJ290428) -B (AY693973) and - S (AF466591); A. darlingi (AF003945); A. gambiae
(017005); 0 andersoni (AY207371); 0 melanogaster- B (Z22225), - 0: (X58382) and -P:
(X58383); o. variabilis (AY183671); H. cecropia (P05105); H. v;rscens (U50551); M domestica
(AY344588); O. moubata (AF425264); S. Cynthia (AB048258); T. infestans Lys 1 (AY253830)
and Lys 2 (Balczun, et aI., 2008) ; T. brasil;ensis (AAU04569) and T. n; (P50718)
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Figure 5-3 Cladogram of selected insect lysozyme sequences.

Lysozymes represented include molecules from diverse insects and for which a known function
has been described. Alignments were constructed with the Clustal W method with the PAM250
residue weight table using the active regions of the Iysozymes from which the signal peptide
regions had been removed.
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Figure 5-4 Real time quantitative PCR (Q-PCR) profile of R. prolixus Iysozymes.

Lysozymes-A and -B in midgut (A) and fat body (B) tissues after bacterial inoculation. Standard
curves were established for RpLys-A and RpLys-B and a 150bp fragment of R. prolixus ~-actin.

Products from each sample were normalized to ~-actin levels in each eDNA. The levels in control
insects that were injected with a sterile needle were arbitrarily designated as 1, and all other
levels were expressed as a fold increase over controls. Each bar represents the mean (+ SD) fold
increase of 5 replicates from three independently derived cDNAs. Black bars= RpLys-A, Grey
bars= RpLys-B.
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Figure 5-5 Real time quantitative peR profile of R. prolixus Iysozymes-A and -B in the
midgut.

Standard curves were established for RpLys-A and RpLys-B and a 150bp fragment of R. prolixus
~-actin Products from each sample were normalized to ~-actin levels in each cDNA. The levels in
naive insects were arbitrarily designated as 1, and all other levels were expressed as a fold
increase over controls. Each bar represents the mean (+ SO) fold increase of 5 replicates from
three independently derived cDNAs. Black bars= RpLys-A, Grey bars= RpLys-B, BL = sterile
blood meal, Tc = blood meal containing T. cruzi.
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Tables

Table 5-1 R. prolixus Iysozymes putative transcription factor binding sites.

Putative transcription binding sites were identified using Alibaba 2.1 software using lazy
restriction parameters. Alibaba predicts transcription factor binding sites by context dependent
matrices generated from TRANSFAC 4.0 public sites. Location of the putative binding site is
indicated relative to the methionine start codon. The clone indicators refer to the trace data files
available at the NCBI trace data archives.

Gene Clone NF-KB GATA

Lys lA iPCR Dpnl GGAACTTTCAA -64 TGTTTCAGATC -115
NADD-aee07elO ATTAGGAAATAC -49 CTTATATTTCT -42

Lys 18 NAAX-ady62g11 TAGGAAATGAC -181 TTTGAGCAGAA -356
TTA TAT_T'I'T -302
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Connecting statement 5

In the previous chapter we described two lysozyme genes and their

expression profiles with an emphasis on the presence of the human pathogen T.

cruzi. Lysozymes, like defensins, represent a subset of AMPs that have complex

secondary structures and are highly conserved through evolutionary time. Not all

AMPs exhibit these features. In Chapter six, we describe the identification and

characterization of a third class of AMPs, specific to Rhodnius prolixus which we

named Prolixin. Prolixin is a short, linear and glycine rich peptide expressed by

both fat body and midgut tissues. The antibacterial activity of this peptide seems

to target selected bacterial species. Our phylogenetic analysis suggests that this

peptide is an ancestor, or a precursor molecule, of glycine-rich AMPs such as the

Diptericins and the Attacins that to date have been described in the Diptera.
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Abstract

We have characterized Prolixin, a novel antimicrobial peptide isolated

from midgut tissues of the hemipteran, Rhodnius prolixus. Prolixin belongs to the

Diptericin family of antimicrobial peptides and it is the first member to be isolated

outside the Diptera. Prolixin is an 11 kDa peptide containing a 21 amino acid

signal peptide, 2 putative phosphorylation sites, lacks glycosylation sites and is

produced by both fat body and midgut tissues of nymphs or adults in response to

bacterial infection of the hemolymph or the midgut. The Prolixin gene does not

seem to be under the control of NF-KB binding sites unlike most antibacterial

peptides, but its promoter region contains several GATA sites. The recombinant

protein has strong bactericidal activity against the Gram positive bacterium

Bacillus subtilis and also bacteriostatic activity against the Gram negative

bacterium Escherichia coli in liquid culture.
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Introduction

Arthropod-borne infectious and parasitic diseases cause severe human

mortality and morbidity throughout the world particularly in developing countries

where health conditions are poor. Malaria, yellow fever, dengue, African and

American trypanosomiasis, encephalitis, leishmaniasis, filariasis, and

onchocerciasis are all transmitted to humans by insects. According to the World

Health Organization, all combined, these diseases cause the death of over 2

million individuals per year, with malaria being the deadliest of them all (WHO,

2002b).

Parasites have exploited the blood-feeding behavior of insects for transmission to

suitable hosts. Insects are one of the most successful groups of organisms and

have colonized almost every ecological niche on this planet. This success is in

part due to their powerful immune system that eliminates most pathogenic

organisms.

Insects defend themselves from pathogens and foreign organisms using a variety

of cellular and humoral mechanisms, but lack the antibody-mediated responses

found in higher organisms. Drosophila melanogaster is currently the model

organism for studies in insect immunity and much of the work done in other

systems is based on, or compared to Drosophila data. Recently a significant

amount of work has also been done with insects of economic and medical

relevance, particularly Plasmodium-transmitting mosquitoes (Chen et al., 2008).

We have been studying the immune response of Rhodnius prolixus, a

hematophagous hemipteran insect. R. prolixus is a major vector of Trypanosoma

cruzi, the etiologic agent of American trypanosomiasis (Chagas disease) in

humans. An estimated 18 million people are infected with Chagas disease, 100

million are at risk of acquiring it and approximately 14,000 per year die directly
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because of this disease (WHO, 2002a). This disease is highly correlated with

poverty and poor housing conditions and therefore affects mostly impoverished

rural populations in the Americas. Trypanosoma cruzi infects a broad range of

mammals and is transmitted to humans through blood transfusion, congenital

transmission, but mostly (80%) by blood-sucking Reduvidae insects. Whereas

most insect transmitted pathogens exit the vector in the saliva as the vector bites

the vertebrate host, this is not the case for T. cruzi. Instead, the parasite remains

in the intestine and rectum of the insect (Brener, 1973). As the insect engorges, it

defecates and fecal droplets containing the parasites are deposited on the host's

skin and may enter via the bite site or a mucosal membrane. Although inefficient,

this mode of transmission allows the parasite to avoid components of the vectors'

immune response present in the hemolymph.

An insect's innate immune response consists of a stepwise progression of three

functional processes: (i) non-self recognition; (ii) signal transduction and (iii) the

production of effector molecules responsible for eliminating the invading

organism. The activation of the immune system relies on the very basic ability of

recognizing and discriminating self from non-self.

Once activated the immune response regulates responses through signaling

pathways that trigger two types of parallel responses, cellular and humoral. The

cellular response is assumed by hemocytes, which engage in different defense

mechanisms depending on their lineage. In Drosophila, plasmatocytes are

specialized for phagocytosis; crystal cells are responsible for initiating the

phenoloxidase (PO) cascade and lamellocytes are adhesive hemocytes (found

only in larvae) specialized in the encapsulation of large foreign microorganisms

(Strand, 2008). In R. prolixus, five different types of hemocytes have been

described (prohemocytes, plasmatocytes, granulocytes, oenocytoids and

adipohemocytes), yet plasmatocytes are also the only cell type involved in

phagocytosis (Borges et al., 2007). In addition to their role in cellular immunity,

hemocytes are also known to participate in the humoral response as they can
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produce and secrete antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) into the hemolymph (Lavine

and Strand, 2002).

Humoral defenses are characterized by a battery of potent AMPs, reactive

intermediates of nitrogen or oxygen and a complex enzymatic cascade involved

in clotting or hemolymph melanization (Lemaitre and Hoffmann, 2007). In

general, AMPs are small proteins and peptides, usually less than 100 amino acid

residues long, with sizes ranging from 2 to 25kDa, which playa pivotal role in

clearing microbial infections. Over 500 different AMPs have been described and

in the hemolymph their concentrations range from 1 to 1001JM. AMPs are

produced primarily by the fat body but also by the midgut and hemocytes.

In Drosophila, eight classes of AMPs have been classified into three families

based on the organisms they selectively eliminate: Gram negative bacteria,

Gram positive bacteria, or fungi (Bulet and Stocklin, 2005). One family of AMPs

are the Diptericins, originally identified in Phormia terranovae (Dimarcq et al.,

1988), and which to date, have only been found in dipteran insects. Diptericins

are less than 100 amino acids long, can be glycosylated, are expressed primarily

in the digestive tract and are active against Gram negative bacteria. Insects

secrete AMPs into the gut lumen to protect themselves from microorganisms

acquired through feeding but also to digest and regulate their resident bacterial

flora. This is true for R. prolixus which harbors Rhodococcus rhodnii, an

actinomycete acquired by coprophagy and required by the insect to reach sexual

maturity (Wigglesworth, 1936).

Recently, through a functional genomics approach using Suppressive Subtractive

Hybridization (SSH) we identified several up-regulated genes in response to

bacterial or T. cruzi invasion of the hemocoel of R. prolixus (Ursic-Bedoya and

Lowenberger, 2007). We describe here the molecular characterization of a novel,

glycine-rich AMP whose initial EST sequence was obtained in this previous study
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from a midgut library, belonging to the Attacin/Diptericin superfamily of

antimicrobial peptides.

Material and Methods

Gene sequencing and characterization.

Initial DNA sequence data for Rhodnius prolixus prolixin was obtained from

our previous study deposited at the NCBI corresponding to dbEST accession

numbers EB084328 and EB084378 (Ursie-Bedoya and Lowenberger, 2007). To

obtain the full length sequence of the gene, we extracted RNA from fat body

tissues 24h after bacteria inoculation as described (Lopez et al., 2003). Full

length cDNAs were obtained using 5'-3' Rapid amplification of eDNA ends

(RACE) with the Marathon eDNA synthesis kit (Clontech, USA) using primers

AP2: 5'TGGGAATTCCACCAGACCTCCCAC3' and gene specific Rstop:

5'TCCCCAGGTGTGTTCTATCC3'. After cloning the resulting PCR amplicons

into pGEM-Teasy (Promega, USA) and transforming into E. coli JM109, DNA

sequencing was performed with BigDye v3.1 (Applied Biosystems, USA)

chemistry as previously described (Ursie-Bedoya and Lowenberger, 2007). The

resulting DNA sequences were assembled into a single contig using Lasergene's

module SeqMan (DNAstar, USA). We subjected the full length eDNA sequence

to bioinformatics analyses to identify known structural features and putative post

translational modification sites. Peptide conserved domains were identified using

NCBI's conserved domain database (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2005). Signal peptide

prediction (Emanuelsson et al., 2007) and putative post translational

modifications were performed using tools from the Center for Biological

Sequence Analysis (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/) (Hansen et al., 1998, Blom

et al., 2004).

Protein alignment and phylogenetic analysis.

Multiple sequence analysis of all diptericins was performed using

Lasergene's MegAlign module (DNAstar, USA) as described (Lopez et al., 2003)

using a protein data set containing: Protophormia terraenovae Diptericin
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(CAB57822.1); Mayetiola destructor Diptericin (ABG21230.1); Drosophila

melanogaster Diptericin A (NP_476808.1), B (NP_523787.2) Glossina morsitans

morsitans Diptericin A (AAL34111.1) Stomoxys calcitrans Diptericin A

(AAY98016.1), Rhodnius prolixus Prolixin (bankit1060780 EU448993).

Phylogenetic analysis was performed using the active protein sequence of the

selected proteins and the following additional sequences: Bombyx mori Attacin

(AAB34519.1) Drosophila melanogaster Attacin (CAA86995.1); Glossina

morsitans morsitans Attacin A (AAL34113.1); Manduca sexta Attacin 2

(AA074640.1); Holotrichia diomphalia Holotricin 2 (BAA02890.1); AI/omyrina

dichotoma Coleoptericin A (BAB40436.1), B(BAB40437.1), C (BAB40438.1) and

Oryctes rhinoceros Rhinocerosin (076145.1) and Acalolepta luxuriosa

Acaloleptin (P81592.1). The phylogenetic tree was built using Megalign's Jotun

Hein method (Hein, 1990).

Genomic sequence and promoter analysis.

Rhodnius prolixus genomic DNA was obtained as described (Ursic

Bedoya et al. 2008), using a phenol-chloroform extraction protocol. Prolixin's

genomic DNA sequence was obtained by PCR amplification using primers F1:

5'ACAATTTTGGTGGTGGTTGTC3' and Rstop:

5'TCCCCAGGTGTGTTCTATCC3' and 1ng of genomic DNA as template under

the following conditions: 95°C, 2min; 30 cycles of 95°C, 15s; 62°C 10s; 72°C,

45s and a final extension of 2min at 72°C with Platinum Taq DNA polymerase

(Invitrogen, city USA). The resulting DNA amplicon was cloned, sequenced and

analyzed as described above. To obtain DNA sequence containing upstream

regulatory sequences we searched R. prolixus WGS database deposited on

NCBI's trace archives (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blastiBlast.cgi). The resulting

hits were assembled into a genomic contig to manually annotate the intron/exon

boundary and to identify the 5' upstream sequence of the gene. Upstream DNA

sequence was analyzed using Alibaba2 v2.1 software (Grabe, 2002) accessed

through Biobase biological databases (http://www.gene-regulation.com) using

default parameters to identify putative transcription factor binding sites.
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Gene expression profiles.

Immune challenge of the insects was done as described (Ursie-Bedoya and

Lowenberger, 2007). Entire eggs or insect tissues were carefully dissected and

RNA was extracted immediately with Trizol (Invitrogen, USA) as described

(Ursie-Bedoya and Lowenberger, 2007). cDNAs used for tissue expression

profiling were generated starting with 1I-Jg of total RNA with SuperScript II

enzyme (Invitrogen, USA) and MGdT primer (5'CGGGCAGTGAGCGCAACGT14

3') following manufacturer's recommendations whereas cDNAs used for real time

PCR were synthesized with 5I-Jg of DNAse treated total RNA using MMLV-RT

(Promega, USA).

For a qualitative analysis of prolixin's transcription we used RT-PCR to identify

tissues which express this AMP. We extracted RNA from eggs, salivary glands,

midgut and fat body tissues and generated cDNAs as described above. We

screened these cDNAs with prolixin-specific primers F1

(5'ACAATTTTGGTGGTGGTTGTC3') and qR

(5'GCTTGAGCTCTGGTCCTTCC3') to determine tissue specific expression.

For a more precise estimation of comparative transcription rates, Real-Time

Quantitative PCR (qPCR) was used in tissues that tested positive for prolixin

expression with primers F1-qR for prolixin and

Act-nq F: (5'AGTTATGCCTTGCCACACG3'),

Act-Rstop: (5'TTAGAAGCATTTGCGGTGG3') for beta actin. PCR conditions

were optimized using Platinum SYBR green qPCR SuperMix-UDG (Invitrogen,

USA) so that amplification efficiencies of both amplicons were equivalent. PCR

conditions used were: 50°C 2min; 95°C 2 min; 40 cycles of 95°C 10s; 61°C 15s;

72°C 20s; 83°C 20s. Fluorescence acquisition was done at 83°C to eliminate

nonspecific signal generated by primer dimers. QPCR data were analyzed using

the -2L".L".Ct method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001).
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Recombinant protein expression and isolation.

We expressed Prolixin's open reading frame using Novagen's pET

system. Initially, we PCR amplified prolixin using primers pET-F

(5'GACGACGACAAGATGTTCAAAACAATTTTGG3') and pET-R

(5'GAGGAGAAGCCCGGTTTAATTTCCCCAGGTG3'). Amplicons were cloned

into pET32 or pET46 expression vectors by ligation independent cloning (L1C) as

described in Novagen's pET System manual (Novagen, 2005). Recombinant

plasmid DNA was first transformed into non expression host E. coli NovaBlue

cells by heat shock, grown over night at 3rC in liquid LB containing Carbenicillin

at 50mg/mL , 80ug/mL X-gal, 0.5mM IPTG and then isolated using the

WizardPlus Miniprep DNA Purification System (Promega, USA). DNA

sequencing confirmed cloning into the correct reading frame prior to

transformation into the bacterial expression host. Five nanograms of plasmid

DNA were transformed into E. coli Origami 2(OE3) or BL21 by heat shock at

42°C for 30s following manufacturer's recommendations (Novagen, USA). The

recombinant bacteria were plated on LB agar supplemented with 50lJg/ml

carbenicillin and incubated overnight at 3rC. The next morning a single colony

forming unit was used to inoculate 100mL of fresh LB-carbenicillin (50lJg/mL)

liquid media and grown at 3rC with vigorous shaking until 00600== 0.8.

Recombinant protein expression was induced by adding IPTG to a final

concentration of 1mM and bacterial cultures were incubated at room temperature

for 7h with shaking. Bacterial growth was monitored every hour. Following

induction, the recombinant bacteria were isolated by centrifugation at 1O,OOOg for

10 min and washed once with ice cold 20mM Tris-CI. The remaining pellet was

stored at -70°C until further protein purification. The bacterial cell pellet was

resuspended in 20mM Tris-CI (5mLlgr bacterial pellet), then lysed on ice using a

Vibra cell VC50T sonicator (Sonics & Materials, Newtown CT, USA) at 50%

intensity for 20 second intervals over 5-7 minutes. The resulting solution was

centrifuged at 4°C for 15 min at 10,000g. Induction of the recombinant protein

was confirmed by SOS-PAGE (5% stacking, 10% resolving) and stained with

Coomassie brilliant blue R-250 (Bio-Rad, Canada).
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Antibacterial activity assays:

Bacterial strains (Gram negative: E. coli, S. marcescens and Gram positive:

B. subtilis, S. epidermis, M. luteus) were obtained from Fan Sozzi-Guo at Simon

Fraser University's biology teaching laboratories. Bacterial cultures were grown

on 5mL of liquid LB media at 3rC (or 25°C for M. luteus) with vigorous shaking.

The next day, fresh LB agar plates were streaked with a sterile loop dipped in the

overnight culture and incubated overnight at 3rC. A single colony forming unit

from the LB agar plates was used to inoculate 3mL of LB liquid media and grown

at 3rC until 00600 reached 1.0. A sterile cotton swab was dipped in these

cultures and was used to inoculate fresh LB agar plates and create a

homogeneous bacterial lawn.

Cell Iysates from induced or un-induced recombinant bacteria (==1 mg of total

protein) were spotted on sterile 8mm diameter chromatography paper (Whatman,

USA) circles and then placed on the bacterial lawns. Antibacterial activity was

assessed the next morning after incubation at 25°C.

For a more precise analysis of Prolixin's activity spectrum, we used a liquid broth

assay in 96 well plates. A 5mL over night liquid culture of each bacterial strain

was obtained as above, then diluted to 00600 of 0.1 with poor Broth medium

(Hetru and Bulet, 1997). Fifty microliters of cell lysate obtained above from

induced or un-induced recombinant bacteria was mixed with 50IJL of the diluted

individual bacterial cultures in a sterile 96 well polystyrene microplate. The

mixture was incubated at 3rC with shaking for six hours. Cell growth was

monitored hourly using an Expert plus microplate reader (ASYS Hitech,

Eugendorf, Austria) at 620nm.

Prolixin's activity in liquid culture against E. coli was assayed by comparing

growth profiles of recombinant bacteria expressing Prolixin or a NF-KB

transcription factor (Dorsal 1C) or a 300aa portion encoding the Rei Homology

domain (RHO). These molecules were amplified using primers:

Rel-adF (5'gacgacgacaagatgaaccaatctgttcggaga3') and
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Rel-adR (5'gaggagaagcccggtttagtttactttttgttgttcg3') or

RHD-adR (5'gaggagaagcccggttaagttaataattttgtattcg3') respectively, cloned and

expressed as described above.

Results

Molecular characterization.

In our previous study to identify R. prolixus fat body and midgut genes

expressed in response to bacterial or T. cruzi injection into the hemocoel, we

found approximately 30% of the ESTs for which we were not able to predict any

putative function (Ursie-Bedoya and Lowenberger, 2007). We compared these

again to the constantly updated databases at the NCBI using Blast X against non

redundant databases. Our query resulted in an identical significant hit for two of

these ESTs. Clones 2.57 and 1.15 originated from the midgut SSH library

(dbEST accession numbers EB084328 and EB084378) having sequence

homology with a diptericin gene from the Hessian fly Mayetolia destructor (E

value: 0.027). After aligning clones 2.57 (337bp) and 1.15 (180bp) we discovered

that they were the same EST, albeit clone 2.57 was an incomplete digestion

product of Rsa1 used to build the SSH library (Chapter 2). 5'-3' RACE was used

to obtain both 5' and 3' UTR sequences which were missing to complete the full

length gene. The complete eDNA consisted of 528bp with an open reading frame

(ORF) of 297bp, a 5'UTR of 85bp and a 3'UTR of 146bp. The genomic sequence

revealed a single 93bp intron (Figure 6-1).

Analysis of the ORF revealed a putative protein 98 amino acids long with an

approximate molecular weight of 11 kDa. The peptide contains 15 strongly basic

(K,R), 12 strongly acidic (D,E), 27 hydrophobic (A,I,L,F,W,V) and 24 polar amino

acids (N,C,O,S,T,Y). Similarity search using BLAST-P reconfirmed the homology

with M. destructors Diptericin (E value: 0.007). As other members of the

Diptericin family, Prolixin is glycine rich (13%) however it only contains two

proline residues which is in sharp contrast with other members of the family

which contain a Proline rich region preceding the G region. The proline rich
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domain is characteristic of other AMPs, which include Apidaecins, Orosocin,

Metchinkowin, Lebocin and others (Imler and Bulet, 2005).

Further bioinformatic analysis identified conserved protein and functional

domains of the putative peptide. The amino terminal end contains a 21 residue

hydrophobic signal peptide, predicted to form an alpha helix. Additionally, in the

carboxyl terminal fraction, homology to an Attacin C conserved motif (Pfam

accession number: PF03769) expanding from residue K29 to the N98 (covering

70% of the pro-peptide) was found thus strongly suggesting the peptide encoded

by this gene is an antimicrobial peptide (AMP).

We used tools from the Center for Biological Sequence Analysis

(http://www.cbs.dtu.dklservicesl) to identify common sites associated with post

translational modifications. Although O. melanogaster and P. terranovae

diptericins each have two predicted a-linked glycosylation sites, none were

identified in the prolixin molecule. Other post translational modification sites were

found; two phosphorylation sites on residues S23 and T46
.

Protein sequence alignment with the few other members of the Oiptericin family

revealed that prolixin only has 33% identity with M. destructor, and only 20.8%

with D. melanogaster and P. terranovae diptericins. However, there is a strong

conservation of Glycine residues as well as conservation of residues S59, 0 60 and

R63 (Figure 6-2).

We used a phylogenetic analysis of Prolixin and other known glycine rich AMPs

from different insect orders, using a method optimized for highly evolved gene

families that have clear evolutionary relationships (Hein, 1990). The coleopteran

glycine-rich AMPs exhibit an early divergence from the glycine rich AMPs found

in the Attacin/Oiptericin superfamily of molecules identified in the Oiptera,

Lepidoptera and Hemiptera.
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Within the Attacin family, clustering of molecules follows insect taxonomical

classification in lepidopterans and dipterans. Within the Diptericins, the

phylogenetic tree suggests a common ancestor for Prolixin and the Diptericins,

however Prolixin clearly belongs to a different taxon (Figure 6-3).

Promoter analysis.

We used a bioinformatics approach to identify prolixin's genomic clones

containing promoter sequences. We used BLASTN to search the Trace Archive

databases from the R. prolixus genome sequencing project. This search

identified two contigs in the 5' upstream region of our genomic sequence and

provided 516bp of proximal upstream sequence ahead of the start ATG codon.

Fifty two potential transcription factor binding sites were identified in this

sequence. Of particular interest were 4 putative GATA-1 sites (Table 1) given

their relevance in insect immunity (Kadalayil et al., 1997, Tingvall et al., 2001,

Senger et al., 2006). Of note is that no putative NF-KB sites were identified.

Prolixin expression profile.

Our in silico analysis of the cDNA and deduced amino acid sequence

strongly pointed out to the identification of a diptericin like AMP in R. prolixus

midgut. To further strengthen this hypothesis, we analyzed the transcriptional

profile of this gene first in different tissues and subsequently in response to

different immune challenges.

A qualitative RT-PCR using RNA collected from five eggs or tissue from a single

adult insect revealed that diptericin is constitutively produced and is up-regulated

in response to bacteria in the hemocoel. Midgut and fat body tissues had the

strongest detectable transcript levels which concurs with the initial discovery of

the Prolixin EST and the fact that the fat body is the major organ for AMP

biosynthesis in insects. Eggs (red colored, 10 days after hatching) did not

produce a detectable signal, whereas all other tissues examined did (Figure 6-4),

including the salivary glands.
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The apparent up regulation in the fat body and midgut in response to bacterial

challenge led us to use qPCR to quantify Prolixin's transcripts levels in response

to different stimuli in the Fat body. We artificially infected adult insects by

injecting them with bacteria, T. cruzi promastigotes, LIT media or by poking them

with a sterile needle to control for the immune response generated by cuticular

damage, Transcripts levels were compared to a na'lve (non-challenged) sample

and the results were reported as fold increase over this sample (Figure 6-5).

Cuticular damage caused a small increase in transcript levels, whereas bacterial

presence in the hemolymph caused a significant (==200 fold) increase over the

non challenged samples. Injection of 5IJL of sterile LIT (a rich media) caused a

similar increase to that of bacterial challenge; however the presence of T. cruzi

caused a very significant increase (over 500 fold) over the na'fve control and

about three times that of LIT injected.

Recombinant protein activity.

The activity spectrum of the recombinant Prolixin was assayed in different

formats. First we assayed the activity of the recombinant protein using a diffusion

assay against four different bacterial strains using two different expression

vectors, Two Gram positive and two gram negative strains were tested using

either pET32 or pET46 Novagen's pET46 adds an N-terminal His tag to the

recombinant protein whereas pET32 adds a 17kOa N-terminal tag which

enhances protein solubility and facilitated protein detection during SOS PAGE. In

this assay, the least sensitive, antibacterial activity was detected against B.

subtilis and marginally against E. coli (Figure 6-6).

To further investigate Prolixin's in vitro antibacterial properties we set up a more

sensitive assay in 96 well format using cell Iysates from induced or uninduced

recombinant bacteria mixed with diluted bacterial cultures. After six hours of

incubation at 3rC with shaking, 00600 was measured, and negative effects on

bacterial growth were apparent for B. subtilis and to a lesser extent for E. coli,

which supports our results on the plate assay. The activity against M. luteus is
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not evident due to poor bacterial growth under assay conditions and no

antibacterial activity was seen against S. epidermis or S. marcescens (Figure 6

7). Induction of prolixin over expression in liquid culture showed Prolixin's toxicity

to E. coli. Although protein over expression reduced bacterial growth in

comparison to non induced bacteria, recombinant bacteria expressing an

exogenous transcription factor did not show the bacteriostatic effect seen for

Prolixin (Figure 6-8).

Discussion

We have identified and characterized Prolixin, a glycine-rich peptide with

strongest homology to members of the Attacin/Diptericin superfamily of AMPs,

and which represents the first diptericin-like AMP from a non-dipteran insect.

Initial in silica analysis of the amino acid sequence indicates that Prolixin is not

glycosylated, in contrast to similar glycine-rich molecules. All fly Diptericins and

Drosocin are naturally glycosylated. However, glycosylation is not a sine qua non

condition for antibacterial activity. Chemically synthesized glycosylated and non

glycosylated forms were shown to retain activity against gram negative bacteria

E. coli 022, 1106 and S. typhimurium (Cudic etal., 1999, Winans etal., 1999).

The exact role of glycosylation of AMPs is not known and further research should

address the affinity between sugar moieties of AMPs and those on the bacterial

surface, as a means to target activity and increase killing specificity.

While proline- and glycine-rich peptides like Diptericin are predominantly active

against Gram-negative bacteria (Keppi et al., 1989), Prolixin, like cecropins, is

active against both Gram positive and Gram-negative bacteria (Moore et al.,

1996, Lowenberger et al., 1999). In addition to their antibacterial properties,

proline-rich peptides have been evaluated for anti-parasite activity. Purified

recombinant AttacinA1 from Glossina sp. has inhibitory effects against both the

mammalian bloodstream forms and the insect stages of T. brucei and strong
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antimicrobial activity against E. coli-K12, but not against the enteric gram

negative symbiont of tsetse, Sodalis glossinidius (Hu and Aksoy, 2005). Similarly,

Hao et al. (2001) showed that Trypanosoma brucei rhodesiense was susceptible

to the Tse-Tse fly Diptericin in vitro at relatively high concentrations (ICso of

10IJM), whereas susceptible bacteria (i.e. E. coli DH5a) had an ICso of 0.21JM

(Hao et al., 2001). Trypanosoma cruzi is susceptible to AMPs as demonstrated in

laboratory conditions using transgenic bacteria to over express Cecropin A, a

pore-forming AMP of Hyalophora cecropia (Durvasula et al., 1997). Cecropins,

however have not been identified in hemipterans, and we do not know if

endogenous R. prolixus AMPs can regulate T. cruzi development. There may not

be sufficient concentrations of lethal AMPs in the midgut of the vector to kill T.

cruzi, or these AMPs may be affected by the digestive proteases. Alternatively

the vector may not express high concentrations of AMPs because these might kill

the obligate bacterial symbionts that reside in the midgut and on which the vector

is dependent for survival. Antimicrobial peptides in the gut might be used as a

mechanism to regulate bacterial populations within acceptable levels without

eliminating all symbionts. The fact that we find transcriptional activation of

several AMPs (Defensin, Lysozyme and Prolixin) in gut tissues indirectly

supports this hypothesis.

Prolixin's deduced amino acid sequence suggests a shorter and simpler structure

than that of other glycine-rich AMPs. Diptericins comprise a hydrophobic N

terminal signal peptide, a proline-rich (P domain) sequence and a glycine-rich

moiety (G domain) in the C terminus. Likewise, Attacins contain a signal peptide,

a P domain and two G domains (Hedengren et al., 2000). This is not the case for

Prolixin, where the P domain is missing and where only a signal peptide and a

single G domain are noticeable. Further evidence that the P domain is missing is

that the conserved furin cleavage site, found in Diptericins and Attacins is

missing. Furin functions to cleave other proteins downstream a canonical

sequence, R-X-(R/K)-R, into their mature/active forms; and it has been
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suggested that D. me/anogaster Diptericin B is activated after removal of both the

signal peptide and the P domain in a two step process.

Despite the relatively low sequence similarity in the N terminal end among

Prolixin, Diptericins and Attacins, we believe these peptides share a potential

common origin because of their glycine-rich C-terminal region. As several insect

genomes have been sequenced, comparative genomic studies on immune genes

have revealed interesting evolutionary characteristics of immune gene families

implicated in the three main phases of the immune response. Signal transduction

genes are maximally divergent in sequence. This is not the case with effector

molecules such as AMPs, which have diversified by gene duplication producing

new families of compounds and even species-specific genes (Waterhouse et a/.,

2007). Certain types of AMPs, however, are omnipresent in phylogenetically very

diverse organisms. Defensins are small cationic, cysteine-rich peptides which

possess activity against Gram positive bacteria, and have been described in

invertebrates, vertebrates and plants. Cecropins are cationic linear peptides

active against gram negative bacteria and are found in selected insect orders,

Coleoptera, Diptera and Lepidoptera but not yet in ancient hemimetabolous

insects such as hemipterans. Prolixin appears to be a simpler molecule, possibly

a precursor of the Diptericin family of antimicrobial peptides which, to date, have

only been characterized in the higher insect order Diptera.

A glycine-rich N-terminal end motif is common to Prolixin, Diptericins and

Attacins. It has been suggested that Diptericins and Attacins evolved from a

common ancestor (Hedengren et a/., 2000). However, Attacins and Diptericins

have proline-rich domains, found in other antimicrobial peptides such as

Drosocin and Metchnikowin, but these are missing in Prolixin. In view of these

observations and if we assume a modular structure of the different motifs of

AMPs we could speculate that the addition of a proline-rich section (P domain)

gave rise to Diptericins in flies and that a subsequent gene duplication added the

second, C terminal glycine-rich motif found in Attacins. A similar mechanism has

been suggested in the molecular evolution of Sarcotoxin II of Sarcophaga
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peregrina, where this molecule evolved from an attacin-Iike ancestor by the

addition of two novel domains. A proline-rich extension in the N terminal, and a

sequence insertion near the amino terminal of the G1 domain differentiate these

two AMPs (Asling et al., 1995). As more genomes from diverse insect groups

become available for comparison we will be able to validate or disprove the

theories of the origins and interrelationships among these similar, but distinct

AMPs.

The temporal and spatial expression of antimicrobial peptides is tightly regulated

via complex intracellular pathways. In Drosophila, AMP expression is regulated

via two main signaling pathways, Toll and Imd. Both of these pathways culminate

in the activation of NFKB transcription factors. The Toll pathway leads to the

activation of two Drosophila I\IFKB transcription factor homologs, Dorsal and Dif,

resulting in the transcriptional activation of antifungal Metchnikowin and

Drosomycin. The Imd pathway, through the activation of another NFKB homolog,

Relish, activates the expression of AMPs Cecropin, Drosocin, Defensin and

Diptericin (Lemaitre and Hoffmann, 2007). Promoter mapping of D.

melanogaster's diptericin gene revealed the presence of proximal DNA motifs

required for transcriptional activation. These include a combination of NF-KB and

GATA binding sites, where GATA sites are recognized by the transcription factor

Serpent (Kadalayil et al., 1997, Tingvall et aI., 2001). We were not able to amplify

a Serpent homolog in R. prolixus using Drosophila cactus degenerate primers,

but the release of the R. prolixus genome should allow us to identify members of

this family of transcription factors in this hemipteran insect. The absence of NF

KB sites within 500bp of the prolixin start methionine codon is unusual as these

sites have been described in the promoter regions of many insect AMP genes

including Diptericins (Georgel et al., 1993, Meister et aI., 1994). Recently, we

identified both NF-KB and GATA-1 sites in the promoter region of two R. prolixus

lysozyme genes (Ursie-Bedoya et al., 2008) as well as in several other immune

related genes (Ursie-Bedoya unpublished). At this point we can only speculate

about the existence of a novel signaling pathway in hemipterans which would not
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be regulated by NFKB transcription factors. Toll and Imd receptors homologues in

hemipteran insect have not yet been identified; however, insect comparative

genomics studies point out to the strong conservation of intracellular immune

signaling pathways (Toll, Imd and JAKISAT) and for the evolutionary

diversification of other gene families like PGRPs, clip-domain proteins, serpins,

Toll-related receptors, and AMPs (Waterhouse et aI., 2007, Zou et al., 2007).

Most AMPs are synthesized by the fat body and released into the hemolymph in

response to pathogen invasion. Prolixin's transcriptional pattern concurs with that

of other AMPs, which are predominantly expressed in the fat body but also in

other tissues which come into contact with foreign organisms, such as the midgut

epithelium. Upon oral infection with Ecc15 and P. entomophila, Drosophila

responds through a systemic immune response initiated in the gut which signals

to, and initiates, the fat body production of AMPs. In triatomes, similar responses

have been shown for defensins (Lopez et aI., 2003, Araujo et al., 2006) and

Iysozymes (Kollien et al., 2003, Balczun et al., 2008, Ursie-Bedoya et al., 2008).

Prolixin also is expressed in the midgut, and the concept that the insect gut is an

immune competent tissue is not new. In Drosophila, Diptericins or Attacins are

produced by epithelial cells under the control of the Imd pathway upon

recognition of PGN released by Gram-negative bacteria and a local epithelial

response can trigger a systemic response by the fat body. In hemipterans, such

as R. prolixus, bacterial symbionts are obligatory residents of the intestinal tract.

They are responsible for vitamin B procurement, and their elimination via

aposymbiosis has severe developmental effects, that can be reversed by a diet

rich in vitamin B (Schaub and Eichler, 1998). Several bacterial species reside in

the intestinal tract of R. prolixus; Rhodococcus rhodnii, the main symbiont, is

found primarily in the cardia and anterior midgut (stomach). Upon a blood meal,

hemolysis and water adsorption occurs in the anterior midgut which initially

decreases the bacterial population. Within days as the blood meal is circulated to

the posterior midgut (intestine) for proteolysis by cathepsins, the bacterial

population increases significantly (Eichler and Schaub, 2002, Azambuja et al.,
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2004). As the intestine is relatively free of bacteria, AMPs such as Prolixin may

be released into this compartment for two functions: to aid in digestion of blood

products and as a local immune response to prevent massive bacterial

proliferation.

Bacteriolysis would occur in the intestine to prevent bacteria from sequestering

nutrients obtained from blood meal digestion and to release vitamins essential to

the development of the insect. Antimicrobial peptides participating in the

digestive process include Iysozymes in Drosophila (Kylsten et al., 1992, Daffre et

al., 1994) and we recently characterized a lysozyme from R. prolixus which we

believe has the same function (Ursie-Bedoya et al., 2008).

The forthcoming release of the annotated genome sequence of R. prolixus

should allow for the identification of more components of the still largely unknown

puzzle that comprises the immune system in this and other hemimetabolous

insects. New post-genomic technologies including proteomics and RNA

interference (RNAi), which has been used recently in this hemipteran insect to

study gene function (Araujo et al., 2006b), have expanded our knowledge of

immune system regulation in medically relevant insect vectors. Furthermore,

comparative genomic studies with an evolutionary ecology perspective should

help us delineate the evolution of the innate immune system in general, on

specific AMPs such as Prolixin, and will allow us to speculate on ways we could

use this knowledge to better address and reduce vector borne diseases which

cause so much morbidity and mortality worldwide.
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Figure 6-1 R. prolixus prolixin gene, genomic and deduced amino acid sequence.

Analysis of the ORF revealed a putative protein 98 amino acids long with an approximate
molecular weight of 11 kDa, A 21 hydrophobic signal peptide (underlined) is predicted to from an
alpha helix; and highlighted is an Attacin C motif (Pfam accession number: PF03769) expanding
from residue K29 to the N9B Putative phosphorylation sites are in bold, *indicates intron insertion
site, UTRs and intron sequences are in lowercase,
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Figure 6-2 Prolixin alignment with other members of the diptericin family.

Multiple sequence analysis was performed using Clustal W with Lasergene's MegAlign module
(DNAstar, USA). Sequences used in the alignment were: Protophormia terraenovae Diptericin
(CAB57822.1); Mayetiola destructor Diptericin (ABG21230.1); Drosophila melanogaster Diptericin
A (NP_476808.1), B (NP_523787_2) Glossina morsitans morsitans Diptericin A (AAL34111.1)
Stomoxys calcitrans Diptericin A (AAY98016.1), and Rhodnius prolixus Prolixin (bankit1060780
EU448993). Boxed amino acids represent identities to the consensus and residue numbering is
based on Prolixin.
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Figure 6-3: Phylogenetic reconstruction of insect glycine-rich AMPs.

Diptericin, Attacin and coleopteran families of glycine-rich peptides were analyzed. Signal
peptides were removed from each precursor molecule, and then aligned with DNAstar Megalign's
Jotun Hein Method (PAM250).
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Figure 6-4 Prolixin's transcript tissue distribution.

Qualitative RT-PCR using RNA collected from five eggs or tissue from a single adult insect
revealed that diptericin is constitutively produced and is up-regulated in response to bacteria in
the hemocoel. Midgut and fat body tissues had the strongest detectable transcript levels which
concurs with the initial discovery of the Prolixin EST and the fact that the fat body is the major
organ for AMP biosynthesis in insects.1: Egg; 2: Salivary glands; 3: Thorax; 4: Fat body; 5: Fat
body 24h post bacterial injection; 6: Midguts; 7: midguts 24h post bacterial injection; 8: no
template control.
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Figure 6-5 Prolixin's transcript levels in fat body after immune stimulation.

1: Na'lve (normalizer); 2: Sterile injected; 3: Bacteria injected; 4: LIT injected; 5: L1T- T. cruzi
injected. Data was quantified using the Z(DDCt) method. A Beta actin fragment was used to
normalize amongst samples as described (Lopez et ai., 2003). Error bars represent s.e. of three
independent experiments with each sample in triplicate.
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Figure 6-6 Recombinant Prolixin zone inhibition assays:

Cell Iysates from induced or un-induced recombinant bacteria (::::1 mg of total protein) were
spotted on sterile 8mm diameter chromatography paper (Whatman, USA) circles and then placed
on the bacterial lawns. Antibacterial activity was assessed the next morning after incubation at
25°C. The level of inhibition in these assays, as measured by the radius of the inhibition was
compared with zones of inhibition of known concentrations of ampicillin. Left panel: Activity
against Gram negative bacteria (E. coli and S. marcescens) Right panel: activity against Gram
positive bacteria (B. subtilis and M. luteus). C: control containing Tris buffer. R. prolixus prolixin
was expressed in E. coli BL21 cells using expression vectors pET46 or pET32
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Figure 6-7 Recombinant Prolixin's activity spectrum.

Cell Iysates from Induced or Uninduced E. coli BL21 carrying Prolixin-pET46 were incubated with
a diluted bacterial suspension (logarithmic growth phase) of each strain at 3rC for 6 hours.
OD620 was recorded. Bacterial strains used, Gram negative: E. coli, S. marcescens and Gram
positive: B. subtilis, S. epidermis and M. luteus. Error bars represent s.d. of two independent
experiments with each sample assayed in six different wells.
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Figure 6-8 Prolixin's activity in liquid culture against E. coli.

Bacterial growth (room temperature) was monitored every hour by measuring 00600 and
recombinant protein production was induced with 1mM IPTG at 00600=0.8.
RHO: Rei homology domain; Rei I: Dorsal 1C; I: induced; U: Un-induced.
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Tables

Genomic clone GATA sequence Location Origin

NAAX-adg52b08.bl GAGATAGATA -488 Trace archive

NAAX-ado90elO.bl AAGCTGATAAAA -380

CTTATCTCGTG -292

CGGAGATAGAT -' / q

Table 6-1 Prolixin's promoter putative transcription factor binding sites.

Putative transcription binding sites were identified using Alibaba 2.1 software, which predicts
transcription factor binding sites by context dependent matrices generated from TRANSFAC
public sites. Putative binding sites location is given relative to the start methionine codon.
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Conclusion and future perspectives

Much of the work done by molecular biologists since the 1970's has been

focused on describing genes and their functions and to link these genes into

pathways and networks to explain the molecular processes that govern living

cells and organisms. However, with the development of new technologies, we

have experienced a change of approach from reductionism where genes and

proteins are studied one at a time to a holistic approach where many (or ideally,

all) genes are studied simultaneously. This global analysis of gene function is the

basis of functional genomics. An example of this is high-throughput analysis by

microarrays, where simple gene-by-gene hybridization techniques like Northern

blots have been replaced with DNA chips where thousands of transcripts are

probed enabling global expression profiling. Microarrays have been developed

for a variety of insects, including D. melanogaster (White et a/., 1999), Anopheles

gambiae (David et ai., 2005), Aedes aegypti (Sanders et ai., 2003) and Bombyx

mori (Noji et ai., 2003) and have been used to study different biological

processes. DNA chips are not yet available for our study insect Rhodnius

prolixus.

Results presented in this dissertation, describe the use of functional genomics to

identify and describe genes involved in the immune response of R. prolixus. As

an ancient hemipteran insect of major medical importance, characterizing its

immune response has two major points of relevance. Firstly, from an evolutionary

perspective as insect immunology studies have focused on higher insect orders

like Lepidoptera and Diptera.

Secondly, understanding the molecular interactions between this insect and

Trypanosoma cruzi, the parasite it transmits (cause of Chagas disease) from an

immune perspective. We hope that the discovery of the biological determinants
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that permit such interactions will allow us to identify molecules or processes that

limit, or ideally stop the transmission of human pathogens.

The basis for the identification of the genes described in this study relied on

bioinformatics analysis of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) using similarity

searches with sequences (protein and nucleic acids) deposited in remote

databases. Because homologous genes with similar sequences tend to be

derived from a common evolutionary ancestor, the proteins they encode for are

related not only in structure, but also in function. Thus, the simplest way to assign

a putative function to the newly discovered genes was to look for related

sequences that have already been described, annotated and deposited in public

databases like that of the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCB I)

(Jenuth, 2000). Sequence comparisons throughout these studies were carried

out at the protein level because amino acid sequences vary less than nucleotide

sequences, so protein sequence comparisons were assumed to be more

sensitive.

Many insect immune genes have been identified and characterized either

independently or on the basis of their relationships to known immune genes of

the model organism, Drosophila melanogaster. Our work has also taken a similar

approach. Because of this, the identification of genes (or similar genes) that have

already been described was biased against completely novel genes with no

similarities in the database. In consideration of this, a proteornic study of R.

prolixus hemolymph was undertaken, where pure hemolymph from bacterial

challenged or na'fve insects was resolved by bi-dimensional gel electrophoresis,

and presumed differential protein spots were excised and sequenced by Edman

degradation.

Although bi-dimensional gel electrophoresis of proteins can be a powerful

technique, it has its limitations. The difficulty in obtaining reproducible runs with

similar spots profiles, a requirement for comparative analysis, made data

analysis much more difficult and unreliable than expected. As a result, the
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approach using Suppressive Subtractive Hybridization (SSH) was chosen over

the proteomic approach for the remainder of the study.

Initially, we identified immune-related molecules from the fat body, and intestine

of adult R. prolixus. Insects were challenged by introducing bacteria or T. cruzi

into the hemocoel, and 24h after stimulation tissues were dissected to extract

RNA. Based on SSH, we generated three subtracted libraries, sequenced the

expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and compared them to DNA and protein

sequences in the databases. The functional annotation revealed ESTs belonging

to the three fundamental pillars of immunity: recognition, activation and effector

mechanisms. Following EST sequencing we obtained the full length of several of

these genes and continued with functional and transcriptional studies adressing

the questions presented in the introduction.

A key feature of the immune response it its inducibility, in many organisms

including insects, transcriptional regulation involves transcription factors of the

Rel/NF-KB family. We cloned and characterized three members of this

transcription factor family in this insect and studied their expression profiles and

their DNA binding activity. Our results suggest that these transcription factors

playa dual role in development and immunity. Their immune role is partially

related to their ability to regulate the expression of several antimicrobial peptides

as indicated by several putative NF-KB binding sites in the promoter regions of

these genes known to be involved in the innate immune response of insects.

One of the antimicrobial peptides whose gene promoter contains this regulatory

DNA sequence belongs to the defensin family of small cationic peptides. We

isolated Defensin A from the hemolymph of R. prolixus, by HPLC it and

sequenced it. Molecular cloning of the gene showed that the active peptide

contains 43 amino acid residues and that there are three isoforms exist.

Transcriptional analysis by Northern blot and Real-time quantitative PCR indicate

that there is a very low baseline transcription of this peptide in naive insects, and
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that transcription increases significantly in the fat body of immune activated

insects while there is a delayed induction of transcription in the intestine. This

suggests that the midgut/intestine of this species is active in the immune

response against non self.

A second type of antimicrobial peptide under NF-KB regulation is lysozyme. We

reported the characterization of two c-type Iysozymes, RpLys-A and RpLys-B,

isolated from the fat body and digestive tract of immune stimulated adult insects.

A different transcriptional profile from that of Defensin emerges indicating that the

temporal and spatial expression patterns of these two peptides are very different.

RpLys-A is expressed predominantly in the midgut after ingestion of T. cruzi in a

blood meal, or after injection of bacteria into the hemocoel. Phylogenetic analysis

of these Iysozymes suggests a different physiological role for each molecule.

RpLys-A aligns best with molecules from other hemipterans whose major

expression is found in the intestinal tract whereas RpLys-B aligns best with

mosquito and tick molecules whose expression is found principally in hemocytes

and fat body and whose role has been described as immune-related. These data

suggest a differential compartmentalized role of two closely-related molecules;

one for immunity in the hemocoel and the other for digestion in the midgut.

In the final data chapter of this dissertation, we characterize a novel antimicrobial

peptide isolated from midgut tissues of R. Prolixus. Prolixin is a small, glycine

rich peptide which belongs to the Diptericin family of antimicrobial peptides and it

is the first member to be isolated outside the Diptera. This inducible peptide is

produced by both fat body and midgut tissues of nymphs or adults in response to

bacterial or T. cruzi infection of the hemolymph or the midgut. What is striking is

that the Prolixin gene does not seem to be under the control of NF-KB binding

sites like the other two antibacterial peptides we described. However, its

promoter region contains several GATA sites, suggesting the presence of a

different regulatory pathway. The recombinant protein has strong bactericidal
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activity against B. subtilis but also bacteriostatic activity against E. coli in liquid

culture.

In summary, our findings seem to indicate that invasion of the hemocoel

by T. cruzi elicits an immune response in this reduviid insect. This response is

mediated by components of the pro phenol oxidase cascade, and antimicrobial

peptides; some of which are transcriptionally regulated by transcription factors of

the Rel/NF-KB family. This supports previous findings where hemolymph

agglutination activity for erythrocytes and parasites was evidenced against T.

cruzi (Mello et aI., 1995) and Trypanosoma rangeli (Takle, 1988) but for which no

molecular data was available. Furthermore, it also shows similarities with the

defense mechanism observed in the Tse Tse fly Glossina morsitans morsitans

against Trypanosoma brucei spp. In this fly, the pathogen-induced expression

profile of the antimicrobial peptides attacin and cecropin is under the regulation of

the Imd pathway transcriptional activator Relish (GmmRel) (Hu and Aksoy,

2006), which shows high amino acid identity and structural similarity to its

Drosophila melanogaster orthologue.

Our results also indicate the activation of several pathogen specific genes in

response to bacterial or parasitic invasion of the hemocoel. Some of these are

homologous to genes described in other insect-parasite systems but the large

number of unidentified genes suggests the possibility of unique immune genes in

hemimetabolous insects. Although, we have focused on homologous genes here;

future studies will characterize these novel immune related genes in terms of

their biological activity and their effects on parasite development and

transmission.

The much anticipated release of the annotated genome sequence of R. prolixus

later this year should, coupled with biochemical analyses, greatly increase the

rate of novel discoveries in this disease model insect.
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Disease perspective

The most recent report on Chagas disease portraits an optimistic picture,

where the number of annual deaths has decreased from over 45,000 to 12,500

from 1990 to 2006 (WHO-TOR, 2007). Similarly, the cases of human infection

and new cases per year have decreased from 30 million and 700,000 to 15

million and 41,200 respectively. Most of the progress made was the result of

efforts targeted to fight and eliminate vectorial transmission. However, these

strategies do nothing for those individual already infected, thus the disease is far

from being eradicated. Despite a renewed interest by non for profit organizations

like the Drug for Neglected Diseases initiative (DNDi), composed of an

international consortium of five public sector institutions and one international

research organization, no new drug has yet been brought to the market.

Additionally, political instability and the economic disparities between most Latin

American countries and western European and North American countries has

forced a large numbers of Latino nationals to emigrate legally or illegally to these

countries, bringing with them Trypanosoma cruzi. A recent study by the Pan

American Health Organization suggests that countries, that receive significant

numbers of immigrants, like Canada, Spain, and the United States have

thousands of individuals infected without knowing it (Schmunis, 2007). Estimates

report that 1218 of the 131,135 Latin American immigrants received by Canada

in 2001 may be infected with T. cruzi. This trend highlights the fact that Chagas

disease is not a health concern only for Latin-American countries anymore but a

global health issue. As such, primary health care workers in developed countries

should be well informed of the disease (Just ask your general practitioner

whether he/she knows about Chagas disease, the answer might surprise you!).

Research initiatives at the basic and applied level should be encouraged to

develop novel strategies to combat Chagas disease, and to prevent from

spreading even more.
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